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Editor’s Note

T

he International Journal of Interactive Multimedia and Artificial
Intelligence provides an interdisciplinary forum in which
scientists and professionals can share their research results and report
new advances on Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Multimedia
techniques. The research works presented in this regular issue are
based on various topics of interest, among which are included: nature
inspired optimization algorithms, multi-agent systems, fast motion
estimation, handwritten recognition, supervised and unsupervised
machine learning methods, or web mining.
The fields of application are diverse: e-commerce, computer security,
2.0 enterprises, decision making in business, online banking systems,
video compression, user experience evaluation, accessibility for Deaf
people, or wireless networks, which is the domain of the first article
of this issue. This first article is authored by Kaur and Arora [1], who
compare the performance of nature inspired optimization algorithms
when solving the problem of localization of sensor nodes in wireless
sensor networks. They show the behavior of the algorithms considering
values of relevant parameters not previously analyzed. Specifically,
they apply Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA), Firefly Algorithm
(FA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Grey Wolf Optimization
(GWO) algorithm, finding that FPA shows better localization accuracy.
Idrus et al. [2] present a framework for decision making applied
to the construction domain problem, whose resolution involves the
proposal of solutions, negotiation and conflict resolution. They focus
on the first part of the process, proposing an algorithm for software
agents to generate solutions and rank them to facilitate subsequent
negotiation. They apply the algorithm to a validation scenario and
show that the algorithm ranks solutions according to each stakeholder
position, but conflicts between the different stakeholders exist, which
makes necessary to develop a conflict resolution algorithm for the last
phase of the process.
With the aim of facilitating industrial site selection for decisionmakers, Taibi and Atmani [3] also provide a ranking model through the
combination of Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP), Geographic
Information System (GIS) and decision rules. The model provides a
rank for each zone that is an index that allows to optimize the use of
zones in the future.
Arora et al. [4] propose a hybrid technique for fast motion estimation,
a key process in video compression. Simulation results are compared
with results obtained with other existing techniques. The comparison
shows that the proposed solution increases video quality and search
efficiency and reduces the computation required to estimate the motion
vectors.
A dissertation on handwriting recognition is presented by Boulid
et al. in next article [5]. The recognition task bases on the multi-agent
systems paradigm and it is inspired by the mechanisms the human
reader applies while reading. Authors focus on Arabic handwritten
documents, obtaining promising results. Continuing with this line,
Souhar et al. [6] explore methods based on the watershed transform
technique to segment text lines in handwritten Arabic documents.
They compare the methods and discuss about the possible reasons that
justify the results.
In order to prevent malicious mobile agents attacking a mobile
agent platform, Bagga et al. [7] propose the use of machine learning
algorithms to detect those unknown malicious agents. They consider
an n-gram representation of the agent, which is used as feature for the
classification process undertaken by commonly used algorithms, such
as Naïve Bayesian or J48 Decision Tree. The different algorithms are

compared via extensive experiments done with a benchmark dataset
involving malware and benign traces, probing the suitability of
supervised machine learning for the detection of malicious agents.
Related also to the field of computer security, Harish and Kumar [8]
present a network anomaly detection method based on fuzzy clustering,
which, as unsupervised learning method, has the advantage of better
detecting unknown attacks when compared with supervised ones. They
apply different techniques to mitigate disadvantages of unsupervised
methods such as the higher false alarm rate. They compare the
performance of this method with other clustering methods finding that
it outperforms the other ones.
In the field of semantic web, Anoop and Asharaf [9] propose
a method guided by topic modeling for extracting concepts and
relationships from unstructured e-commerce product descriptions.
The described evaluation shows that their method outperforms other
existing techniques, some guided also on topic modelling. Besides,
authors explore the possibility of creating a product knowledge base,
which can potentially serve for product discovery experience for
customers.
The article authored by Bader et al. [10] analyses the state of research
on heuristics used for the evaluation of user experience, contributing to
reduce the existing research gap in that topic. From the analysis done,
they propose a mapping of heuristics with the different dimensions
of the User Experience Questionnaire, a widely used questionnaire
to measure the user experience with products. Moreover, they also
provide a set of quality criteria for heuristics. The article concludes
with some recommendations about the convenient heuristics when it is
intended to apply heuristic evaluation for measuring user experience.
With the same focus on user experience, the article of Schrepp et al.
[11] describes the design and evaluation of a short version of the above
mentioned User Experience Questionnaire. The aim is to propose an
alternative short questionnaire for those scenarios in which the use of
the longer one is not practical.
Reguieg and Taghezout [12] apply an enterprise 2.0 project to
help organizations improve business processes, based on multiagent systems. They implement a collaborative environment, a social
network, for employers to share diagnosis and fault repair procedures.
Besides, they propose a coordination protocol that manages interaction
between agents.
In addition, in order to also improve processes in companies,
specifically the processes in bank operation centers, Serengil and
Ozpinar [13] propose a hybrid multi stage approach for workforce
planning. The approach is based on supervised and unsupervised
learning algorithms. Expected workload is predicted via a neural
network while employees are grouped via k-means clustering.
Next article, authored by Farhane et al. [14] describes a robust
adaptive fuzzy neural network sliding mode (AFNNSM) control
design for a variable speed wind turbine. A fuzzy neural network
is used to approximate the model function, which provides a better
description of the plant. In order to optimize the learning rate of
backpropagation algorithm used to train the neural network, a particle
swarm optimization algorithm is also used. Through simulations,
the authors show the effectiveness of the method, with the trajectory
tracking errors converging to zero.
Last article corresponds to an interdisciplinary research done by
Pérez et al. [15] whose main result is a system that translates video
subtitles in oral language to SignWriting, a method of writing Sign
DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.09.003
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Language. This system complements a platform that automatically
provides accessible web content for Deaf people and that is prepared
to be extended to satisfy the needs of other people. A first prototype
of the video translator has been tested and results in usability and
accessibility tests show that this tool can enhance the accessibility of
video content available on the Web for Deaf people.
Dr. Elena Verdú
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Abstract

Keywords

Localization is one of the most important factors highly desirable for the performance of Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN). Localization can be stated as the estimation of the location of the sensor nodes in sensor
network. In the applications of WSN, the data gathered at sink node will be meaningless without localization
information of the nodes. Due to size and complexity factors of the localization problem, it can be formulated
as an optimization problem and thus can be approached with optimization algorithms. In this paper, the nature
inspired algorithms are used and analyzed for an optimal estimation of the location of sensor nodes. The
performance of the nature inspired algorithms viz. Flower pollination algorithm (FPA), Firefly algorithm (FA),
Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for localization in WSN is analyzed
in terms of localization accuracy, number of localized nodes and computing time. The comparative analysis has
shown that FPA is more proficient in determining the coordinates of nodes by minimizing the localization error
as compared to FA, PSO and GWO.

Wireless Sensor
Network, Localization,
Flower Pollination
Algorithm, Particle
Swarm Optimization,
Firefly Algorithm, Grey
Wolf Optimization.

I. Introduction

W

ireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of independent similar
or diverse types of nodes that monitor the environment. These
tiny, autonomous, portable and economical nodes sense the data and
pass it to designated location or the base station by using wireless ad-hoc
network technique. Each sensor node has a transducer, power supply,
microcomputer and transceiver to record and process the sensory data
[1]. WSN is being used for many applications like industrial process
monitoring, battlefield, forest fire detectors, natural disaster prevention,
traffic monitoring, etc. [2]. Most of the applications need location
information of the sensor nodes for tracking and monitoring [3].
In WSN, sensor nodes sense and report the events of interest which
can be examined when the position of target nodes reporting the event
is known. The information gathered at sink node will be in vain without
localization information of sensor nodes. The estimation of the position
of sensor nodes is one of the important issues of the WSN and is known
as localization problem [4]. Localization can be defined as determining
the coordinates of unknown nodes called as target nodes using the
position of known nodes called as anchor nodes or beacons [5] based
on the measurements such as Time of arrival (TOA), Time difference
of arrival (TDOA), Angle of arrival measurement (AOA), etc. [6].
The localization issue can be resolved by deploying each node with
Global Positioning System (GPS) but this is not preferred due to size,
cost and power factors [7]. Moreover, GPS has restricted functionality
as it cannot work indoor and underwater. So, an efficient alternative
is required for the localization. The non-GPS based localization
algorithms can be used which is categorized into range based and
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: kaurranjit2212@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.03.009

range free algorithms. Range based localization algorithms uses point
to point distance estimation or angle based estimation between sensor
nodes whereas range free localization algorithms do not require range
information between target node and anchor node but depends on
the topological information. The former provides more accuracy as
compared to range free localization algorithms.
The range based localization of nodes has two phases – ranging
phase and position estimation phase. In the ranging phase, each
target node measures its distance from the anchor nodes using the
strength of received signal or the signal propagation time. Accurate
measurement of distance is not possible due to noise. There is a noisy
range measurement irrespective of the ranging method used whereas in
position estimation phase, the information acquired from ranging phase
is used to determine position of target node. It can also be estimated
using geometric approach or by using an optimization algorithm.
The optimization algorithms are really effective in solving NPHard problems like Traveling salesman problem, decision subset
sum problem, localization, etc. Localization problem is considered
as an optimization problem due to size and complexity factors. The
analytical methods of optimization like linear programming takes more
computation time for solving optimization problems and increase the
complexity as the size of problem increases [8]. This propelled to use
nature inspired optimization algorithms for WSN as these are robust
and effective [9]. These algorithms became popular from the last
decade as they can easily adjust to frequently changing environment
and have high efficiency [10]. The various algorithms like Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [11], Firefly Algorithm (FA) [12] [13],
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [14], Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) [15],
Flower pollination Algorithm [16], etc. have been used to determine
positions of target nodes. The objective of the various optimization
algorithms in WSN localization is to minimize the position estimation
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error. These nature inspired algorithms really performed well on
benchmark functions and localization problem [17]. The work on FPA
based node localization algorithm [18] does not provide comparison of
two or more localization algorithms with FPA. The distance between
target node and an estimated node for each target node has not been
reported. In order to provide a fair comparison, it is necessary to show
the behavior of the aforementioned techniques considering other
values of the parameters involved in the considered algorithms which
has not been done yet.
In this paper, the application of FPA, PSO, FA and GWO for
the optimal location estimation of sensor nodes is analysed. All the
aforementioned factors are considered for the comparison and analysis.
These range based localization algorithms are compared with each
other to determine the proficient algorithm which performs better
to solve localization issue. Factors like transmission range, number
of anchor nodes and number of iterations affecting the localization
error are considered and analysed for each localization algorithm and
compared graphically. All the localization algorithms are analysed in
36 trail runs by changing number of anchor nodes and target nodes
in sensor field in terms of localized nodes, localization accuracy and
computation time.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section II
includes literature survey on WSN. Section III describes the metaheuristic optimization algorithms. Section IV present the localization
based on optimization algorithms. In section V, simulation results and
comparative study are given and discussed. In section 6, a conclusion
along with the future work is presented.

II. Related Work
Localization has become an active research topic in WSN in
recent years as exact localization information is really desirable for
the performance of WSN. This problem is approached with different
methods by the researchers. The localization with Ad-hoc Positioning
System (APS)-distributed method in an ad-hoc network is developed
by Niculescu [19]. The principle of APS is similar to the GPS but it
extends the potential of GPS to non-GPS sensor nodes as position
information of anchor nodes is passed to all sensor nodes in the
wireless network. For each target node, minimum three anchor nodes
are necessary to execute the triangulation or trilateration to determine
its location. Another algorithm was proposed by Savarese [20] to
improve Niculescu’s method which consists of two phases-hop terrain
and refinement. Hop terrain phase is similar to the APS. The refinement
phase uses an iterative procedure for the accuracy of location of each
node which is enhanced by estimating the least square distances from
the neighbouring sensor nodes [21]. The sensor nodes in the sensor
field work collectively to determine the location but the error is
accumulated in the network. To avoid the accumulation, the kalman
filter along with the least square estimation method is used to estimate
the co-ordinates of location simultaneously as proposed by Savvides
[22]. Localization problem is approached with the convex optimization
which is based on semi-definite programming [23]. The technique of
semi-definite program is extended further to non- convex inequality
constraints by Prtaik [24]. Tzu-Chen Liang extends the Pratik’s method
to apply gradient search method [25]. It uses technique of data analysis
called multidimensional scaling (MDS) [26]. The range based anchor
less localization algorithms are discussed in [27-29].
The localization problem can be considered as an optimization
problem. The optimization methods use population based stochastic
method to evaluate the location of nodes by minimizing the mean
square error [30]. Simulated annealing method was proposed to
locate the position of nodes but this doesn’t provide good results. An
improved simulated annealing method was proposed which has two

phases. In first phase, the location of target node is estimated whereas
in second phase, the optimization is executed on those nodes that may
have flip ambiguity problem [31]. The localization algorithms based
on GA are proposed in [14], [32], [33]. To minimize the localization
error, localization algorithm based on PSO is proposed [30]. The
Biogeography Based optimization (BBO) and H-best particle swarm
optimization (HPSO) performs better in terms of accuracy and
localized nodes as described in [34]. FPA based localization is also
proposed to solve the localization issue [18].

III. Nature Inspired Algorithms
Nature inspired algorithms mimics’ nature to solve various hard
and complex problems as nature exhibits flexible, robust, diverse and
dynamic phenomenon. The nature inspired becomes popular as it can
easily adjust to frequently changed environment and the conventional
or traditional methods were inefficient. These optimization algorithms
really perform well to solve the optimization problems like localization
issue, traveling salesman problem, etc. The various algorithms
like PSO, FA, FPA, GWO and GA. have been applied to solve the
localization problem in WSN. The algorithms which are used for the
analysis and comparison are:

A. Flower Pollination Algorithm
FPA is a nature inspired algorithm proposed by Xin-She Yang
in 2012 [35]. It is inspired from the natural process ‘pollination of
flowers’. This metaheuristic algorithm has evolutionary characteristics
and its convergence rate is relatively high as compared to other nature
inspired algorithms [36].
Pollination is an intriguing process in which pollen grains are
transferred from the anther to the stigma with the help of pollinators
for reproduction. It has two major types: biotic and abiotic pollination.
Biotic requires help of some living organisms like insects, bats etc.
to transfer pollen grains whereas the latter are dependent on wind and
water for pollination. There is a process known as flower constancy
in which some pollinators visit specific species of flowers bypassing
others.
Pollination can be attained by two ways i.e. self-pollination and
cross-pollination. Self-pollination is defined as the reproduction of
flower by the transfer of pollen grains from the same or different flower
of the same plant species whereas in cross-pollination, pollinators like
birds, bees, bats etc. travel a long distance for pollination and follows
Levy flight behaviour in which the step length obeys Levy distribution.
There are four rules which have been derived for FPA based on the
characteristics of pollination which are:
1. Global pollination process is attained by considering biotic and
cross pollination because various pollinators performs levy flights.
2. Local pollination is attained through abiotic and self- pollination.
3. Flower constancy is defined as the probability of reproduction
which directly depends on the similarity of two flowers which are
involved.
4. Switch probability p ∈ [0, 1] helps in controlling local
pollination (exploitation) and global pollination (exploration). In
overall pollination activities, local pollination can have a value of
p in significant fraction due to the various factors like physical
proximity, wind etc.
These rules are formulated into mathematical equations to have
position updating formulas. The two most important steps of FPA
are local pollination and global pollination. In global pollination,
pollinators carry the pollen grains to the different flowers by traveling
a long distance as birds, insects [37]. Through this, exploration can be
attained and reproduction of the fittest is ensured.
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The first and third rule can be mathematically represented in Eq. (1).
∗

)

(1)

Here
is pollen i at iteration t or solution vector and ∗ is the
global best value in every generation. L is the most important parameter
for pollination as the various insects use Levy flight to move over
a long distance for pollination [38]. Thus, we draw L > 0 from levy
distribution which is valid for large steps i.e. s > 0 [39] and it can be
represented as:
)

,

(s

> 0)

(4)
Here Io represents light intensity at initial value. The attractiveness
between fireflies is relative which is seen or judged by fireflies and it
varies with distance r between two fireflies. Thus, the attractiveness
β is defined as follows which is corresponding to the light intensity
judged or seen by fireflies.

(5)

(2)

The local pollination takes place by the transfer of pollen grains with
the help of abiotic pollinators from one ﬂower to another. The second rule
and ﬂower constancy can be represented mathematically as:

)

change in light intensity and formulation of attractiveness [43]. The
intensity of light I changes with distance r having a constant light
absorption coefficient which is described mathematically as follows:

Here the
represents attractiveness between fireflies when
distance r is 0. The Cartesian distance method is used to calculate
distance between two fireflies. The firefly i move towards the brighter
firefly j which is determined with the help of Eq. (6).

(3)

(6)

wheree
and
are pollens from distinct ﬂowers of the same
plant species at iteration t. It imitates the ﬂower constancy in restricted

The second part of the equation represents the attractiveness and the
third part is for randomization where the parameter α lies in the range

neighbourhood which helps to attain convergence quickly. If and
are from same population and ∈ is drawn from a uniform distribution
[0, 1], then it becomes a local random walk. Switch probability p helps
to switch from local to global pollination and vice-versa. The pseudo
code of the FPA is given in Fig. 1.

of [0, 1] which helps in randomization and
is a random variable
whose value is drawn from Gaussian distribution. The pseudo code for
this algorithm is given in Fig. 2.
Objective f(xi), i = (1,2,3,…d)t

Initialize the population of fireflies xi (i=1,2,3…n)

Objective f(xi), i = (1,2,3,…d)t

Set light absorption coefficient γ

Initialize the flower population with n flowers

While (t < Max number of generations)

Find the best flower g* in the population.

for i =1: n fireflies

Set switch probability p ϵ [0,1]

for j =1: n fireflies

while (t < Max number of generations)

Light intensity I_iat x_i is determined by f(xi)

for i =1:n

if (Ii>Ij)

if rand < p,

Move firefly i towards j in d dimensions.

Draw Levy flight using Eq.(1)

end if

Do global pollination using Eq.(2)

Attractiveness changes with distance r using exp[-γr]

else

Evaluate new solutions and update the light intensity

Draw ϵ from uniform distribution in [0,1]

end for j

Do local pollination using Eq.(3)

end for i

end if

Rank the fireflies according to light intensity and

Update the fitter solutions in existing population

determine the best firefly

end for

end while

Find the best solution in the population

Fig. 2. Pseudo code of FA.

end while

C. Particle Swarm Optimization

Fig. 1. Pseudo code of FPA.

B. Firefly Algorithm
FA was proposed by Xin she Yang in 2009 and it was mainly inspired
from the flashing qualities or characteristics of fireflies [40]. The
fireflies get attracted to each other despite of their sex. Attractiveness
between fireflies depends directly on the brightness due to which
less luminous fireflies will be attracted towards brighter firefly. But
attractiveness decreases with an increase in distance between them
[41]. If there is no brighter firefly available, then firefly will move
randomly in the search space. The brightness of the firefly is evaluated
by the objective function which is to be optimized [42]. The brightness
determines the attractiveness between fireflies corresponding to the
objective function. FA is mainly based on two important factors i.e.

The PSO algorithm was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [44].
This algorithm is mainly inspired from the behaviour of birds flocking
in nature. The flock of birds communicate with each other while
migrating to the destination and find the bird at best position. Each bird
in the flock moves towards best position with velocity dependent on
the current position of the bird and then, they explore the search space
from their new positions. The process is reiterated until they reach their
destination [45].
In this algorithm, the social interaction and intelligence of birds
are involved. The birds grasp knowledge from their own experience
as well as the experience of other birds [46]. Each particle or bird
possesses three values i.e. the present position ( ), the local best value
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( ) and their velocity ( ). The objective function helps to find out the

(

)

best particle’s position ( ). Every particle in the flock updates their
velocity with respect to best particle using following mathematical
formula given in Eq. (7).

Here

and

represents the position vector of grey wolf and prey.

Vectors

and

are depicted with the help of following equations:

( )∗(
)

)

(10)

( )

∗

(7)

(11)

Here rand ( ) and Rand ( ) are two random functions whose value

(12)

lies in the range [0, 1]. The
and
parameters are acceleration
constants or learning factors and w represents inertia weight which is
mainly used to control the impact of previous velocities of particle on
current velocity. The second part of the equation is used to compare
the particle’s current position to its own local best position whereas
third part compares the particle’s position to the global best particle.
The position of a particle using new velocity is updated with the help
of Eq. (8).

Here

Here and

are random vectors in range [0, 1] and

parameterr is linearly decreased from 2 to 0. The best three solutions
are saved and further the candidate solutions i.e., grey wolves update
their positions accordingly. Social behavior of hunting mechanism is
mathematically derived using Eq. (13), (14) and Eq. (15).
,
,

(13)

(8)
lies in the range of user specified values of Vmax,

( )

i.e.,
to control the effect of change in particle’s
l pseudo
h code of PSO algorithm is given in Fig. 3.
velocity. The

The value of

( )
( )

Objective f(xi), i = (1,2,3,…d)t

Initialize the population of particles

(

Initialize the value of inertia weight w
While (t < Max number of generations)

.(

),
,

.(

)

)=

(14)
(15)

At the end, when the last criterion specified will be satisfied, GWO
algorithm will get terminated and the best position of α wolf will be
considered as the outcome. All the steps are presented in pseudo code
which is given in Fig. 4.

for i: n particles
find local best (pbest) of all particles
end for
find global best (gbest) as the best fitness of all particles

Initialize the population of grey wolves xi , (i=1,2,3….n)

for i: n particles

Initialize a, A and C

Calculate the velocity of particle using Eq. (7)

Calculate the fitness of each search agent or wolf

Update the position of particle using Eq. (8)

Xα=the best search agent

end for

Xβ=the second best search agent

end While

Xδ=the third best search agent

while (t < Max number of iterations)

Fig. 3. Pseudo code of PSO.

for each search agent

D. Grey Wolf Optimization

Update the position of current search agent using Eq.(15)

Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) is a nature inspired algorithm
proposed by Mirjalili et al. in 2014 that focuses on social behaviour
of grey wolves [47]. This algorithm is inspired from grey wolves that
belong to canidae family. It simulates the leadership quality and the
hunting behaviour of grey wolves in three steps as tracking, encircling
and attacking. Grey wolves consists of 5-12 wolves. Grey wolves
live in pack that contains 5-12 wolves. α, β, δ and ω are four types of
grey wolves following a strict social hierarchy. α is the dominant wolf
among the other grey wolves that makes different decisions which are
followed by other submissive grey wolves. β grey wolf is second in the
hierarchy after α grey wolf. β grey wolf help the dominant leader α to
make decisions about sleeping etc.
Approaching and encircling the prey are behaviour of team hunting
followed by the grey wolves’ pack which is mathematically modelled
in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10).

( )

( )

(9)

end for
Update a, A and C
Calculate the fitness of all search agents.
Update Xα, Xβ, Xδ

end while
return Xα

Fig. 4. Pseudo code of GWO.

IV. Localization Using Nature Inspired Algorithms
The objective of sensor node localization using nature inspired
algorithms is to evaluate the position of the maximum number of target
nodes using analytical information about the position of anchor nodes.
The localization problem can be formulated as an objective function
which is to be minimized using nature inspired algorithm. The overall
ﬂowchart of range based distributed localization of sensor nodes using
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nature inspired algorithm is shown in Fig. (5).

performance of the localization algorithm as the localization error
increases with the increase in noise. The actual distance can be
measured by using the Eq. (16):

The following steps are followed to perform node localization of
each target node in WSN:
1. M target nodes and N beacons or anchor nodes are deployed
randomly in the sensor ﬁeld. Each anchor node has transmission
range R. The localized nodes act as beacon in next iteration to
remove ﬂip ambiguity problem.

=

)

(16)

)

Where (x, y) and ( , ) are the coordinates of target node and
anchor node respectively.
3. The target node that has anchor node ≥ 3 within its transmission
range is known as localizable node. This target node is localized
using an optimization algorithm.

Start

4. For each target node, an optimization algorithm is executed
independently. Initialize the particles of the algorithm with the
centroid of the anchor nodes (within the transmission range) by
using the Eq. (17) as follows:

Deploy target nodes and anchor nodes
in 2-D sensor field.

Estimate distance between target node
and anchor node

(x , y )

∑

x , ∑

(17)

y

where N is the number of the anchor nodes within transmission
range of each target node.
5. The algorithm minimizes the objective function or error for the
localization problem in WSN which is given mathematically in
Eq. (18).

If each target node has
anchor nodes within
transmission range >= 3

(

) +(

(

)

(18)

6. FPA ﬁnds the optimal value (X, Y) after the maximum number of
iterations.
7. When the position of all localized nodes get estimated, compute
the average localization error to ﬁnd the localization accuracy by
using the Eq. (19) as follows:

Find the centroid of the anchor nodes

Deploy particles around the centroid

=
where

Evaluate mean of square error by
using the objective function

∑

)

(19)

)

) are the coordinates of actual node, ( , ) are the

coordinates of estimated position and
localized nodes.

is the total number of

8. Repeat steps 2-7 until all the target nodes get localized or no
more target nodes can be localized. The localization algorithm’s
performance is based on the estimated average localization error

Optimization algorithm finds the best
position of localized node

and the number of un-localized nodes
Localization accuracy is better if value of

where
and

= M−

.

is less.

The number of localized nodes increases as the iteration increments.
A node that has been localized can be used as a beacon for the next
node. This decreases the problem of ﬂip ambiguity as more references
are available for the localized node. However, this increases the
computation time.

Find average localization error
Repeat until all
target nodes
get localized

)

where N ≥3 are the number of anchor nodes within transmission
) is the anchor node within the transmission range and
range,
(x,y) is the position of the particles.

No

Yes

) = (∑

Stop

V. Simulation Results and Discussion

Fig. 5. Flow chart of Sensor node localization using nature inspired algorithm.

2. The distance between each target node and anchor node is
measured. There is an additive white Gaussian noise which blurs
the measurement. Each target node’s distance from every anchor
node is measured as
where is the actual distance
and
is the measurement noise which has gaussian distributed
( ) which really affects the
random value in the range

The simulation of WSN localization is conducted using PSO,
FA, GWO and FPA in QT Creator 2.4.0. In 2-D sensor field, target
nodes and anchor nodes are deployed in the region of 100*100 square
units. The transmission range of beacons or anchor nodes is set as 30
units. The performance of each localization algorithm is analysed
considering other values of the parameters involved in the considered
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algorithms in terms of localized node (

), localization error (

)

and computation time (( ). The parameter values that provide better
localization accuracy are considered for the localization algorithms.
The strategic settings and parameter values of PSO, FA, GWO and FPA
are discussed below:

FA is run for each target node till the specified number of iterations
to localize target nodes. FA based localization for 50 target nodes is
represented in Fig.7
TABLE II. Performance of FA with Different Tuning Parameters
S. No.

A. PSO Based Localization
The performance of PSO based localization with different
parameters is analysed and summarized in Table 1. The parameter
values that result in less localization error are considered. The inertia
weight

• No. of particles or population (n) = 30
• Cognitive or social scaling parameter

=

4.

β

3.

γ

4.

n

5.

Iteration

100

0.903181

6.503

0.50

100

1.01864

8.737

1.0

100

0.528133

7.892

0.2

100

0.378845

9.133

1.0

100

0.410389

7.618

0.7

100

0.430746

7.743

20

100

0.360542

5.229

30

100

0.366548

6.763

100

100

0.305937

8.681

200

100

0.576672

9.315

considering the parameters is summarized in Table 3. The vector is a
controlling parameter for exploration and exploitation in an algorithm
which linearly decreases from 2 to 0. The numbers of grey wolves or
particles n helps to determine the localization information of target
node by updating their position.

TABLE I. Performance of PSO with Different Tuning Parameters

3.

2.

0.25

The performance of GWO based node localization algorithm

= 1.494

• Inertia weight (w) = 0.7

2.

α

C. GWO Based Node Localization

• No. of iterations = 100

1.

1.

is an important parameter to control the effect of the previous

velocities on the existing velocity and the parameters and
is the
learning factors. The number of particles n helps to localize a target
node by updating the position according to optimization algorithm.
The number of iterations represents the number of times the position is
updated to find an optimal solution. The parameter values that works
best for localization is considered for PSO based node localization
algorithm which are as follows.

S. No.

Parameters

Parameters
0.7

100

0.584384

2.287

0.4

100

0.650246

2.206

1.494

100

0.690518

2.259

2.0

100

0.694749

2.45

20

100

0.721967

2.21

30

100

0.717235

1.997

100

100

0.698956

2.591

200

100

0.567573

4.335

w

=
n

iteration

The following parameters are considered for the localization of
target nodes using GWO:
• No. of particles (n) = 30
• No. of iterations = 100
vector = 2 to 0

•

TABLE III. Performance of GWO with Different Tuning Parameters
S. No.

Parameters

1.

The PSO based localization algorithm is conducted using above
parameters for specified number of iterations to find the localization
information. The localized nodes, 50 target nodes and 15 anchor nodes
are depicted in Fig. 6.

B. FA Based Localization
Each localized node runs FA to estimate the position of sensor
nodes in the sensor field. The performance of FA based localization
is evaluated by tuning parameters and summarized in Table 2. The
parameter γ is the light absorption coefficient which is really important
for the convergence of the algorithm. The value of randomization factor
α lies between [0, 1] and β is the initial attractiveness when the distance
between two fireflies is 0. The value of n shows the number of fireflies
to be deployed in the sensor field to attain the localization information
by running the algorithm for specified number of iterations.

2.

n

3.

iteration

2 to 0

100

0.382065

2.894

20

100

0.442893

2.531

30

100

0.362075

2.734

100

100

0.445948

2.531

200

100

0.314762

2.406

GWO based node localization of 50 target nodes with 15 anchor
nodes is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows target nodes, localized nodes
and anchor nodes.

D. FPA Based Node Localization
The performance of the FPA based localization algorithm is analysed
and summarized by considering parameters in Table 4.

The parameters which shows less localization error are considered
for localization which are:
• No. of fireflies (n) = 30

Table IV. Performance of FPA with Different Tuning Parameters
S. No.
1.
2.

Parameters
p
λ

• No. of iterations = 100
• Randomization parameter (α) = 0.25
• Absorption coefficient (γ) = 1.0
• Initial attractiveness (β) = 1.0
- 12 -

3.

n

4.

iteration

0.7

100

0.203275

2.854

0.8

100

0.609618

2.445

1

100

0.261968

1.873

1.5

100

0.201976

2.138

20

100

0.766729

1.954

30

100

0.265837

3.098

100

100

0.244462

2.225

200

100

0.685683

3.771

Regular Issue

Fig. 6. Node localization using PSO.

Fig. 7. Node localization using FA.

Fig. 8. Node localization using GWO.
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Fig. 9. Node localization using FPA.

The parameter switch probability p is mainly used to control the
global pollination and local pollination of the algorithm. The value of
λ is really crucial for the Levy flight which plays an important role
for global pollination. The number of pollens n is deployed around
the centroid of the anchor nodes which update the position with the
help of position updating formulas for specified number of times.
The following parameters are considered for FPA based localization
algorithm:
• No of pollen/flowers (n) = 30
• No. of iterations = 100
• Switch probability (p) = 0.7

algorithm depends on the density of anchor nodes. It is difficult to locate
position of nodes if sufficient number of anchor nodes (N >= 3) are not
available. The less number of anchor nodes localize very few number
of target nodes. Location estimation accuracy and the percentage of
localized nodes increase with the increase in anchor node density.
The increase in transmission range of anchor nodes helps in improving
the performance as the number of anchor nodes within transmission
range of each target node will be more. This will also increase the
number of localized nodes. The dependency of localized nodes on the
transmission range for FA, PSO, GWO and FPA is shown in Fig. 11.
Smaller transmission range localizes very less number of sensor nodes.

• Lambda (λ) = 1.5
50 target nodes estimated by FPA based node localization with the
help of 15 anchor nodes is depicted in Fig.9.
The nature inspired optimization algorithms are stochastic in nature.
So, same results are not produced in all runs or experiments. Due to
= 2,
this, the results of 30 trial experiments are averaged by using
M = 50 and N = 15. The results are summarized in Table 5 which
shows that FPA performs better with respect of localization error and
un-localized node. The computation time taken by PSO is less than
other algorithms. GWO performs less among other algorithms in terms
of localization error.
Table V. Summary of Results of 30 Trial Runs
Algorithms
FPA
PSO
FA
GWO

Mean
4.5
7.1
5.4
5.0

Mean
0.28374
0.584231
0.725323
0.802848

Fig. 10. Percentage of localized nodes depending on the number of anchor nodes

Computing time (s)
0.767
0.743
3.891
0.832

The initial deployment of sensor nodes is random due to which the
localization accuracy, the number of un-localized node and the total
computing time will be different for every run of the localization
algorithm. The beacons, target node and the position estimated by the
algorithms like PSO, FA, GWO and FPA are shown in Fig. 6, 7, 8 and
9 respectively
The transmission range, additive Gaussian noise and the number of
anchor nodes are the important parameters to determine the localization
error. The performance of localization algorithms is influenced by these
parameters. Dependency of the percentage of the localized node on the
number of anchor nodes for FA, PSO, GWO and FA based localization
algorithms is shown in Fig. 10. The performance of the localization
- 14 -

Fig. 11. Percentage of localized nodes depending on the transmission range.

Regular Issue
Gaussian additive noise is also an important parameter that has a
great impact on localization accuracy. As noise in distance measurement
increases, increases which leads to decrease in localization accuracy.
Due to this, all the experiments are conducted by considering Gaussian
noise
= 2.
The localization accuracy also improves with the increase in number
of iterations as shown in Fig. 12. As the number of iteration progresses,
the localization error declines. FPA shows more decline in the error as
compared to other two algorithms.
The distance between target node and estimated node for varying
number of target nodes is shown in Fig. 13. In this estimated distance
for each target node using optimization algorithms is compared which
shows FPA based node localization performs better for target nodes
which shows its proficiency. Node localization based on FA, PSO,
GWO and FPA algorithms by varying number of anchor and target
nodes is summarized in Table 6. All the experiments are conducted
with different configurations in 36 trails. All the optimization
algorithms performed well to estimate the location of nodes in WSN.
The FPA based localization algorithms provides less localization error
for each number of target nodes whereas PSO estimate the position
in less computing time but it has high localization error. It shows

Fig. 12. Error V/S iterations.

better localization accuracy to estimate the position than FA, PSO
and GWO localization algorithms in terms of mean square error. But
the computing time required by FPA in locating the sensor nodes is
more than other optimization algorithms. However, the performance of
GWO is comparative less to other algorithms like FA, PSO and FPA in
terms of localization accuracy and computation time.

TABLE VI. Summary of Results of FPA, FA, PSO and GWO Based Node Localization
PSO

FA

GWO

FPA

Target
Node

Anchor
Node

Trial

25

20

1
2
3

22
17
18

0.807158
0.728214
0.79765

0.36
0.39
0.40

19
20
21

0.335551
0.264623
0.296398

1.44
1.44
1.70

21
18
20

0.133565
0.20504
0.197211

0.563
0.473
0.454

50

15

1
2
3

48
50
47

0.578797
0.753254
0.587004

0.74
0.85
0.75

50
49
49

0.505511
0.32698
0.254824

2.50
4.42
1.63

49
50
48

0.325364
0.22299
0.367064

0.668
0.685
0.941

75

20

1
2
3

75
75
73

0.67414
0.720123
0.771325

1.31
1.35
1.30

74
75
72

0.703964
0.291862
0.279126

2.97
2.73
3.84

74
75
73

0.169253
0.278071
0.189639

2.046
2.451
1.008

100

25

1
2
3

100
100
100

0.668227
0.614843
0.608155

2.49
2.10
2.20

100
100
100

0.779716
0.299194
0.385758

5.66
6.33
6.55

100
100
100

0.171925
0.181158
0.151736

1.506
2.156
2.853

= number of localized nodes

= localization error

19
23
24
46
44
48
75
75
75
100
100
100

= computing time (in seconds)

Fig. 13. Distance between actual node and estimated node with different optimization algorithms.
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0.65320
0.425891
0.477140
0.421750
0.519238
0.525000
0.471716
0.448495
0.428363
0.3623
0.55558
0.51877

0.460
0.480
0.570
0.890
0.970
0.830
1.370
1.380
1.370
2.592
2.590
2.590
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VI. Conclusion
Localization of sensor nodes is really important for the performance
of WSN as many applications of WSN require localization information.
The main objective of this optimization problem is to minimize
the localization error with the help of nature-inspired optimization
algorithms. In this paper, node localization using meta-heuristic
optimization algorithm like Firefly Algorithm (FA), Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) algorithm
is conducted to determine the position of the sensor nodes in WSN.
This paper has analysed the localization problem and solved it with
different optimization algorithms and provides the summary of results
by comparing the algorithm with the each other in terms of localization
error, localized nodes and computing time. The FPA based node
localization algorithm shows better localization accuracy in estimating
the position than other algorithms. GWO performs comparative less
with respect to localization error and computation time among the
optimization algorithms. These distributed localization algorithms are
better than centralized algorithms as the number of transmissions to
the sink node is reduced which helps to conserve the energy of sensor
nodes. These localization algorithms further can be implemented
for centralized method and can be compared with distributed
method for analysis. FPA can be hybridized with other optimization
algorithm to further minimize the location estimation error. These
optimization algorithms can be implemented in 3D scenario to find
localization accuracy. The parameter values can be varied to improve
the optimization algorithm to improve convergence rate, localization
accuracy and computation time.
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however, it also highlights the conflict between different parties that needs further negotiation action.
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I. Introduction

L

In build engineering and construction domains, deciding on a
new project depends upon a company’s strategy. If the strategy is
based on a decision by a stakeholder, then it takes a shorter time to
decide. However, such decision has no significance in terms of value
management, because the decision-making process does not include
other experienced stakeholders that have different backgrounds.
A project manager usually cares more about the cost and schedule of a
project than the function while a design manager is more concerned about
the function than the cost. Thus, for any decision to be made regarding a
new project, stakeholders must propose an optimal solution. However,
a problem may arise when stakeholders propose many solutions. In such
a situation, stakeholders need to negotiate on the proposed solutions and
agree on an optimal solution. But the negotiation may not be easy and
smooth because when stakeholders possess different backgrounds, often
their views about an optimal solution for a particular project are different.
Such differences cause conflicts in arriving at a decision. In addition,
stakeholders may work at different branches throughout the country or
other parts of the world which make a meeting for decision more difficult
and costly. While applying Value Management on decision making in
the construction domain is useful, it faces communication difficulties
between stockholders and conflicting issues that require negotiation.

We attempt to overcome these difficulties by developing a
framework for automated multi-agent negotiation for decision making
based on value management in the construction domain. This paper
is an extension to our work in the concepts of automated multi-agent
negotiation [1, 2, 29].
The framework in [1, 2, 29] enables software agents to conduct
negotiations and autonomously make value-based decisions. The
framework consists of three main components which are, solution
generator algorithm, negotiation algorithm, and finally conflict
resolution algorithm. This paper focuses and extends the discussion
on the solution generator algorithm that enables software agents to
generate solutions and rank them from 1st to nth solution for the next
stage of the negotiation operation. The solution generator algorithm
consists of three steps which are, review solutions, rank solutions, and
form ranked solutions. For validation purpose, we present a scenario
that utilizes the proposed algorithm to rank solutions. The validation
shows that the algorithm is promising, however, it also highlights the
conflict between different parties that needs further negotiation action.
While this work is inspired by the work of Utomo [3], his study is
only in conceptual level and lacks a complete negotiation process that
aids an agent to interact and negotiate with other agents and respond
to its environment and eventually influences its autonomy level in
decision making.
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II. Related Work
In this section, we discuss two prominent topics of this research
which are value management and application of negotiation in multiagent systems.
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Value Management (VM) is defined as “a structured, organized
team approach to identify the functions of a project, product, or service
that will recognize techniques and provide the necessary functions to
meet the required performance at the lowest overall cost” [4]. Utomo
et al. [3] defined VM as one of the decision methodologies that include
a multi-disciplinary, team-oriented approach to problem solving [5].
Therefore, negotiation plays an important role on VM using a valuebased group decision [3]. VM is based on a data collection method
from reliable resources and functional requirements to fulfill the needs,
wants and desires of customers [3].
The application of VM in decision making has been reported by
many researchers [3, 6, 7]. One of the techniques that is relevant to
VM is weighting and scoring in which a decision needs to be made in
selecting an option from a number of competing options, and the best
option is not immediately identifiable [3, 8, 9].
Intelligent software agents have been widely used in distributed
artificial intelligence and due to their autonomous, self-interested,
rational abilities [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], and social abilities [17, 18,
19, 20], agents are well-suited for automated negotiation on behalf
of humans [10]. According to Kexing [10], automated negotiation
is a system that applies artificial intelligence and information and
communication technology to negotiation strategies, utilizing agents
and decision theories.
Numerous research have discussed negotiation on multi-agent
systems in various domains [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Coutinho et al. [26]
proposed a negotiation framework to serve collaboration in enterprise
networks to improve the sustainability of interoperability within
enterprise information systems. Utomo [3] presented a conceptual model
of automated negotiation that consists of a negotiation methodology and
an agent-based negotiation. Dzeng and Lin [27] presented an agentbased system to support a negotiation between constructors and suppliers
via the Internet. Anumba et al. [28] proposed a collaborative design of
light industrial buildings based on multi-agent systems to automate the
interaction and negotiation between the design members. Ren et al. [22]
developed a multi-agent system representing participants, who negotiate
with each other to resolve construction claims.

III. A Conceptual Framework for Value Decision Making
based Automated Negotiation
A decision made by an agent goes through several processes. These
processes work by gradually reducing candidate solutions of a project
until a single solution is reached. Consequently, in this work, the
process of nominating a single solution from a set of solutions is called
decision-making.
There are three main processes in decision-making for a specific
project, which are propose solutions, negotiate solutions and handling
conflicting outcomes (conflict resolution).
Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the decision-making process as
described above. The process starts when agents receive a new project.
The agents first propose solutions in ranked order. They then negotiate
these solutions. If they agree upon a single solution, then the decision
is made, otherwise, the conflict resolution process takes over to drop
the weak and risky solutions. If the outcome of the conflict resolution
process is a single solution then the decision is made. Otherwise,
the agents negotiate the outcome of the conflict resolution process.
Ultimately, one coalition’s solution is accepted.

Fig. 1. Decision Making Process.

IV. Solutions Generator
A. Overview and Definitions
In this section, we discuss the preliminary issues in proposing an
algorithm for software agents to generate solutions and rank them from
1st to nth solution for the negotiation stage of the operation.
The proposed solution generator algorithm (ASG) is based on two
parameters, which are Cost and Function. In real situations, various
stakeholders have different level of interest about the cost and function
parameters based on their positions and values they uphold. Thus, those
stakeholders appraise their solutions based on their interest level on
these parameters. For example, in the construction domain, a Design
Manager cares more about the function in contrast with a Project
Manager who cares more about the cost, while a Facility Manager’s
interest is in between the Design and Project Managers’ interests.
Therefore, the Design Manager normally attempts to find a solution
that provides high function, whereas the Project Manager normally
attempts to find a solution that provides low cost. The Facility Manager
attempts to find a moderate solution that provides acceptable cost and
function.
Definition 1: A Stakeholder, S, is a person that has an ability and
authority to propose solutions for a particular issue and contribute in
the decision for that issue’s solution. In this work, a software agent
represents a stakeholder. If aS is a stakeholder agent, D is a decision,
L is a solution, then,
which means that for all stakeholder agents and for all decisions,
there exist solutions, which stakeholder agents generate and contribute
in the decision.
Definition 2: A Single Solution, LS, is a result of agents’ negotiation
to solve a particular problem. Initially, each agent ranks the proposed
solutions from 1st to nth solution, where n is any natural number. After
negotiation, the agents produce a single solution. The agents rank the
solutions based on the parameters of cost and function.
Definition 3: A Cost, C, is the price of completing a specific item
of a project. A Cost is ranked from low to high based on an original
total amount of a project. The minimum (lowest) cost contributes to
the highest rank in the solution and vice versa. If CMAX is the maximum
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Fig 2. Complete track of cost route.
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Fig 3. Complete track of function route.

(highest) cost, CMIN is the minimum (lowest) cost, n is any natural
number, then,

CMAX
MIN = C MIN

MIN + n

MIN + 2 n

,......,

MAX

(1)

Definition 4: A Function, F, is the measure of usefulness of an entity
in fulfilling its purpose. It is a solution’s quality measurement for a
specific project. A Function is ranked from high to low based on its
useful effect on a solution. The maximum function contributes highly
to the solution rank and vice versa. If FMAX is the maximum function,
FMIN is the minimum function, then,
MIN
FMAX
= FMAX ,

MAX − n

,

MAX − 2 n

, ......,

MIN

(2)

B. Solution Routes Method (SRM)
We identify three routes to generate ranked solutions, as follows:
• Cost Route (RC): This route is preferred by agents (stakeholders) who
care more about the cost, e.g. Project Manager. From Eq. 1 and 2 since
this route emphasizes more on the cost, then the first rank solution
starts with the minimum cost, CMIN, and maximum function, FMAX,
as an optimal solution. However, the optimal solution (CMIN, FMAX) is
the same for all agents’ types e.g. Design Manager, Project Manager
and so on, but it depends if such solution exists. If this solution does
not exists, then the next optimal solution attempts to keep the cost
low with reduced function (CMIN, FMAX-n). This route progresses with
decreasing function until the minimum acceptable function is found
(CMIN, FMIN). An alternative cost route increases cost to CMIN+N while
maintaining the maximum function FMAX, (CMIN+N, FMAX). If no optimal
solution is found, the cost cycle is repeated with reduced function. The
completed track of cost route is as shown in Figure 2.

8th
C���+n, F���

8th
F���-n, C���

• Function Route (RF): This route is preferred by agents that care
more about the function, e.g. Design Manager. Since this route
emphasizes more on the function, then the first rank solution starts
with the maximum function, FMAX, and minimum cost, CMIN as
an optimal solution. If the optimal solution is not found, the next
optimal solution attempts to maintain the maximum function with
increased cost (FMAX, CMIN+n). This route progressively increases
the cost until an optimal solution is found or the maximum
acceptable cost (FMAX, CMAX) is reached. An alternative function
route progressively decreases function to FMAX-n while maintaining
the minimum cost CMIN, (CMIN+n , FMAX). If no solution is found, the
function cycle is repeated with reduced cost. The complete track of
the function route is as shown in Figure 3.
• Mixed Route (RM): This route is preferred by agents that
moderately care about both the cost and function, e.g. Facility
Manager. This route accepts both earlier mentioned routes’ solutions.
For example, the two solutions (CMIN, FMAX-N; FMAX, CMIN+N) are
acceptable, an agent from this type selects the highest weightage
solution (see (3)), which we shall discuss in the next section.

RM = ( RC ∨ � RF )

(3)

Figure 5 shows the solution routes where the blue line represents
the function route, red line represents the cost route, and green line
represents the mixed route. The function route takes the horizontal
direction, the solutions’ rank of which is represented by 1st, 2nd, 3rd in
blue color. The cost route takes the vertical direction, the solutions’
rank of which is represented by 1st, 2nd, 3rd in red color. The mixed route
takes the oblique direction, the solutions’ rank of which is represented
by 1st, 2nd, 3rd in red and blue colors.
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C. The Solutions Generator Algorithm (ASG)

1. Begin
2.
∃ a contributes in Decision Do
3.
exploit(a,ASG),
4.
begin
5.
review(a, solutions)
6.
returns (∃ Solution, (C, F, T))
7.
rank(a, solutions)
8.
if care (a, C)

The ASG algorithm consists of three steps as shown in Figure 4. We
present these steps as follows:

Step1: Review Solutions, agents first review solutions.
Step 2: Rank Solutions, each agent selects a suitable route by using
the Solution Route Method (SRM) to rank solutions from 1st to nth.

agentName (solutionNumber, solutionRank)

Algorithm 1 shows the process of Solution Generator Algorithm.

V. Scenario Validation
In this section, we present a scenario to clarify and validate the
proposed Solution Generator algorithm. As the proposed algorithm is
for the construction domain, we assume the task is building the Roof
System. From the literature [3, 4], there are five possible solutions

grade (RC , L1N ),
else
if care (a, F)

12.
13.
14.

grade (RF , L1N ),
else
if care (a, (C,F))

15.
grade (RM , L1N ),
16.
end if
17. form(a, ranked solutions)
18.
agentName (solutionNumber, solutionRank)
19. end
20.End

Fig. 4. The Solutions Generator Algorithm (ASG) Process.

Step 3: Form Ranked Solutions, after each agent has selected the
suitable route according to its type and has ranked them, it forms the
outcome as follows:

9.
10.
11.

Algorithm 1. The Solution Generator Algorithm (ASG)

which are, Steel Structure, Pre-cast Structure, Timber System, Cast
in Situ Reinforced Concrete, and Space Frame. In addition, the three
characteristics, as defined in this paper, are Cost, Function, and Time
and each characteristic has a value from low to high, 1 to 5. Three types
of agents are simulated in this scenario, which are Design Manager,
Facility Manager, and Project Manager. Figure 6 shows the set up
specifications of the scenario.
Table 1 shows the assumed values of cost, function, and time for each
solution,

Fig. 5. Grid for Solution Algorithm.
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Fig 6. Set up task specifications.

shall develop a negotiation algorithm and conflict resolution algorithm
for agents to negotiate solutions and solve the conflict if any.

TABLE I. The Assumed Values of Cost, Function, and Time for each
Solution, the Scale from 1 represents Very Low to scale 5 represents
Very High.
No

Solution

Cost

Function

Time

1
2
3

Steel Structure
Pre-cast Structure
Timber System

4
3
3

5
2
2

5
4
3

4

Cast in Situ Reinforced
Concrete

5

3

4

5

Space Frame

4

4

3
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Abstract

Keywords

The current work presents a novel hybrid approach for motion estimation of various video sequences with a
purpose to speed up the entire process without affecting the accuracy. The method integrates the dynamic Zero
motion pre-judgment (ZMP) technique with Initial search centers (ISC) along with half way search termination
and Small diamond search pattern. Calculation of the initial search centers has been shifted after the process of
zero motion pre-judgment unlike most the previous approaches so that the search centers for stationary blocks
need not be identified. Proper identification of ISC dismisses the need to use any fast block matching algorithm
(BMA) to find the motion vectors (MV), rather a fixed search pattern such as small diamond search pattern
is sufficient to use. Half way search termination has also been incorporated into the algorithm which helps in
deciding whether the predicted ISC is the actual MV or not which further reduced the number of computations.
Simulation results of the complete hybrid approach have been compared to other standard methods in the field.
The method presented in the manuscript ensures better video quality with fewer computations.

Motion Estimation, Zero
Motion Prejudgment,
Initial Search Center,
Decision Error, Peak
Signal To Noise Ratio,
Sum Of Absolute
Differences.

I. Introduction

R

apid use of video based applications in broadcast and entertainment
media has led to an overwhelming need to compress the video
data. As a result many approaches came up towards video compression.
Block based motion estimation is the most prevalent among the various
techniques for motion estimation (ME). Due to the computational
complexity of the ME process, an extensive research in the field has
been conducted in the last two decades. Popularity of block based ME
can be attributed to the simplicity and ease in hardware implementation
of these algorithms. As a result, these algorithms have been used in
many of the video coding standards including MPEG4 and H.264.
Block based motion estimation is based on the idea of reducing the
temporal redundancy across the frames by matching the blocks in the
current frame to the blocks in the reference frame in a specified search
window. The brute force approach is to match all possible candidates
in the search window and is known as full search [1]. This approach
provides the optimum results but increases the computational overhead.
The research then shifted over to finding the best match with the limited
number of checking points in the search window. Three step search
(TSS) [2], new three step search (NTSS) [3], four step search (4SS) [4]
and diamond search (DS) [5] are the famous algorithms which resulted
in high PSNR values and lesser computations. The main problem with
all these approaches is of quality degradation due to trapping of search
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: navin_rajpal@yahoo.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.03.011

process in local minima as they use a fixed pattern for search. Adaptive
rood pattern search [6] found a way out to this complication by using
other search patterns in accordance with the estimated behavior of the
current block. There after many algorithms have been given in this
category which helped in decreasing the number of search points via
dynamic search paths. In all the block matching algorithms motion
estimation is established by locating the ideal match for the current
block. The matching criteria that is used most widely and in current
work is the sum of absolute differences (SAD) which needs to be
minimized in order to maximize the performance which is measured
with peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR).
Development of various fixed and adaptive search pattern based
algorithms reduce the computational burden but at the same time
they compromise with the video quality. The main aim of any motion
estimation algorithm is to reduce the number of computations without
deteriorating the video quality. Zero motion prejudgement (ZMP) and
initial search centre prediction (ISC) have been proven to be beneficial
in accelerating the process of motion estimation. ZMP helps to identify
the stationary blocks before the calculation of the actual motion vector
and thus saves the computations for calculating the motion vectors of
the stationary blocks. On the other hand ISC aims to find an initial
location in the search window so that a refined search is carried around
this point instead of centre of search window.
All the above proposed algorithms use the center of the search
window for starting the process of finding the best matching block. It
has been observed that there exists spatial as well as temporal coherence
between the adjacent neighboring blocks and hence the motion of the
current block can be predicted by utilizing the motion information of
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the neighboring blocks. Using this information motion vector for the
current block can be predicted. This predicted location is expected to
be in the region of global minima, this reduces the number of search
steps to attain global minima and thus the number of computations
for motion estimation. Further, accuracy in determination of ZMP and
ISC enhances the accuracy in determination of motion vectors which
enhances the accuracy and quality of regenerated frame at the receiver
end. Hence bit coding error, which refers to the difference in actual
frame and regenerated frame at the receiver, should be reduced.
In the current work we have used a hybrid approach for fast block
matching motion estimation. The idea is to firstly identify the stationary
blocks and stop the search process for these blocks. For this purpose the
dynamic threshold prediction technique as given in [7] has been used.
The technique is not only simple but is also efficient in identifying the
number of stationary blocks and thus helps to reduce the decision error.
After the identification of stationary blocks, initial search centers
have been predicted with an approach as given in [8]. The advantage
of this approach lies in its precise and accurate prediction of initial
search centers which aids in speeding up the entire process of motion
estimation.
Novelty of the proposed hybrid scheme is established with the
help of increased PSNR, SSIM and search efficiency in comparison
to various state-of-art algorithms in the field of fast block matching
motion estimation. Also the number of computations is reduced when
compared to the other standard methods
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the concepts
of zero motion pre- judgment (ZMP) and dynamic threshold estimation
technique of ZMP. General concept of initial search center (ISC)
prediction along with the method of predicting ISC is given in section 3.
A brief introduction to half way search termination and small diamond
search algorithm are given in section 4 and 5 respectively. The detailed
hybrid algorithm designed for the solution of the problem is presented
in section 6. Simulation results along with the analysis and comparisons
are shown in section 7. Section 8 concludes the presented work.

where SAD0,0avg is the average of all the previous stationary blocks, λ
is used to slow down or accelerate the ME process and ε is empirically
taken as zero.
Two static thresholds based on motion contents have been given by
Lin et al [12] which have been determined as per the static experimental
results.
In yet another advancement of predicting threshold adaptively
Ismail et al [13, 14] have given a formula based on average SAD scores
of all the stationary blocks. The threshold value Ts is given as [13, 14]:

(2)
where parameters α = 0.75 and β = 128.
But these thresholds do not guarantee the accurate results. A further
refined dynamic threshold estimation technique given in [7] is based
on the following observations:
1. A block which is having SAD below a particular threshold is not
necessarily a stationary block.
2. SAD value of a stationary block w.r.t. its collocated block is
least when compared to the SAD value of the stationary block
with respect to its vertical and horizontal neighbors taken in the
reference frame.
These drawbacks have been alleviated by using a two level threshold
estimation technique given in [7]. We have used only a single level of
the technique and incorporated in the proposed hybrid ME technique.
The reason is that in [7] only the issue of ZMP has been taken up but
here we are using other techniques along with ZMP to fasten the process
of motion estimation. Use of both the levels incurs lot of complexity
in terms of number of computations and thus only one level has been
found sufficient when used with other techniques.
This single level of threshold determination for ZMP is explained
with the help of following algorithm:

if SADc < T1

II. Zero Motion Pre-judgment
Zero motion pre-judgment has been extensively used in the literature
to identify stationary blocks early in the video sequences so as to save
unnecessary computations. It has been established in [6] that block
distortion for stationary blocks is very less in comparison to moving
blocks which plays a key role in identifying stationary blocks. The
SAD value of the current block to the stationary block represents the
block distortion and this SAD value is compared to a predetermined
threshold for detecting stationary blocks. Different approaches in
literature have used different thresholds for ZMP.
The concept of fixed threshold based Zero motion pre-judgment was
firstly taken by Nie and Ma [6] while proposing adaptive rood pattern
search algorithm. This approach is based on using a fixed threshold of
512 but using this threshold a large number of moving blocks could
be detected as stationary blocks especially for slow motion sequences.
The concept of fixed threshold has also been used by Luo et al [9] along
with the search priority assigned to each point. The dis-advantages of
fixed threshold have led to the use of dynamic thresholds. Ahmed et al
[10] have used an adaptive threshold which is determined by finding
the highest or lowest of SAD values of the adjacent MBs based on
specified conditions. Ismail et al [11] have used three level thresholds
on the basis of three categories of SAD values. Dynamic early stop
termination technique is also proposed in [11] to dynamically update
the threshold by using the following equation [11]:

check if SADc is equal to min( SADc, SADl, SADr, SADt, SADb)
then Declare the block as stationary
if abs (T1-SADc) < α

then update SADa

else SADa remains same,
else Move to motion estimation algorithm
Here T1 is determined by modifying equation (2) defined above.
Here 256 is taken, instead of 512 in max operator so that moving blocks
in slow motion sequences with small distortions can be appropriately
determined. SADc is the SAD between the current block and its
collocated block in the reference frame; SADl, SADr, SADt, SADb
represent the SADs between current block w. r. t its left, right, top and
bottom neighboring blocks in the reference frame. SADa represents
the average distortion which is initially given a value of 512 from the
results in [6] for fixed threshold so as to find the first stationary block.
This value is updated and assigned the SAD value of first stationary
block encountered. Max operator assists to pursue changes in SADa.
SADa is updated based on the difference between SADc and T1. If this
difference is greater than α then SADc is not considered for updating
the average distortion SADa. As a consequence the effect of very large
or very small distortion values of the current stationary block would
not affect the average variation of threshold. Parameters α is taken as
0.75 and β is taken as 128.

(1)
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Fig. 1. Spatial and temporal neighbors of current block.

III. Initial Search Center (ISC) Prediction

IV. Half-way Early Search Termination

In most of the recent approaches using ZMP and ISC for fast motion
estimation, initial search centers are identified before the stationary
blocks. But using ZMP as a post processing step to ISC, leads to the
identification of search centers even for the stationary blocks. This is
the reason we have taken this step of predicting ISC after the ZMP.

Predicted ISC can be the position of actual MV. If this can be detected
early then search can be terminated early. To do so, the SAD value
of the predicted ISC is checked, if it is below a predefined threshold
Td, then the current block may be assumed to have high correlation
with that particular neighboring block. Same MV can be declared for
this block as that of the best matched neighboring block and search is
terminated thereafter saving huge computations. Threshold Td in the
proposed manuscript is taken same as that T1 calculated above.

Initial search center prediction helps in faster attainment of actual
MV. ISC is predicted on the notion that there exist a lot of similarities
in the neighboring video frames. These similarities may be spatial or
temporal. Figure 1 shows the temporal and spatial neighboring relations.
Thus the current block will exhibit similar motion as compared to
its surrounding blocks. So the motion prediction of the current block
can be done from the motion of neighboring blocks in the current and
temporal frame. Various methods have been proposed in literature for
finding the ISC. A tabulated summary of these methods is given in [8].
The method used for ISC prediction in the current approach is the
one given in [8]. This method has the following advantages over the
previous methods:
1. The method makes use of the future points from reference frame
to account for the fact that motion of an object is possible in any
of the neighboring directions. No method in literature has used
this concept.
2. The method works in two stages. First stage works by finding
the suitable MVs whereas second stage finds the best among the
previously found MVs.
A procedure used in [8] for finding the ISC is as follows:
(1) Find an initial estimation of the motion vectors denoted by
MPISC as:

V. Small Diamond Search (SDS) Algorithm
Once the initial search center is predicted with the proposed
technique, there is high probability that it lies near the global minima.
So the actual MV could be obtained by using a fixed and small search
pattern to perform a refined search rather than using some fast BMA.
Two types of fixed small search patterns have been defined in literature
– four point pattern as in small diamond search (SDS) [15] and eight
point square search pattern as in block based gradient descent search
(BBGDS) [16]. We have used SDS rather than BBGDS to perform
the refined search for MV. It is based on the comparative analysis of
SDS and BBGDS given by Nee and Ma [6] indicating clearly that
performance, in terms of PSNR, of both the algorithms is almost same
whereas BBGDs incurs 40-80% more complexity in terms of number
of calculations. Figure 2 shows the two fixed search patterns
So with the ISC and SDS, minimum distortion point (MDP) is
obtained which is then considered as the new search center. This
recursive procedure continues till the MDP is the center of the fixed
SDS pattern or search window boundary is met.

(3)
Find the variation of MPISC with all the neighboring MVs (9
blocks):

(4)

(a) SDS

The blocks for which Vi > T2 are the suitable blocks for further
processing; where T2 =2.
These candidate blocks are denoted by CISCi (candidates for
ISC).
(2) Find SAD of the current block with MPISC and with all the
CISC.

(b) SSP

Fig. 2. Fixed small search patterns.

VI. Proposed Hybrid ME Algorithm
The proposed hybrid algorithm based on ZMP, ISC, Half way search
termination and SDS works in following steps:

(5)
Minimum SAD implies that the probability of movement is
in this particular direction. Therefore ISC is assigned MV in
accordance to macro block with least SAD.
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1. Find SADc of current block and its collocated block in the
reference frame. If this SADc < T1 AND SADc is equal to min(
SADc, SADl, SADr, SADt, SADb), block is declared as stationary
block. Search is terminated thereafter and go to step 7 otherwise
go to step 2.

Regular Issue
2. Find the MPISC = median (c1, c2, c3, c4, r0, r5, r6, r7, r8) and identify
the points using Vi= abs (MPISCx- cix/rix) + abs(MPISCy- ciy/riy)
, which are distant apart from MPISC. The points for which Vi
is above a threshold will be the candidate points for ISC (CISC)
prediction.

search pattern including four symmetrical adjacent points in
horizontal and vertical directions. The search is applied repeatedly
using this new search pattern taking MDP at the center until the
MDP comes out to be the center point of the search pattern or the
search window boundary is met. The search is terminated at any
point if SAD<Td. Declare the displacement of this point from the
center of search window as the MV for this block.

3. Compute the SAD of C0 with MPISC and CISCs and then find
minimum SAD. Declare ISC as the point corresponding to
minimum SAD.
4. Check whether ISC could be the location of actual MV by
comparing its SAD with a predicted dynamic threshold. If true,
declare the position of ISC as MV for current block and go to step
7 otherwise to next step.
5. Create a search pattern as shown in fig using four symmetrical
horizontal and vertical points at distance unit distance around ISC.
Compute minimum distortion point (MDP).
6. Set MDP from step 5 as the center for new unit size small diamond

7. Exit
The steps followed in the proposed algorithm are depicted
graphically in Figure 3.

VII. Performance Analysis and Comparison Results
The main goal of any algorithm is to lower the computational
complexity while maintaining the video quality as that of FS algorithm.
The performance of the proposed algorithm has been evaluate by doing

window or boundary is met?

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm.
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simulations on various standard YUV test video sequences containing
different motion characteristics, listed in Table 1. Experimental set
up for simulations include a 15fps, size of ±7 for search window
and16×16 for blocks. Proposed algorithm is compared with fixed size
algorithms like FS, TSS, NTSS, 4SS, DS, and predictive motion based
vector adaptive search pattern algorithms like ARPS, DPS and recently
proposed APSP and FPS algorithms.
To measure the performance of proposed ME algorithm following
parameters are evaluated – computational complexity and search
efficiency, video quality in terms of average PSNR per frame, structural
similarity index measurement (SSIM) per frame, average number
of bits required per pixel to represent the residual frame (Difference
between the actual and the motion compensated frame) and distance

between the actual and predicted Motion Vector.
Computational complexity of a ME algorithm can be evaluated in
terms of average number of search points required per block to estimate
the MVs.
Search efficiency can be evaluated by finding the distance between
the actual MV obtained from FS algorithm and the estimated MV using
a fast BMA.

(6)
Where (MVx, MVy), (MVfx, MVfy) represents MVs of FS algorithm
and fast BMA resp; NB represents the total number of blocks in a
frame.

TABLE I. Test Video Sequences Used in Experiment Having Different Motion Characteristics
Sequence

Motion Characteristics
QCIF Video Sequences

Akiyo, Clair, Miss America

Static Background with very small moving objects, maximum quasi stationary blocks

Salesman, Silent, Foreman

Static Background with objects having Large Motion

Football, Tennis

Background and Objects with Large motion in horizontal and vertical Directions

News, Mother-Daughter

Static Background with small moving objects, maximum quasi stationary blocks

CIF Video Sequences
Hall

Static Background with large moving objects

Stefan, Mobile Calendar

Large motion in horizontal direction with Rich Motion Content

Highway

Large motion in vertical Directions
TABLE II. Comparison of Various Parameters for QCIF Video Sequences

Sequences
Akiyo

Parameters

FS

DS

ARPS

DPS

ASPS

FPS

Comp

184.56

11.44

1.44

4.90

1.47

0.96

0.97

PSNR

42.16

42.16

42.16

42.16

42.10

42.16

42.16

SSIM

0.992

0.992

0.992

0.992

0.992

0.992

0.992

0.20

0.33

0.20

0.40

0.37

0.30

DAP
Clair

Comp

184.56

11.48

1.39

5.05

1.45

0.96

0.98

PSNR

42.75

42.69

42.68

42.68

42.57

42.61

42.68

SSIM

0.991

0.991

0.991

0.991

0.991

0.991

0.991

5.31

5.32

5.34

5.95

5.81

5.33

DAP
Miss
America

Comp

184.56

12.21

2.01

6.24

1.48

1.49

1.76

PSNR

40.62

40.62

40.53

40.39

39.49

39.95

40.57

SSIM

0.981

0.981

0.981

0.981

0.981

0.981

0.981

31.82

60.73

64.42

65.99

66.59

51.94

DAP
Silent

Comp

184.56

11.87

2.32

5.53

1.84

1.30

1.94

PSNR

36.20

35.80

35.72

35.70

35.52

35.62

35.82

SSIM

0.968

0.968

0.967

0.967

0.966

0.966

0.967

6.32

7.86

7.62

11.60

11.34

6.20

DAP
Salesman

Comp

184.56

11.51

1.80

5.05

1.48

1.49

1.47

PSNR

38.61

38.59

38.57

38.57

38.57

38.55

38.57

SSIM

0.979

0.979

0.979

0.979

0.979

0.979

0.979

0.37

0.80

0.70

0.77

0.93

0.63

DAP
Foreman

Comp

184.56

12.21

4.08

6.03

6.07

5.83

4.00

PSNR

28.71

28.50

28.45

28.42

28.42

28.32

28.48

SSIM

0.908

0.907

0.907

0.907

0.907

0.905

0.908

26.93

39.53

39.27

40.93

42.93

30.57

DAP
Football

Proposed

Comp

184.56

17.52

10.59

10.05

12.57

14.78

10.46

PSNR

21.65

21.43

21.35

21.10

21.07

20.12

21.55

SSIM

0.669

0.656

0.655

0.638

0.634

0.603

0.661

94.06

98.66

113.34

129.94

171.32

83.36

DAP
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Further Peak Signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is evaluated as [17, 18]:

(7)
Where the value of Max is taken as 255 representing the maximum
possible pixel value in a video frame. MSE is the mean square error
between the original frame and the motion compensated frame. FS
algorithm gives the best MVs, hence best video quality and maximum
PSNR. Therefore provides standard PSNR with which the PSNR
values calculated from other BMAs is compared.
Structural similarity index measurement (SSIM) is also a means to
measure the similarity between two images. SSIM between the two
blocks C (block in original frame) and R(block in motion compensated
frame) is given as:

(8)
It has been observed from fixed search pattern algorithms like TSS
that these use fixed search points to attain actual MV. Early search
termination and search near center feature is added in NTSS and 4SS
to reduce the search points especially in slow motion sequences. DS
algorithm incorporated above features along with special search pattern
further lowered the search points and became the most favorable
algorithm in various standards. ARPS with zero motion prejudgment
and DPS algorithms modified the large diamond search pattern in DS
and able to reduce the search points. Recently proposed ASPS and FPS

algorithms incorporated ISC & ZMP techniques to reduce the search
points. In these algorithms ISC point is found first and then ZMP is
implemented. However in case of slow motion sequences most of
the blocks don’t possess motion or are stationary. Therefore finding
ISC before determining a block to be stationary or not would involve
unnecessary ISC computations for ZMP. Therefore in the current
approach ZMP is implemented first and ISC is calculated only for the
blocks which are not stationary.
The simulation results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for qcif and
cif sequences respectively. Comparisons have been done on the basis
of four parameters that are computations, PSNR, SSIM and distance
between actual and predicted MV. It can be observed from the results
that there is 9-11 times reduction in search locations with the proposed
approach for very slow motion video sequences having stationary
background like “Akiyo”, “Clair”, “Miss America” compared to
DS algorithm in qcif video sequences. The reduction in CIF video
sequences like “News” & “Mother-Daughter” is 6-7 times. Such
high reduction in computations is possible because of accuracy in
prediction of ISC which leads this predicted point to be in the region of
global minima and search followed by small number of search points
to attain the position of actual motion vector. The computations are
slightly larger than recently proposed FPS algorithm because in the
proposed ZMP technique, four additional neighboring points need to
be checked. This small overhead increases accuracy in determination
of slow moving blocks and stationary blocks otherwise very slow
moving blocks whose distortion is less than dynamic threshold have
high probability to be identified as stationary blocks. This influence

Table III. Comparison of Various Parameters for CIF Video Sequences
Sequences
Mother
Daughter

Parameters

FS

DS

ARPS

DPS

ASPS

FPS

Proposed

Comp

204.28

13.60

2.56

6.77

2.19

2.55

2.82

PSNR

39.85

39.70

39.65

39.55

39.00

38.78

39.68

SSIM

0.973

0.973

0.972

0.972

0.968

0.969

0.972

DAP

News

444.31

504.70

515.00

521.33

538.87

484.49

Comp

204.28

12.62

2.02

5.63

2.03

2.23

1.97

PSNR

37.26

37.06

37.01

36.88

36.61

36.74

37.04

SSIM

0.982

0.982

0.982

0.982

0.981

0.981

0.982

DAP

Hall

27.77

42.49

34.29

63.03

56.60

36.54

Comp

204.28

13.02

7.34

6.27

6.083

6.6431

5.89

PSNR

34.37

34.15

34.11

34.07

34.06

34.01

34.14

SSIM

0.941

0.941

0.941

0.941

0.941

0.940

0.941

DAP
Mobile
Calender

161.13

213.53

244.33

226.67

270.80

193.50

Comp

204.28

15.22

6.41

8.30

7.29

7.01

7.39

PSNR

33.88

33.60

33.50

33.20

32.67

32.24

33.53

SSIM

0.933

0.931

0.930

0.927

0.920

0.915

0.931

DAP

Highway

360.11

446.68

445.30

552.32

604.46

412.93

Comp

204.28

15.47

6.94

8.64

7.89

5.65

7.99

PSNR

35.62

34.52

34.28

34.04

34.01

33.63

34.69

SSIM

0.906

0.901

0.899

0.898

0.897

0.889

0.901

DAP

Stefan

586.798

686.010

662.727

727.697

874.970

650.465

Comp

204.28

19.81

8.39

8.77

9.41

15.59

7.59

PSNR

23.82

20.94

23.10

23.03

19.52

19.01

23.63

SSIM

0.850

0.750

0.825

0.823

0.645

0.654

0.844

994.50

437.90

392.30

1199.30

1481.20

271.10

DAP
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can be observed as improvement in video quality in terms of PSNR,
SSIM. For sequence like “Miss America”, “Mother-Daughter” there
is appreciable improvement in PSNR to recently proposed FPS or
ASPS algorithms. This improvement is possible because of accuracy
in determination of actual motion vectors and reduction in trapping
in local minima. Further the proposed algorithm shows appreciable
improvement in search speed and video quality especially for fast
motion sequences.

In this paper a hybrid technique for fast motion estimation is
proposed. The technique is based on using improved dynamic
techniques for determination of zero motion blocks, improved accuracy
in prediction of initial search center prediction, early search termination
and small diamond search pattern. Proposed technique enhances the
video quality in terms of PSNR and SSIM. Further it increases the
search efficiency and reduces the number of computations required to
estimate the motion vectors. Simulation results show the superiority of
the proposed technique to the existing techniques in literature.
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I. Introduction

O

n December 26th, 2016, Boulid Youssef defended his PhD thesis
related with Arabic handwritten recognition [1]. The thesis was
supervised by Prof. Mohamed Elyoussfi and co- supervised by Prof.
Abdelghani Souhar. The assessing committee of the PhD dissertation
was composed of Prof TOUAHNI Raja, Prof SADIQ Abdelalim, Prof
AIT KERROUM Mounir, Prof BENATTOU Mohammed from Faculty
of Science, Kénitra and Prof TABII Youness from National School of
Applied Sciences, Tétuan. The thesis has been read and approved by
this committee. All of them were present at the presentation. The main
publications associated with the PhD thesis are [2-5].

II. Thesis Summary
Handwritten recognition is a very broad subject of research and
depending on the quality of the document to recognize, there is a
multitude of problems that can be encountered. The pattern recognition
process is often adopted in the design of handwriting recognition
systems, which consists mainly of four stages: the pre-processing
stage, which concerns the preparation of the document in terms of
normalization and suppression of noise, the segmentation stage, which
concerns the detection of lines, words and then the segmentation
of those words into characters. The third stage concerns the feature
extraction, in which the designer must choose or design the adequate
characteristics to be extracted from the character that allow to minimize
the intra-class variance while maximizing the interclass variance.
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: y.boulid@gmail.com

The fourth stage involves learning and testing, in which a learning
algorithm is used to recognize new letters or new words based on those
already learned. To these stages is added a post-processing stage which
concerns the verification of the recognized words using a lexical and
semantic analysis.
Several researchers propose techniques that respond under certain
conditions to a precise problem of a given stage of the process. While the
major problem lies in the collaboration between these different techniques
since the followed process is often executed in a sequential manner, which
is a handicap since the errors in the first stages will propagate in the
following stages and thus influence the result of the recognition.
As for a human reader, he has several strategies when facing a
document, such as: complete reading (word-by-word reading), the
inspection (searching in specific regions of the document), and the
overview of the document which give him the capability to read
documents he has not seen before.
From this point of view we are interested in analyzing the problems
of the recognition of handwritten document by taking inspiration from
the mechanisms of what we think the human reader uses during the
reading process. This problem is modeled under the multi-agent systems
paradigm while taking into consideration the specific characteristics of
the Arabic language.
In this context, the contribution of the thesis concerns the recognition
of handwritten Arabic documents and precisely the pre-processing, the
line segmentation and the character recognition stages [1].
Generally, there are two ways for document noise removal; either
detection and suppression of noise, this is possible when the patterns
of the noise have independent characteristics that could differentiate
them from the textual content, or extraction of textual content while
ignoring the noise, in this case the contextual information and the prior
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knowledge about the text are required.
For the problem of text line segmentation, generally there are three
approaches: the first one focuses on the regions separating the text lines,
the second one searches the connected component that constitutes the
lines, while the third one searches for the baseline of each word and
regroup those that participate in the same line.
Feature extraction methods could be classified in two categories: the
structural features, that extract geometrical and topological properties
such as the number and position of diacritical points, number of
connected components, presence of loops, orientation of curves,
location of intersections; and the statistical features such as histograms
of projection profile of transition, moments, histogram of gray level
distribution, Fourier descriptor, freeman chain code…etc.
Based on the mechanisms of scanning, which humans can use when
reading a document, we have divided the problem of noise removal into
two collaborative agents. The first one is responsible for the estimation
of global parameters of the document and the creation and affectation
of noise removal agents into different regions of the document. Based
on the nature of the Arabic script, we have found that the notion of
intersection (pixel position between characters in a cursive word)
could be used in a manner that allows us to distinct between textual
and non-textual content. The percentage of intersections according
to the total area of the component is higher than 50% in the case of
noise. The treatments that the agents execute are: the suppression of
salt and pepper noise based on the average stroke width of the text,
the classification of content into textual and non-textual based on the
percentage of intersections and finally, the distinction of noise similar
to text using the contextual information [2].
Based on the mechanisms of reading word after word, we have
modeled the problem of line segmentation as an agent based on
utility that integrates the Markov Decision Process. The proposed
approach detects the connected component in the same line by using
knowledge about characteristics and disposition of the components in
the document [3].
Problems may occur when adjacent line are touching due to narrow
gaps between them, where we may find words that belongs to different
lines, but are linked together. To overcome this and inspired by the
mechanisms of perception involved in the process of reading, we have
modeled the problem as three collaborative agents. The first one is
responsible for the estimation of global parameters of the document and
for the line extraction. The second one is responsible for the detection
of the first component in the line and the detection of components that
belong to the same line. As to the third one is responsible for splitting
and segmentation of touching characters and words [4].

level of the recognition process that could collaborate locally and also
between different regions. Each agent has a memory allowing him to
track different actions that he performs and the possibility to undo an
action in order to correct it if necessary.
The obtained results are encouraging, although we are still in the
preliminary stages of the design of a handwritten Arabic recognition
system achieving at least the human performance.
Finally, the need of a platform, allowing collaboration between the
different stages of the recognition process, is necessary. We believe that
such a platform should be based on multi-agent systems offering the
possibility of implementing and integrating the different recognition
stages in parallel.
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Based on the fact that Arabic is written from right to left, we have
found that extracting features from the right portion rather than from
the whole character’s image allows enhancing the recognition rate. The
Arabic script uses the information about the baseline to differentiate
between some character having similar shapes. Once the word is
correctly segmented, we recognize each one of its characters, but when
the character is isolated we no longer have the information about the
baseline. Also, the existing datasets for Arabic handwritten letters
do not integrate this information. Extracting textural and structural
features after a proper decomposition of the character allows us to
increase the recognition rate. This solution allows compensating the
lack of the baseline information [5].
To overcome the problem that resides in the traditional approaches,
which is the use of the phases in the recognition process in a sequential
manner, we have proposed an agent-based modeling offering the
possibility to implement different strategies of human reading.
According to the homogeneity of the document, this latter is divided
into regions, where each region contains a set of agents from different
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From many past years, the detection of unknown malicious mobile agents before they invade the Mobile Agent
Platform has been the subject of much challenging activity. The ever-growing threat of malicious agents calls
for techniques for automated malicious agent detection. In this context, the machine learning (ML) methods
are acknowledged more effective than the Signature-based and Behavior-based detection methods. Therefore,
in this paper, the prime contribution has been made to detect the unknown malicious mobile agents based on
n-gram features and supervised ML approach, which has not been done so far in the sphere of the Mobile Agents
System (MAS) security. To carry out the study, the n-grams ranging from 3 to 9 are extracted from a dataset
containing 40 malicious and 40 non-malicious mobile agents. Subsequently, the classification is performed
using different classifiers. A nested 5-fold cross validation scheme is employed in order to avoid the biasing in
the selection of optimal parameters of classifier. The observations of extensive experiments demonstrate that the
work done in this paper is suitable for the task of unknown malicious mobile agent detection in a Mobile Agent
Environment, and also adds the ML in the interest list of researchers dealing with MAS security.
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I. Introduction

A

collection of executable programs known as a Mobile agent
(MA) migrates from one execution platform to another in a
heterogeneous network to perform various tasks on the behalf of its
user [1]. The employment of mobile agents introduce many benefits
to the distributed computing including network load reduction,
overcoming network latency, executing dynamically, asynchronously
and autonomously [2]. In many respects, a mobile agent is analogous
to a computer virus, since it travels from one computer to another and
it utilizes computer resources or it creates clones of itself to achieve its
goals. The major difference between both is the usefulness of mobile
agent and its friendly behavior. However, the mobile agents while
moving in the network, brings with them the fear of Trojan horses,
viruses and other invasive means or entities [3]. This is because
the attacks can be occurred when the mobile agent traverses in the
communication channel and there may be some muggers earwigging
the network either to gain some of the information carried by the agent
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: pallavibagga315@gmail.com (Pallavi Bagga),
rahulhans@gmail.com (Rahul Hans), vipuls85@gmail.com
(Vipul Sharma).
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or information stored in the agent platform (i.e. passive attack) or
mutating that information for their own advantage (i.e. active attack)
[4, 37]. In recent years, numerous researchers have done considerable
studies in order to prevent malicious mobile agents causing any harm
to Mobile Agent Platform (MAP).
Wahbe et al. [11] proposed a Sandboxing technique, which offers
an isolated environment (or a restricted area) for the execution of
suspected mobile agents. This isolation prevents the mobile agent
from accomplishing specific code exercises, for example local file
system interaction, and accessing system properties. Noordende et al.
[12] proposed a Mansion API where the agents execute in a protected
environment like Sandboxing technique. Additionally, the agents are
authenticated based on the trust level between agent owners as well as
platform owners. Marikkannu et al. [13] suggested a Dual checkpoint
mechanism involving two gates, inner and outer for the mobile agent
verification consisting of Digital signatures as well as checksum ensuring
the validity of a mobile agent. Alfalayleh et al. [14] recommended a Code
Signing mechanism in which the sign of originator on code is checked by
agent platform for verifying that it has not been modified. Lee et al. [15]
proposed a technique in which the agent byte code compiles the proof
carried by mobile agent with the platform’s security policy. Upon receipt,
the agent platform employs a proof checker for the purpose of checking
and verifying the security proof of incoming agent byte code. Ordille [16]
proposed the use of Path history that enables the platform either to run
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A. Dataset Used
To the best of author’s knowledge, there is no standard data set
available for the detection of malicious mobile agents. Therefore, the
benchmark dataset of malicious files known as CSDMC201011 API
sequence corpus, containing Windows API/System-Call trace files,
is selected for the purpose of classification. The dataset contains
388 files involving 320 malware traces as well as 68 benign traces
(considered as non-malicious in this paper). For the training dataset,
only 40 malicious files and 40 non-malicious files are collected after
random sampling (equal number for malicious and non-malicious files
is considered in order to avoid the Class-imbalance problem). This
standard dataset is preferable for the proposed approach since agent
byte code can be viewed as a sequence of agent API function calls. This
assumption is made on account of the previous studies of extracting
API call sequences from byte codes [31],[32].

B. Performance Evaluation Measures
To evaluate the classification performance of detecting malicious
mobile agents successfully, it is necessary to identify appropriate
performance metrics. The measures derived from the Confusion
Matrix (Figure 1) to calculate and be applied to classifier evaluation
are described in Table I [26]. The confusion matrix indicates the correct
and incorrect classification outcomes predicted by the classifier when
compared with the actual classification outcome. The measures other
than Accuracy Rate and Misclassification Rate are considered to figure
out whether the present framework holds good for the classification of
either malicious mobile agents or non-malicious mobile agents or both.

In this paper, an attempt has been made for detecting unknown
malicious mobile agents using Machine Learning algorithms, which
represents a novel contribution in the field of MAP security as per the
survey done by the authors. This attempt addresses several facets of
the detection challenge: mobile agent representation, classification
and performance evaluation. The present work is also influenced by
the objective to achieve very high classification accuracy rate while
maintaining the low false negatives (i.e. misclassifying malicious
agent as non-malicious). Though there are various representations
of executable files: “Portable Executable (PE)”, “Byte Sequence
n-grams”, and “plain-text string features” [9]; in this paper, n-gram
representation of the agent executable is considered to be used as
features for the classification process, since an extensive n-grams
analysis is also one of the major focuses of this paper. N-grams are
overlapping substrings obtained in a sliding window fashion [10].
- 34 -
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Malicious

Nowadays, malicious code detection techniques employ one of
these two approaches: Signature-based or Behavior-based. Signaturebased methods involve the identification of distinctive tokens in the
binary code [5]; whereas Behavior-based methods rely on the rules
created by the experts that define the malicious behavior or nonmalicious behavior of code [6]. While being very precise, signaturebased methods are unable to diagnose previously unknown malicious
codes whereas behavior-based methods can only detect the presence
of malicious content after the code has been executed [7]. Realizing
the necessity of a detection method for the unknown malicious code,
in recent years, the machine learning algorithms or Classification
Algorithms were magnificently employed which was highly inspired
by the Text categorization problem [8]-[9], [23]-[25].

II. Material and Methods

ACTUAL VALUE

Venkatesan et al. [18] proposed Malicious Identification Police (MIP)
that uses Attack Identification Scanner (AIS) to scan the incoming agent
byte code in order to diagnose the maliciousness in it. In Policy Based
MIP proposed by Venkatesan et al. [19], the privileges of an agent are
also checked in addition to AIS [18], to know if it wants to do more than
the privileges granted to it. Otherwise, Intelligent AIS (IAIS) decides
to start the lexical analyzer by its own decision, where agent byte code
is turned into tokens and diagnose the non-match tokens by comparing
with tokens present in the Knowledge Base (KB). Afterwards, unknown
tokens are executed and tested in an isolated environment to check for
their malicious intentions and updates the KB containing malicious codes,
with the newly diagnosed (if any) vicious code. In order to fend off this
waiting time of the agent, Venkatesan et al. [20] further included the agent
clones to handle multiple incoming agents simultaneously. Additionally,
the pipelining concept was introduced by separating the operations i.e.
the tasks of scanning, pattern extracting and detecting unknown codes
are performed by different agents, which ultimately reduces the time
complexity. Clearly, many researchers have been buckled down in the
field of MAP security. However, the unknown malicious mobile agent
detection before invading the MAP is still a challenge and a concern
owing to the growth of malicious agents in recent years.

The extracted n-gram features are then fed into four commonly used
Classification algorithms: Naive Bayesian, SMO, IBK, J48 Decision
Tree, for discriminating between two categories of agent classification
(malicious mobile agent and non-malicious mobile agent), which
is supported by WEKA tool [21]. The extensive experiments are
performed on a collection of 80 files, in which half of the total files
are malicious. The experimental results are evaluated based on
standard performance evaluation measures such as “Sensitivity Rate”,
“Specificity Rate”, “Positive Predictive Value”, “Negative Predictive
Value”, “F-score”, “Receiver Operating Characteristics – Area Under
Curve”, “Miss Rate”, “Fall out” and “Accuracy Rate”, while employing
the 5-fold nested cross validation scheme.

Non-Malicious

the agent or discard it; and to decide the trust level, privileges, resources
and services that should be acknowledged to the agent if it is permitted
to. Path History contains the identities of the current platform as well as
the next platform in the itinerary. Cao et al. [17] proposed the use of agent
path history information on the role activation and permission activation.
The roles activated for an agent will be filtered by path patterns whereas
the permissions for roles will be finely tuned by a set of host patches.
Furthermore, Idrissi et al. [34, 36] proposed an authentication process
based on Diffie–Hellman Key Exchange integrated with digital signature
DSA to prevent the vulnerabilities arisen due to the unavailability of
authentication, which makes it well resistant to the Man in the Middle
attack; as well as another mobile agent platform security technique based
on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and dynamic role assignments
using Role Based Access Control (RBAC) policy.

Malicious

Non-Malicious

True
Positive

False
Negative

False
Positive

True
Negative

Fig. 1. Confusion Matrix to evaluate the performance of classifier.

• True Positives (TP): Number of malicious agents classified as
malicious.
• True Negatives (TN): Number of non-malicious agents classified
as non-malicious.
• False Negatives (FN): Number of malicious agents classified as
non-malicious.
1

http://www.csmining.org/index.php/malicious-software-datasets-.html
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TABLE I. Performance Evaluation Measures for Classification of Malicious Mobile Agents
Metric

Definition

Formula

Expected Value

Sensitivity

Also known as True Positive Rate (TPR) or Recall. It evaluates the
ability of a classifier to correctly identify an agent as malicious.

Maximum

Specificity

Also known as True Negative Rate (TNR). It evaluates the ability of
a classifier to correctly identify an agent as non-malicious.

Maximum

Positive Predictive
Value (PPV)

Also known as Precision. It is the percentage of agents classified as
malicious which are truly malicious.

Maximum

Negative Predictive It is the percentage of agents classified as non-malicious which are
Value (NPV)
truly non-malicious.

Maximum

Also known as False Negative Rate (FNR). It evaluates the
proportion of malicious agents that are classified as non-malicious.

Minimum

Fall out

Also known as False Positive Rate (FPR). It evaluates the proportion
of non-malicious agents that are classified as malicious.

Minimum

ROC-AUC

The curve is drawn by plotting the TPR against the FPR at different
threshold settings.

Between 0.9
and 1

Accuracy

It evaluates the ability of a classifier in classifying the whole dataset.

Maximum

F-measure

Also known as F-score. It is an evaluation of classifier’s accuracy,
which combines both the precision as well as the recall as a
harmonic mean.

Maximum

Miss Rate

Note: NA means Not Applicable

Fig. 2. Present Methodology for Malicious Mobile Agent Detection.

• False Positives (FP): Number of non-malicious agents classified
as malicious.

C. Methodology
The major objectives of present methodology are as follows:
• To automate the detection of malicious mobile agents before they
conquer the Mobile Agent Platform.
• To evaluate the performance of n-gram representation of mobile
agent.
• To use Machine Learning algorithms for the task of unknown
malicious mobile agent detection.
• To scrutinize the performance of various classifiers for classifying
the mobile agents.
The methodology used in this paper is shown in Figure 2. It mainly
consists of two consecutive steps: n-gram feature extraction of
mobile agent and classification. These steps are described in detail in
subsequent sub-sections.

1. Mobile Agent Representation using Byte n-grams – Data
Preparation
A standard n-gram analysis is used to extract features from the
malicious and non-malicious files. This method is purely machinelearning based method and exploits Natural Language Processing (NLP)
also [30]. The n-grams are extracted in a sliding-window fashion, where
a window of fixed length (n) slides one byte at a time. In general, n-grams
are all substrings of a larger string with length “n” [24]. In present context,
byte n-grams are viewed as API call based features. Many researches in
recent years have released the importance of n-gram based methods in
malware detection, since this technique of extracting features is simple
and easy to implement. Each n-gram is analogous to a word or a term
of a text document in the Text Categorization problem. For instance,
there are eight 3-grams in the text “abc_dabc_e”: “abc”, “bc_”, “c_d”,
“_da”, “dab”, “abc”, “bc_” and “c_e”. For the preparation of data, the
unique n-grams are identified in all the mobile agent files and are merged
together. In above example, there are only six distinct n-grams i.e. “abc”,
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“bc_, “c_d”, “_da”, “dab”, “c_e”. The procedure of n-gram extraction
repeats for different values of n. To limit the experiments for present
study, the varying n-grams are employed with the value of n ranging
from 3 to 9 only. This is because if the value of n increases, the number
of unique n-gram features also increases. The number of distinct n-grams
extracted from dataset files is 1403, 2236, 3074, 4055, 5137, 6445 and
7727 for 3-gram, 4-gram, 5-gram, 6-gram, 7-gram, 8-gram and 9-gram
respectively.

2. Classification
Since the unknown mobile agent can be classified either malicious
or non-malicious, the Binary Classification is taken into account.
The standard commonly used classification algorithms such as Naïve
Bayesian [22], Instance based Learner [22], Sequential Minimal
Optimization [27]-[29], and J48 Decision Tree [22], are implemented.
These classification algorithms differ in performance within different
domains. In this paper, the best fitted algorithm for the dataset has been
identified by the experimentation as shown in the subsequent section.
i) IBK
IBK is a WEKA implementation of k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN). In general, the nearest neighbor classifiers compare a
given test tuple with the identical training tuples. The training
tuples are characterized using n features. Each tuple represents
a point in an n-dimensional space. Hence, all the training
tuples are exemplified in an n-dimensional feature space.
When an unknown tuple is given as an input, a k-NN classifier
explores the feature space for the closest k training tuples to the
unknown tuple [22].
The closeness is defined in terms of Distance Metrics such
as Chebyshev distance, Manhattan distance, and Euclidean
distance. The unknown tuple is labeled with the most common
class among its k-nearest neighbors. The value of k is usually
an odd number to avoid tied votes; however, choosing the value
of k is very analytical. The smaller value of k indicates the
higher influence of noise on the result whereas the larger value
of k makes the classification computationally very expensive.
The pseudo code of IBK is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. IBK classification algorithm
Algorithm IBK(k, X, Y, x)
//Input: k- an integer odd value (number of nearest neighbors),
X- Training data consisting of n tuples, Y- Class Labels of X, xUnknown tuple
//Output: Class label of x
1. for i ß 1 to n do
2. compute distance (Xi, x)
3. end for
4. sort the distances in ascending order
5. select the first k points from the sorted list (these are the k
nearest training tuples to unknown tuple)
6. return class label that belongs to the majority of k selected tuples

ii) Naïve Bayesian
This classifier is so called because it relies on the Bayesian
Theorem. Moreover, it is called “Naive”, because it assumes
the independence between every pair of attributes (or features),
which is known as “class conditional independence” [22].
The classifier takes an unknown tuple as an input, for which
the class label is not known, and returns a class label as an
output for which the maximum probability is obtained as per
the probabilistic calculations. This classifier is particular suited
for the higher dimensionality of features. The pseudo code of
Naïve Bayesian is shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2. Naïve Bayesian classification algorithm
Algorithm naiveBayesian(D,X,m,n,A)
//Input: D - Training set of tuples and their associated class labels,
n- number of attributes, A - set of attributes (A1,A2,….An), X n-dimensional attribute vector (x1,x2,….xn), m – number of classes
//Output: Class of tuple X
1. for i ß 1 to m do
2. calculate the Posterior probability conditioned on X i.e. ( | )
using
Bayes’ theorem
)

( | )=

(1)

where in Equation (1),
P(X) is constant for all classes,
( )=

Class Ci in D

|

, where |Ci,D| is the number of training tuples of

( | )

)

( | )

( | )

(

| )

(2)
and,in Equation (2), xk refers to the value of attribute Ak for tuple X
3. end for
4. return class label with maximum ( | )

iii) J48 Decision Tree
A Decision tree classifies the tuples as per a set of tree-structured
if-then-rules. Each internal node represents a test on an attribute
(or a feature), each branch represents the outcome of test,
whereas each leaf node holds a class label. J48 is a WEKA
implementation of the C4.5 decision tree. It consists of two
steps: the decision tree induction and the tree pruning [22]. The
pseudo code of decision tree algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. J48 Decision Tree classification algorithm
//Input: D- set of training tuples and their associated class labels,
A- attribute list
//Output: Decision Tree
1. create a node N
2. if all tuples of D belong to same class C, then
3.
return N as a leaf node labeled with class C and
terminate.
4. if A is empty, then
5.
return N as a leaf node labeled with the most common
class in D
(Majority Voting)
6. apply Gain Ratio feature selection method to find the best
criterion ‘a’ ∈ A
7. label N with ‘a’
8. for each value j of ‘a’ do
9.
grow a branch from N with condition a=j
10.
let Dj be the set of tuples in D with a=j
11.
if Dj is empty then
12.
add a leaf node labeled with most common class
in D to N
13.
else add the node returned by decisionTree(Dj, A-a) to N
14. end for
15. return N

iv) SMO
SMO is a WEKA implementation of Support Vector Machine
(SVM). SVM was originated from statistical learning theory
with the objective to find the solution of interested problem
without solving a more difficult problem as an intermediate
step [27]. The statistical learning theory offers a framework
that helps to choose the hyper plane space such that it diligently
symbolizes the underlying function in the target space [28].
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SVM avoids over-fitting to the training dataset.
Given a training set of instance-label pairs (xi, yi), i=1,…
.,N where xi ∈ Rn and y ∈ {1,-1}l, SVM finds the solution
of an optimization problem as shown in Algorithm 4 [29].
The training tuples xi are represented into a higher (possibly
infinite) dimensional space using function ∅. In other words,
the kernel ∅ is used to transform data from input to the feature
space. There are four basic kernels: Linear, Polynomial, Radial
Basis Function (RBF) and Sigmoidal.

in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Moreover, the highest values of PPV and NPV
(97.50% each) belong to J48 classifier for 9-grams.
TABLE II. Results of Different Classifiers for Different Values of N
in N-Gram
n Classifier

3

Algorithm 4. SMO Optimization Problem
Optimization Problem:
Given Constraints in Equation (3):
q

4

( ∅( )
) ≥ 1 − ξ and ξ ≥ 0
h E
Fthe Error
i
i as dmentioned
i
i in Equation
(4
Minimize
Function
(4):
∑

ξ

(3)
5

(4)

where,
C>0 is the penalty parameter of the error term, and is called
Capacity Constant. The choice of C is made carefully in order to
avoid over-fitting. Larger the C, more the error is penalized.
w is the vector of coefficients.
b is a constant.

6

7

ξ represents parameters for handling non-separable data (inputs)
i labels the N training cases
xi represents the independent variables.

8

III. Results and Discussions
The classification of mobile agent into two categories based on their
n-gram features has been performed on 80 agent files of dataset of API
calls sequence. An extensive setting of parameters is done to optimize
the performance of each classification algorithm (NB, SMO, IBK and
J48), such as “value of k”, “distance measure”, or “nearest neighbor
search algorithm” in IBK, “pruning”, or “confidence factor” in J48
decision tree, “complexity parameter”, or “kernel” in SMO. The nested
five-fold cross validation scheme is performed to obtain unbiased
evaluation results [33]. In nested five-fold cross validation method, the
data is randomly divided into five disjoint folds. The four folds are
used for tuning of classifier parameters (using cross validation scheme)
and then the tuned classifier is validated on left out fold.

9

This procedure repeats for five times, each time with different
left-out folds. This nesting of cross validation loops avoids so-called
resubstitution-bias [33]. Additionally, the standard parameters such as
Sensitivity, Specificity, ROC, PPV, NPV, FNR, FPR, F-measure and
Accuracy, evaluate the performance results and the results of all iterations
are averaged to get the final outcome. It has been evidenced that the
performance of present work highly depends on the choice of classifier.
The results of various classifiers (NB, SMO, IBK and J48) for different
values of n for n-grams i.e. n=3 to 9 have been investigated and are
presented in Table II. To help with nested cross validation, WEKA tool
has been used to adjust the classifier settings repeatedly in order to get
the results on suitable parameter values. The results demonstrate that IBK
classifier, J48 classifier, SMO classifier and NB classifier gives maximum
accuracy rate of 96.25%, 97.50%, 95.00% and 93.75% respectively (as
shown in Figure 3), while maintaining the miss rate of 2.50%, 2.50%,
5.00% and 7.50% for trigrams, 9-grams, 5-grams to 9-grams and 7-grams
respectively (as depicted in Figure 4) in distinguishing malicious files
from non-malicious. The value for Area under ROC curve is more than
0.92 for each classifier. IBK gives maximum sensitivity of 97.50 % and
specificity of 95.00% for 3-gram features. J48 gives maximum sensitivity
of 97.50 % as well as specificity of 97.50% for 9-gram features as shown

Bayesian
SMO
J48
IBK
Bayesian
SMO
J48
IBK
Bayesian
SMO
J48
IBK
Bayesian
SMO
J48
IBK
Bayesian
SMO
J48
IBK
Bayesian
SMO
J48
IBK
Bayesian
SMO
J48
IBK

Accuracy
Rate (%)
85.00
92.50
95.00
96.25
87.50
93.75
93.75
93.75
90.00
95.00
95.00
93.75
91.25
95.00
96.25
92.50
93.75
95.00
95.00
92.50
92.50
95.00
96.25
92.50
92.50
95.00
97.50
92.50

Miss
Fall out PPV
Rate
(%)
(%)
(%)

NPV F-measure ROC
(%)
(%)
area

15.00
7.50
2.50
2.50
12.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
12.50
5.00
2.50
5.00
10.00
5.00
2.50
2.50
7.50
5.00
5.00
2.50
7.50
5.00
2.50
2.50
10.00
5.00
2.50
5.00

85.00
92.50
97.37
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87.50
94.87
94.87
94.87
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95.00
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92.68
95.00
95.00
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95.00
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95.00
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92.86
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92.11
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Fig. 3 Graph showing Accuracy Rate of Different Classification Algorithms.

Fig. 4 Graph showing Miss Rate of Different Classification Algorithms.

This means IBK and J48 decision tree are the best in distinguishing
actual malicious agents (positives) and actual non-malicious agents
(negatives) using 3-gram and 9-gram features respectively. The
performance of other classification algorithms reduces with the
increase in number of features.
It is shown in Figure 5 that the sensitivity rate increases up to n=7
using NB classifier and then decreases. Using SMO, the sensitivity rate
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increases up to n=4 and then remains the same with further increase in
value of n. Using J48 and IBK classifiers, sensitivity rate is minimum
for n=3, which decreases and then again increases with increase in
value of n. The Figure 6 indicates that the minimum specificity rate
(85.00%) is obtained using NB classifier for 3-grams, which further
increases with the increase in value of n. SMO and J48 classifiers
provide the minimum specificity rate of 92.50%. From 5-gram to
9-grams, specificity is constant with SMO classifier whereas from 6 to
8-grams, IBK increases with increase in value of n.

therefore, feature selection methods can be applied in future. The work
can even be done on different datasets, since the classifiers may give
different results on different datasets.
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Abstract

Keywords

The task of mining large unstructured text archives, extracting useful patterns and then organizing them into
a knowledgebase has attained a great attention due to its vast array of immediate applications in business.
Businesses thus demand new and efficient algorithms for leveraging potentially useful patterns from
heterogeneous data sources that produce huge volumes of unstructured data. Due to the ability to bring out
hidden themes from large text repositories, topic modeling algorithms attained significant attention in the recent
past. This paper proposes an efficient and scalable method which is guided by topic modeling for extracting
concepts and relationships from e-commerce product descriptions and organizing them into knowledgebase.
Semantic graphs can be generated from such a knowledgebase on which meaning aware product discovery
experience can be built for potential buyers. Extensive experiments using proposed unsupervised algorithms
with e-commerce product descriptions collected from open web shows that our proposed method outperforms
some of the existing methods of leveraging concepts and relationships so that efficient knowledgebase
construction is possible.

Text Mining, Latent
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Web Mining, Semantic
Graphs, Semantic Web,
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I. Introduction

A

knowledgebase or a relational database storing useful patterns
which are extracted from unstructured data such as plain text
has great potential in business domains on which a large number of
customer centric services can be embedded. Consider a knowledgebase
storing factual information about e-commerce products which
are extracted from unstructured descriptions available from web.
Services such as meaning aware product search and discovery [1] and
feature based filtering [2] can be attached to this knowledgebase for
enhancing customer shopping experience. Appraising such prospective
applications, a large number of researches have been reported in the
recent past which focuses on mining large unstructured text repositories
for finding useful patterns and leveraging them to a structured form for
immediate use by the applications. It is well established that among
all other forms of unstructured data, text is considered to be very rich
in information and diverse applications are producing and consuming
text data. There are still a lot of avenues where we can exploit the
text data in its full potential for extracting content rich patterns. As the
amount of text that is being generated grows exponentially, we need
more efficient and scalable algorithms to process such data.
This is the era of data explosion thus organizations are already
flooded with data and the growth of such data is exponentially
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: anoop.res15@iiitmk.ac.in

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.03.014

increasing. Leveraging useful knowledge from such data using
traditional algorithms are inefficient and time consuming thus we need
more efficient algorithms to cop up with these scenario. In text mining,
concepts can be defined as a sequence of words that is used to represent
real or imaginary entities found in plain text. Extraction of such concepts
is an important step in bringing out useful patterns from text because
knowledge engineering applications make use of these concepts for
enriching the associated knowledge. Another use of concept mining is
that a variety of information retrieval, opinion mining and classification
systems make use of such concepts. Even though many such extraction
systems are available, when dealing with large amount of data, these
algorithms may perform poor when it comes to the extraction of relevant
and semantically rich concepts. Thus we need more efficient and
intelligent algorithms to work with these large text archives.
Topic modeling algorithms has attained a special interest among text
mining researchers and practitioners because of its text understanding
nature and the ability to deal with large text archives. Topic models [3]
are suite of algorithms which can bring out hidden thematic structures
from large text repositories and they are mostly unsupervised when it
comes to the learning paradigm. Since its inception, researchers have
extended topic modeling to many dimensions and as a result various
implementations of the same are reported in the past literatures.
Probabilistic topic models [4] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5]
are such implementations of the basic topic modeling. Among these, LDA
algorithm is most widely used by text mining enthusiasts because of the
assumption it has in modeling topics and also the easiness in integrating
it with widely used programming languages such as Python and Java.
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Main Contributions of this paper: In this work, the authors
propose a new approach for extracting semantically rich and close
to real world concepts from e-commerce product descriptions which
are publically available. A bootstrapping relation extraction algorithm
is also proposed which looks for a specific set of seed relations that
connects these concepts. The advantage of this proposed framework
is that it is completely unsupervised and the need for a tagged corpus
can be eliminated. The proposed method is also scalable that make this
method efficient when dealing with large datasets. When compared
with state-of-the-art methods in concept extraction, the proposed
method outperforms them in terms of quality of concepts leveraged.
Organization of this paper: The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 defines the problem and briefly reviews the works
that have been reported in the recent past which are closely related to
our work and also a quick view of the LDA algorithm. Our proposed
framework for extracting concepts and relations which is guided by
topic modeling is explained in Section 3. Detailed explanation of our
experimental setup and implementation of the same on e-commerce
product descriptions are shown in Section 4. Section 5 showcases a
detailed evaluation of the results and our conclusion and potential
future works are given in Section 6.

II. Problem Definition
In this paper, the authors propose an approach for leveraging useful
concepts and relation patterns from product descriptions available in
e-commerce websites which are unstructured in nature. The proposed hybrid
approach combines topic modeling, tf-itf weighting - a newly introduced
topic word scoring scheme - and some basic linguistic processing such as
POS tagging for mining potential concepts from reasonably high volumes
of text. The method then extracts relationships which links these concepts
and explores the possibility of building a product knowledgebase which
has many potential applications such as meaning aware product search [1]
and semantic question answering in e-commerce. In a nutshell this paper
aims to answer the following questions:
1. Is it possible to leverage close to real-world and better human
interpretable concepts from large collection of webpages using
topic modeling?
2. Is it possible to extract semantic relations connecting such
concepts from same webpages using a bootstrapping method and
create a knowledgebase storing these patterns?
3. Is it possible to generate a semantic graph connecting such
leveraged concepts and relations so that meaning aware
applications can be built?
Towards the identification of semantically rich concepts and relation
patterns, many approaches have been proposed. In the following
subsection we describe the major ones that are close to our proposed
algorithms.

III. State of the Art in Concept Extraction
Automatic concept extraction techniques has attained a high interest
among knowledge management and engineering enthusiasts. Due to
potential applications, a large number of research literatures have been
reported in the field of concept extraction or concept mining which
proposed many algorithms with varying degrees of success. In this
section, we discuss past literatures on topic modeling guided concept
extraction, automated concept mining and also a systematic review on
recent past literatures reported in relation extraction.
Since topic modeling algorithms such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [5] and Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) have
come up with well defined statistical and mathematical foundation, a

good number of works that make use of such algorithms have been
reported. The very first approach that thinks beyond traditional ‘bagof-word’ method was the bigram topic model [3]. In this model, a
new topic word is generated from a context given by a hidden topic
associated with it and the previous word. Later a new statistical model
called topical n-gram [6] was introduced that make use of a variable
called switching variable for the identification of a new n-gram.
The major drawback of this method was with the post-processing
assumption it had and failed to attend the situation in practical scenario
that the words within an n-gram usually won’t share same topic.
Another approach called phrase discovering topic model [7] that
uses a pitman-yor process for generating a topic-word matrix has
been introduced. Performance of this method when dealing with large
unstructured text data was not satisfactory and consumed significant
amount of time to construct the matrix. A new model that performs
phrase segmentation along with topic modeling was introduced [8] but
failed to work with datasets having large number of files. TopMine
[9], a system capable of mining topical phrase mining, is introduced
recently, which implements a two step process for discovering phrases
from text and for training a tradition topic model such as LDA. The
assumption associated with this system, which says words in the same
phrase must be assigned with the same topic, is not happening most of
the time in practical scenario.
A graph based commonsense concept extraction and detection
of semantic similarity [11] was introduced which uses a manually
labeled dataset containing 200 multi-word concept pairs for evaluating
their proposed parser. The method could leverage semantically and
syntactically related concepts. The major shortfall of this algorithm
is the supervised nature and requires human effort for tagging the
dataset. A key phrase extraction technique called Automatic Concept
Extractor (ACE) [12] was introduced by Ramirez and Mattmann which
could extract concepts from HTML pages and their method used text
body and visual clues such as bold, italic texts, etc., for identifying
potential concepts. Their method could outperform some of the
reported algorithms that were prevalent at that time and another system
named GenEx [13] which employed a genetic algorithm supported rule
learning mechanism for concept extraction. Since this relies on human
crafted rules, the method could not perform well when dealing with
diverse concepts.
A Naive Bayes learning model based key phrase extraction system
called Automatic Keyphrase Extraction (KEA) [14] was developed
which uses the model created with known key phrases extracted from
training documents for inferring phrases from new set of documents.
Another widely used method was introduced by Frantzi et al., which
extracts multi-word terms from medical documents and is named as C/
NC method [15]. The algorithm uses a POS tagger POS pattern filter
for collecting noun phrases and then uses some statistical measures
for determining the term-hood of candidate multi-words. This method
could extract medical concepts from small collection of text documents
but performance was degraded when dealing with large archives.
Parameswaran et al. introduced a system capable of extracting
concepts from user tags and query log dataset which make use of
technique similar to association rule mining [16]. The authors use
features such as frequency of occurrences and the popularity among
users for extracting concepts and they build a web of concepts. Another
method, which uses a bag of word approach, was introduced by Gelfand
et al., which can extract concepts from unstructured text by forming a
closely tied semantic relations graph [17]. On applying this method
specifically for some classification tasks, the authors found that their
method produces better concepts than the Naive Bayes text classifier.
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IV. State of the Art in Relation Extraction
A heavy number of real world applications in information retrieval
and natural language processing require the proper identification
of semantic relations connecting entities or concepts. There is an
invaluable potential vested interest in the conversion of data from
unstructured to structured form so that intelligent applications can
use this for business purposes. Earlier methods of relation extraction
were heavily dependent on supervised methods so that the creation of
labeled data was time consuming and also too expensive to create in
large quantities. Later bootstrapping based methods were introduced
which start with a set of seed relation patterns and then learn more
relations from unstructured text data. Here we discuss some of the
semi-supervised relation mining algorithms which have similar method
of working as our relation extraction algorithm.
Brin proposed a relation extraction system, DIPRE (Dual Iterative
Pattern Relation Expansion) [18] for extracting author - book pairs
from the web. This system starts with a small set of author - book pairs
and then crawl the web for finding the occurrence of such pairs. If a
new relation has been found, DIPRE adds it to the seed and continue
crawling until there are no new seed relations found or a specified
threshold has been met. Another system named Snowball [19] was
introduced which works in the same direction of DIPRE but for
extracting organization - location relation on plain text. The difference
is that Snowball represents relation tuples as a vector and then uses
a vector similarity function to group related tuples. For labeling a
new data, Snowball first executes named entity recognition over the
data to identify location and organization entities. The advantage of
Snowball compared to DIPRE is that instead of searching for exact
matches, Snowball searches for pairs having slight variations in
token or punctuations. A large scale web based information extraction
system called KnowItAll [20] was introduced that could label training
examples using a small set of domain independent relation extraction
patterns. Relation specific extraction rules built from generic patterns
are used for learning domain specific extraction rules. These rules are
then applied to web pages filtered through search engine queries and a
probability value calculated using point-wise mutual information was
assigned to the extracted patterns.
Algorithms discussed above such as DIPRE, Snowball and
KnowItAll are relation specific systems where the user has to specify
the relations of interest such as author - book or organization - location.
To overcome this issue, another system named TextRunner [21]
was introduced which learns the relations, classes and entities from
its corpus in a self - supervised manner. It first labels training data
as positive or negative and a classifier is trained using this data and
the model is used by a pattern extractor. This extractor then generates
candidate relations from sentences and chooses the positive relations
tagged in the first step. A two stage bootstrapping algorithm for
relation extraction [22] was introduced by Ang Sun. The first step of
the algorithm is a commonly used bootstrapping method starting with a
small set of seed relations and a large corpus to learn relation patterns,
and a second stage bootstrapping which takes as input the relation
patterns learned in the first stage and aims to learn relation nominals
and their contexts. The author showed that this method could achieve a
2% gain in the f-measure.
This proposed approach incorporates both statistical methods such
as topic modeling, tf-itf weighting and linguistic processes such as POS
tagging for leveraging product concepts from product descriptions that
are collected from e-commerce websites. We expect the learnt concepts
are close to the real world understanding of products and quantify them
using standard measures such as precision, recall and f-measure. For
relation extraction, we propose a bootstrap based algorithm similar
to one proposed by Ang Sun [22]. Starting with 11 manually chosen

relation words which are commonly found in product descriptions as
seed relations, we extract all concepts which are specified by these
seeds. Then relation word and the associated concepts are extracted and
pipelined for a knowledgebase construction process. While existing
methods use a two stage process for tagging and creating a “bag-ofconcepts” and then trains a topic model, our method uses a single stage
lightweight process for inferring concepts from unstructured data that
is guided by topic modeling.

V. Background: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
A good number of topic modeling algorithms are introduced in the
recent past which varies in their method of working mainly with the
assumptions they adopt for the statistical processing. An automated
document indexing method based on a latent class model for factor
analysis of count data in the latent semantic space has been introduced by
Thomas Hofman [23]. This generative data model called Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI), considered as an alternative to the
basic Latent Semantic Indexing has a strong statistical foundation. The
basic assumption of PLSI is that each word in a document corresponds
to only one topic. Later, a new topic modeling algorithm known as
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5] was introduced which is more
efficient and attractive than PLSI. This model assumes that a document
contains multiple topics and such topics are leveraged using a Dirichlet
Prior process. In the following section, we will briefly describe the
underlying principle of LDA.
Even though a LDA works well on broad ranges of discrete datasets,
the text is considered to be a typical example to which the model can
be best applied. The process of generating a document with n words by
LDA can be described as follows [5]:
1. Choose the number of words, n, according to Poisson Distribution;
2. Choose the distribution over topics, θ, for this document by
Dirichlet Distribution;
a) Choose a topic T(i) ~ Multinomial(θ)
b) Choose a word W(i) from P(W(i) | T(i), β)
Thus the marginal distribution of the document can be obtained
from the above process as shown in (1):
n

∫θ ∏∑ P(W (i) | T (i), β ).P(T (i) | θ ) P(θ | α )dθ
i =1 T ( i )

(1)

where P (θ

| α ) is derived by Dirichlet Distribution parameterized
P(W (i ) | T (i ) , β ) is the probability of W(i) under topic

by α, and
T(i) parameterized by β. The parameter α can be viewed as a prior
observation counting on the number of times each topic is sampled in a
document, before we have actually seen any word from that document.
The parameter β is a hyper-parameter determining the number of times
words are sampled from a topic [5], before any word of the corpus is
observed. At the end, the probability of the whole corpus D can be
derived by taking the product of all documents’ marginal probability
as given in (2):
M

P( D) = ∏ P(di )

(2)

i =1

where
P(di )
document in the corpus.
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VI. Topic Modeling Guided Semantic Knowledge
Discovery
Even though the power of Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm has
been used extensively for harnessing the topics from large text datasets,
there are very few studies that have been reported for extending LDA
for leveraging semantically rich concepts. Our proposed framework
moves into this direction and we try to map statistically generated
“topics” to semantically rich “concepts” and then extracts relationships
and relation mentions that connect these concepts. Further we extend
this for the creation of an e-commerce product knowledgebase
which employs relational tables and contains pairs of feature and
values as facts. Proposed framework can be classified into two submodules (i) concept extraction from publically available e-commerce
product descriptions and (ii) relation extraction and knowledgebase
construction. The overall work flow of the proposed method is depicted
in Figure.1.

relevant candidate topic words. Term frequency tf is the total number of
times that particular topic word comes in the topic - document clusters.
Normalized term frequency, Ntf of a topic word Tw can be calculated
as in (3):

Ntf =

N _ Tw
N

(3)

where N_Tw is the number of times Tw occurs in the cluster and N
is equal to the total number of terms in the cluster.
Inverse topic frequency Itf is calculated as:

Itf =

N _ Td
N _ dTw

(4)

where N_Td is the total number of documents in the cluster and
N_dTw is the number of documents with term Tw in the cluster.
This step is followed by a sentence extraction process in which all
the sentences which contain the topic words which have high tf-itf
weight are extracted. Next, we apply parts of speech (POS) tagging on
these sentences and extract only noun and adjective tags as we are only
concentrating on the extraction of concepts. In linguistic pre-processing
step, we take Noun + Noun, Noun + Adjective and (Adjective | Noun)
+ Noun combinations of words from the tagged collection. Concept
identification is the last step in the process flow in which we find out the
term count of all the combinations of Noun + Noun, Noun + Adjective
and (Adjective | Noun) + Noun. A positive term count implies that the
current multi word can be a potential “concept” and if we get a zero
term count, then that multi word can be ignored. The newly proposed
algorithm for extracting the concepts is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Product Concept Extraction
1. For each topic t, create topic – document clusters
2. Compute tf – itf for topic words in all clusters
3. Choose top weighted topic words
4. Extract sentence from corpus containing top weighted topic words
5. Parts_of_Speech_Tag(sentence) and extract NN, NNP, NNS and
JJ tags from the result
6. Take all combinations of Noun + Noun and Adjective + Noun and
create a collection of terms
7. Calculate termcount for each of these terms
8. If termcount > 0, then add the term to concept repository

Fig. 1. Overall workflow of the proposed method.

Else remove the term from repository

A. Product Concepts Extraction
In this module, we introduce a topic to concept mapping procedure
for leveraging potential concepts from statistically computed topics
which are generated by the LDA algorithm. The first step of the
proposed framework deals with the preprocessing of data which is
meant for removing unwanted and irrelevant data and noises. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation algorithm is executed on top of this preprocessed
data which in turn generates topics through the statistical process. A
total of 50 topics have been extracted by tuning the parameters of LDA
algorithm. Once we have got the sufficient topics for the experiment,
for each topic, we have created a topic - document cluster by grouping
the documents which generated such a topic and the same process has
been executed for all topics under consideration. Now, we introduce
a new weighting scheme called tf-itf (term frequency - inverse topic
frequency), which is used for finding out highly contributing topic
word in each topic. We bring this weighting scheme to filter out the

B. Relation Extraction
Here, we propose a bootstrapping algorithm for extracting potential
relationships and relation mentions from the product description
dataset. The method starts with a specific set of relation words called
seed relations that are manually collected and then searches the entire
dataset and e-commerce websites for finding the occurrence of these
seed relations. We have defined such seed relationships that are specific
to e-commerce, especially for mobile phone descriptions. Once it finds
a match while scanning the dataset and the web page, the algorithm
extracts concepts that are mentioned using this seed relation. The
proposed bootstrapping algorithm for relation extraction is shown in
Algorithm 2. The seed relations along with example patterns we have
used for this experiment is shown in Table 1.
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the associated concept and a confidence score. The confidence score
is the number of times a particular relation occurs in a given dataset
along with a particular product concept, a high confidence score denotes
that the particular relation can be considered as a valid relation. Our
knowledgebase construction process is depicted in Figure 2.

Algorithm 2: Relation Extraction
1. Generate array of selected seed relations
2. Generate array of concepts extracted using Algorithm 1
3. index = 0
4. While True do
Crawl through website URLs specified
If seed_relations[index] found then
Split instance with seed_relations[index]
Add to collection of relation patterns
Confidence_Score = count(seed_relations[index])
End If
index = index + 1
End While
TABLE I. Shows Top Occurring Seed Relations And Sentences
Containing Those Relations Which Are Used for Describing Mobile
Phone Features in E-Commerce Websites.

Fig. 2. Knowledgebase Construction Process.

Relation

Example patten
The Karbonn Quattro L51 HD features 5-inch HD
Features
Mirror glass laminated IPS display
Clubbed_with
clubbed with 2GB of RAM
The smartphone runs on Android 5.1 Lollipop
Runs_on
operating system
Backed_up
backed up by a 2200 mAh battery
The Quattro L51 HD sports an 8-megapixel
Sports_an
auto-focus rear camera
the smartphone offers Dual SIM, 4G LTE
Offers
(B3,B5,B40)
Measures
The handset measures 144.5 x 71.5 x 7.15 mm
Weighs
weighs around 125 grams
Comes in
The Quattro L51 HD comes in Black colour.
Comes with whereas the front camera comes with LED flashlight
Powered with
It is powered with 1.3GHz dual-core processor
Powered by
It is powered by a 1.3 GHz quad-core processor

VII. Experimental Setup
This section details the experimental setup used for implementing
our proposed method. All methods described in this paper were
implemented in Python 2.7. The experiments were run on a server
configured with AMD Opteron 6376 @ 2.3GHz / 16 core processor
and 16 GB of main memory.

A. Dataset Collection and Pre-processing
We are using mobile phone descriptions collected from publicly
available e-commerce websites on the internet such as gsmarena.com,
fonearena.com. The crawler we have created specifically for this task
crawled 21855 webpages in total. Since such websites contain lot of
hyperlinks and text styling information, a thorough pre-processing has been
done for cleansing and extracting relevant and useful text descriptions.
We have removed stop words, URLs and all other special characters and
created an experiment ready copy of the original product descriptions.

B. Topic Modeling, Clustering and tf-itf Weighting

C. Knowledgebase Construction
Knowledge base construction is the process of creating an organized
collection of facts extracted from unstructured data. User-centric
applications can access these facts and assertions for providing users a
knowledge driven experience. For example, as we show in this work,
a knowledgebase storing facts and assertions about mobile phones
may help in providing a meaning aware product discovery experience
to a potential online buyer. Rather than using the currently available
syntactically tagged features for a particular product, applications can
use the knowledgebase automatically constructed for providing such
services. Consider the natural language query a potential buyer can
pass on to such an application, say, “Which mobile has a 13 MP camera
and 2 GB of RAM ?”. By conceptualizing this query and searching
in a knowledgebase storing mobile phone features, we can show the
customers all the mobile phones having the user specified features and
thus provide a semantic search experience. Identifying the usability
of such type of applications, we proceed further with organizing the
concepts and relations identified by our proposed algorithms into a
knowledgebase thus making the system complete and potentially useful.
This module of the proposed method organizes the extracted concepts,
entities and associated relations in a relational database table format
where each tuple represents the relation word (feature) and the concept
(value). As shown in Figure 2, for each product, we create relational
tables having 4 attributes - an identifier, the relation term extracted,

In this phase, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm has
been executed on top the pre-processed product description dataset for
generating topics for the experiment. We used a total number of 50
topics for this experiment and the numbers of iterations were set to
300 as Gibbs sampling [24] method normally approaches the target
distribution after 300 iterations. Here, document clusters have been
created in such a way that the documents which contributed to the
creation of a particular topic are clustered together. This clustering
has been done for all the 50 topics generated for the experiment
and at the end, we have a total of such 50 document clusters. Now,
a new weighting scheme called tf-itf (term frequency - inverse topic
frequency) is introduced which ranks the topic words generated against
each topic and is used for finding out the highly relevant topic words.

C. Sentence Extraction, POS Tagging and Concept Extraction
We consider topic words having highest tf-itf weights and extracts
sentences which contain these topic words. This is done for filtering
out unwanted or irrelevant sentences and a parts-of-speech tagging
process has been applied on these extracted sentences. Since our aim
is to find out potential product concepts, only words tagged as noun
or adjectives are selected for further experiment. Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK) [25] is used in this experiment for POS tagging, which
contains a good number of libraries for natural language processing
with Python programming language.
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Once we collect noun and adjective tags from the above step, all possible
combinations of noun + noun, adjective + noun and noun/adjective +
noun are taken. The term count of all these multi-words are calculated
against the original product description dataset and getting a positive count
implies that this specific word can be considered as a potential concept
else otherwise. The same process has been repeated for all identified multiwords. Top 10 concepts leveraged are shown in Table 2.

VIII. Evaluation of Results
For a rigorous evaluation, the proposed algorithm was compared
against two topic modeling guided concept extraction algorithms and
two other algorithms which are not using topic modeling. The proposed
method was compared against the following two topic modeling guided
baseline methods:
1. Topical n-gram [6] - Topical n-gram model automatically
determines whether to form an n-gram or not by considering its
surrounding text. Experimental results show that this algorithm
generates topics which are more interpretable than traditional
LDA model.

TABLE II. Top 10 Concepts Extracted Using Algorithm 1
Sl.No.

Concept

Sl. No.

Concept

1

5-inch HD Mirror glass
laminated IPS display

6

Dual SIM, 4G LTE

2

2 GB RAM

7

125 grams

3

Android 5.1 Lollipop
operating system

8

Black colour

4

2200 mAh battery

9

LED flashlight

5

8-megapixel auto-focus
rear camera

10

1.3GHz dual-core processor

2. TopMine [9] - This algorithm first extracts phrases using a
method similar to frequent pattern mining and then train a
modified LDA model on the “bag-of phrases” input. This
algorithm is found to be performing better than topical n-gram
model (TNG) and a number of phrase discovering topic models
such as phrase discovering topic model (PDLDA)

D. Relation Extraction, Knowledgebase Construction and
Semantic Graph Creation
Once product concepts are extracted, our next aim is to identify
the relation patterns that best associate these concepts so that we can
proceed to the knowledgebase construction. A bootstrapping based
relation pattern extraction algorithm shown in Algorithm 2, is used
which starts with a specific set of relation patterns which are commonly
found in e-commerce product descriptions, specifically in mobile
phone descriptions. Such relation words we have identified for this
experiment are shown in Table 1. The second column of the table shows
the pattern and third column depicts the example sentences extracted
from product descriptions which contain these relation patterns. Our
proposed relation extraction algorithm leveraged 13743 such sentences
where these patterns occur by crawling 21855 web pages we have
collected where mobile phone descriptions are available.
Further we explore the possibility of creating a knowledgebase which
contains the concepts and relations extracted from unstructured product
descriptions collected from e-commerce and related websites. Relational
database tables can be created for each product where each tuple can
contain product concept and associated relation. For example, consider a
sentence extracted from the product description of Karbonn Quattro L51
HD mobile phone - “The Karbonn Quattro L51 HD features 5-inch HD
Mirror glass laminated IPS display” for which we have extracted “5-inch
HD Mirror glass laminated IPS display” as the concept and “features” as
relation keyword. We map this to a relational tuples as shown in Figure 3
and a confidence score has also been recorded against each tuple, which
is the number of occurrences of specific concept and relation together
that shows the relevance of the same.

For further evaluation, we compared our method with the following
two algorithms which are not guided by topic modeling:
1. ACE [12] - This algorithm was designed to improve search
engines by automatically identifying concepts associated with
search engine results. They emphasize a concept through the
amount of times that appears on a webpage and using HTML
tags. We use this method as baseline since our implementation
uses data crawled from e-commerce webpages.
2. KEA [14] - KEA is an algorithm for automatically extracting
key-phrases from plain text. This algorithm identifies candidate
key-phrases using lexical methods, calculates feature values for
each candidate, and uses a machine learning algorithm to predict
which candidates are good key-phrases.[14].

A. Qualitative Evaluation
We have implemented the aforementioned algorithms using our
dataset of mobile phone descriptions and the results show that this
proposed method outperforms these two topic modeling guided
algorithms as well as two general concept extraction algorithms
in terms of extraction of relevant and semantically rich concepts. A
human labeled concept collection was created from the dataset and
then each of these algorithms was executed, and our proposed method
shows better accuracy in identifying potential concepts. We make use
of precision (P) and recall (R) measures for verifying the performance
of our algorithms but F-measure (F) is calculated when it is analyzed
that it is practically difficult to achieve high precision and recall at the
same time. Here, true positive is defined as the number of overlapped
concepts between human authored concepts and concepts generated by
the algorithm, false positive is the number of extracted concepts that
are not truly human authored concepts, and false negative is the human
authored concepts that are missed by the concept extraction method.
The result of precision, recall and f-measure comparison with general
concept extraction algorithms such as ACE and KEA are shown in
Table 3 and Figure 4. The result of precision, recall and f-measure
comparison with topic modeling guided algorithms such as topical
n-gram and TopMine are shown in Table 4 and Figure 5 respectively.
TABLE III. Comparison of ACE, KEA and Our Proposed Method
Algorithm
ACE
KEA
Proposed

Fig. 3. Semantic graph representation of product concepts and relations.
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Precision
0.6913
0.7019
0.8533

Recall
0.7257
0.8139
0.8876

F-measure
0.7080
0.7537
0.8701
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TABLE IV. Comparison of Topical N-gram, Topmine and Our Proposed
Method
Algorithm
Topical n-gram
TopMine
Proposed

Precision
0.7115
0.8011
0.8955

Recall
0.6251
0.7562
0.8798

F-measure
0.6655
0.7780
0.8875

Fig. 6. Topical coherence comparison for Topical n-gram, TopMine and
proposed method.

Fig. 4. Comparison of Precision, Recall and F-measure for ACE, KEA and our
proposed method.

The topical coherence comparison graph for topical n-gram,
TopMine and our proposed algorithm for 50 topical concepts is
shown in Fig. 6. It is evident from the graph that there is an increase
in coherence values when the number of topics is increased. From
Figure 6, it is clear that, among the two baseline methods, topical
n-gram shows least coherence and TopMine algorithm outperforms
topical n-gram algorithm. Interestingly in all the cases, our proposed
algorithm showcases superior topical coherence for the dataset under
consideration and achieved better results.

IX. Conclusions
This paper introduced a novel algorithm for concept extraction
from unstructured product descriptions available on e-commerce
websites and other gadgets websites. A bootstrapping based algorithm
is also proposed which is capable of finding out potential relationships
starting with specific seed relations. We also explored the possibility of
creating a product knowledgebase using these leveraged concepts and
relationships so that more sophisticated semantic search and product
discovery experience can be given to the user. Extensive and systematic
experiments with large dataset comprised of product descriptions show
that this topic modeling guided algorithm can better extract concepts
from text dataset compared to other state of the art methods.

Fig. 5. Comparison of Precision, Recall and F-measure for Topical n-gram,
TopMine and our proposed method.

B. Evaluation Based on Topical Coherence
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Abstract
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Heuristic evaluation is a cheap tool with which one can take qualitative measures of a product’s usability.
However, since the methodology was first presented, the User Experience (UX) has become more popular but
the heuristics have remained the same. In this paper, we analyse the current state of heuristic evaluation in terms
of heuristics for measuring the UX. To do so, we carried out a literature review. In addition, we had a look at
different heuristics and mapped them with the UX dimensions of the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ).
Moreover, we proposed a quality model for heuristic evaluation and a list of quality criteria for heuristics.
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I. Introduction

• RQ1: What heuristics are used to measure the User Experience?

T

he term User Experience (UX) wasn’t officially defined until 2010
in DIN EN ISO 9241-210. Before that usability, as defined in DIN
EN ISO 9241-10 in 1995, was regarded as the contemporary paradigm.
Through the definition of the UX, usability has become expanded (e.g.,
[1, 2]).
There are various methods to ensure good usability, such as laboratory
or field studies, which are often time-consuming and expensive. With
heuristic evaluation [3], a type of expert-based evaluation has been
established which requires no participants and is inexpensive as well as
quick to carry out. Nevertheless, with this method, systematic results
can be targeted. A set of rules, heuristics, form the basis of this method.
Heuristics ensure that certain, desired characteristics of an object being
investigated that lead to positive usability are examined.
In literature, there are some articles that deal with heuristic evaluation
and recommend the use of heuristics [1-6]. In the analysis of the related
work, it is striking that current heuristics are almost completely focussed
on the evaluation of usability. Here, a research gap is shown, because
heuristics have not yet been considered in depth for the evaluation of UX
[2] and there are no studies on it that are worth naming.
This article is aimed at analysing the current state of research
on heuristics in order to evaluate UX. In addition, we would like to
determine what quality criteria for the evaluation of UX heuristics look
like. For this reason, we will answer the following research questions:
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: joerg.thomaschewski@hs-emden-leer.de

• RQ2: Which quality criteria exist for heuristics?
A literature research was conducted to answer the research
questions. In a further step, the heuristics that were found are analysed
and mapped with dimensions of the UX. In addition, quality criteria
were extracted from the literature research, consolidated and made
concrete in a recommendation, through additional criteria.
The main contribution of this research is a mapping of heuristics
with dimension of the UX (RQ1) and, as far as we know, the first
quality model for heuristic evaluation with a suggestion of quality
criteria for heuristics (RQ2).
The paper is structured as follows: section II provides an overview of
related work. Section III describes the methodological process and the
selection criteria. In section IV, the results of both research questions
are presented and analysed before they are summarised in section V.

II. Related Work
In 1990, Nielsen and Molich [3] already described heuristic
evaluation as a convenient way to evaluate the usability of a system.
Since then, many things have changed and it is often not just usability
that is evaluated, but rather the entire UX [2]. Since then, the early
heuristics from Nielson or Shneiderman have hardly developed further,
yet are still frequently cited and used (e.g., [4]-[6]).
New heuristics are often further developments of established
heuristics and emerge, for example, by making an adjustment to
another context being examined, such as mobile end devices [7],
persuasive technologies [8] or patient safety for medical devices [9].
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In doing so, the established heuristics are used for the validation of
one’s own results [7], [8]. These heuristics expand upon the area being
evaluated. However, they do not take UX heuristics into consideration,
because they do not cover the pragmatic and hedonic quality [1], which
are components of the UX.
There are initial approaches to evaluate the UX with the help of
heuristics [4], [5], [7], [10]-[13]. Two publications [10], [12] deal
with special heuristics for the evaluation of the UX. VäänänenVainio-Mattila and Wäljas [10] predominantly relates it to a model in
accordance with Hassenzahl [1], whereas Arhippainen [12] orientates
herself on the definition of ISO 9241-210 [2].
There are various approaches for the creation of new heuristics:
• Other heuristics serve as the basis for the new heuristics [8], [9],
[12], [13]
• Practical experiences are used in establishing them [8], [10], [12],
[13]
• The establishment of heuristics on the basis of literature research
[8], [10], [12], [14]
• The results from questionnaires by experts serve as the basis for
new heuristics [8], [13]
• Heuristics are obtained from the validation of applications [8], [14]
Characteristics for the good application of heuristics or quality
criteria are only named individually in literature on the topic [12],
[14]-[16].
More frequently, the problem of generalisation is seen. General
heuristics are easy to understand and implement [12], [16]; however,
many specific topics could be overlooked [7].

III. Research Methodology
A literature review was conducted to find heuristics and quality
criteria for heuristics used by the HCI community. The search string
was defined as follows:

distinctly (in terms of content) from existing heuristics and are general
or easily adaptable to other contexts which are to be selected.
The articles found on RQ1 (What heuristics are used to measure the
User Experience?) were examined to see which dimensions of the UX
are evaluated with heuristics. In doing so, each heuristic was examined
for its connections to the established UX dimensions of the UEQ [18].
These UX dimensions are:
• Attractiveness
• Perspicuity
• Efficiency
• Dependability
• Stimulation
• Novelty
The UX dimensions dependability, perspicuity and efficiency are
associated with the pragmatic quality and described in accordance
with the model from Hassenzahl: the usability [1]. In comparison
with this, stimulation and novelty are amongst the hedonistic quality
characteristics and, in doing so, describe the UX. In contrast,
attractiveness is a dimension of valency.
Furthermore, it was determined whether heuristics take a further
dimension of the UX into consideration in a targeted way, which is
not a part of the UX dimensions of the UEQ [18]. In this case, it was
noted in an additional column in the table, under the header “Other (not
related to UX dimensions”).

IV. Results
The major studies that remain after application of the selection
criteria for the RQ1 (What heuristics are used to measure the user
experience?) are listed in Table 1.
TABLE I.
Works Relevant for RQ1 (What Heuristics are Used to Measure the
User Experience?)

((Heuristic OR Heuristik) AND (“User Experience” OR UX)) OR
“heuristic evaluation” OR ((Heuristic OR Heuristik) AND (quality OR
“quality factor” OR “quality criteria”))

Title

Author

Year

Designing the user interface: Strategies
for effective human-computer interaction
[19]

Shneiderman et al.

1987

• scholar.google.com

Heuristic evaluation of user interfaces [3]

Nielsen and Molich

1990

• Elsevier ScienceDirect

Developing an Expert Evaluation Method
for User eXperience of Cross-Platform
Web Services [10]

Väänänen-VainioMattila and Wäljas

2009

Kientz et al.

2011

Inostroza et al.

2012

Arhippainen

2013

In October 2016, searches were launched in the following search
spaces:

• IEEE Xplore Digital Library (IEL)
• SpringerLink

Heuristic Evaluation of Persuasive
Health Technologies [8]

The filtering process consisted of: (i) reading the title, (ii) reading
the abstract, and (iii) reading the complete study. Studies were included
if they met the following criteria:
1. The study reported how heuristic evaluation was used;

Usability Heuristics Validation through
Empirical Evidences: A TouchscreenBased Mobile Devices Proposal [16]

2. The study evaluated heuristics or heuristic evaluation;

Ten User Experience Heuristics [12]

3. The study proposed a method similar to heuristic evaluation;

The works relevant to RQ2 (What qualification criteria exist for
heuristics?) are depicted in Table 2.

4. The study proposed new heuristics;
5. The study was written in English.
The studies that did not meet the inclusion criteria or the full text of
which was not available were excluded. After the selection of studies,
backward snowballing [17] was used. For data analysis, we classified
the paper according to objective, methodology (e.g., literature review,
survey, heuristic evaluation) and relevant artefacts or results.
Our selection criteria for papers proposing new heuristics (RQ2)
were: (i) heuristics needed to be presented in the paper, (ii) heuristics
are formulated as rules, as mentioned in [3], (iii) heuristics differ
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is shown. It should be noted that the heuristic “Aesthetic and minimal
design” goes beyond classic usability [2] and can be attributed to the
“attractiveness” dimension.

TABLE II. Works Relevant for RQ2 (Which Qualification Criteria
Exist for Heuristics?)

Inostroza et al.

2016

Developing SMASH: A set of
SMArtphone’s uSability Heuristics [16]

Visibility of system status

+

Match between system and the real world

+

A. RQ1: Heuristics and UX Dimensions

User control and freedom

+

After the use of the selection criteria (see section III, on Research
Methodology), six articles remain; they can be classified as follows:

Consistency and standards

+

Error prevention

+

• Specific heuristics for the examination of the UX [10], [12]
Amongst the articles selected, only two publications can be found
[10], [12] that developed heuristics of the measurement of the UX.

In 1987, in his book “Designing the userface” [19], Shneiderman
created eight golden rules of interface design.

+

+

+

Permit easy reversal of actions

+
+

+

Keep users in control
Reduce short-term memory load

Novelty

Stimulation

+

+

+

TABLE V. Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila and Wäljas Heuristics and Their
Consideration of the UX Dimension of the UEQ

+

+

According to Shneiderman, this guide was created in order to gain
interaction design and therefore, also receive improved usability.
Therefore, the intention was not to create heuristics for the heuristic
evaluation in accordance with Nielsen and Molich, but these rules
could still be used for it. Just like Nielsen’s heuristics, these eight rules
are considered established. The results in Table 3 show that all eight
rules lie in the area of classic usability.

2. Nielsen und Molich
In 1990, Nielsen and Molich developed the method of heuristic
evaluation [3] and empirically examined it in four experiments. The
heuristics were expanded by Nielsen in 1994 [20] and are considered
established. The expanded heuristics are reflected upon in this work. In
this work, the expanded heuristics [20] are considered. The heuristics
are also used as a benchmark of new heuristics [7], [8]. In Table 4, the
contrast between the heuristics (lines) to the UX dimensions (columns)

Dependability

+

+

+

Efficiency

+

Prevent errors

+

+

Composite and linked services

+

+

Cross-platform service access

+

Perspicuity

Design dialogs to yield closure

+

Attractiveness

+

+

Of the selected heuristics, this is one of two that is explicitly created
with the goal of measuring the UX. Table 5 shows that four heuristics
go beyond classic usability.

+

Offer informative feedback

+

With her heuristics, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila and Wäljas aims [10]
at the evaluation of the UX of web services. They are based on text
research and informal examinations of existing web services. Different
from Nielsen [3], each heuristic was sub-divided into hedonistic and
pragmatic aspects, which took place in accordance with Hassenzahl’s
UX model [1]. After a case study, the heuristics were expanded.

+

Seek universal usability

+

3. Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila and Wäljas

Heuristic /
UX dimension

Strive for consistency

Dependability

Efficiency

Perspicuity

Attractiveness

Heuristic /
UX dimension

TABLE III. Shneiderman Heuristics and Their Consideration in the UX
Dimensions of the UEQ

+

+

Aesthetic and minimalist design
Help users recognize, diagnose, and
recover from errors
Help and documentation

• Heuristics for the examination of persuasive technologies [8]

1. Shneiderman

+

Flexibility and efficiency of use

• Heuristics specially created for mobile end devices [7]

In the following sub-sections, the six heuristics will now be presented
and their connection to the UX dimensions of the UEQ examined.

+

Recognition rather than recall

• Established usability heuristics from Nielsen [3] and Shneiderman [19]

Novelty

2013

Stimulation

Arhippainen

Ten User Experience Heuristics [12]

Social interaction and navigation

+

Dynamic aspects of the service

+

Contextual aspects of the service
Service usability

+
+

+

Trust and safety

+
+

Technical issues affecting UX
Service and content suitability

Other (not related
to UX dimensions)

2012

Dependability

Inostroza et al.

Novelty

Usability Heuristics Validation through
Empirical Evidences: A TouchscreenBased Mobile Devices Proposal [14]

TABLE IV. Nielsen Heuristics and Their Consideration of the UX
Dimensions of the UEQ
Efficiency

2004

Stimulation

Desurvire et al.

Perspicuity

Using Heuristics to Evaluate the
Playability of Games [15]

Attractiveness

Year

Heuristic /
UX
dimension

Author

Title

+
+

4. Kientz et al.
Kientz et al. [8] present heuristics for the evaluation of persuasive
health technology. In a literature review, a list of all heuristics is
selected, with regard to persuasive health technologies. As a result, 13
experts were asked to list their respective 10 most important heuristics
on this list. It could also be expanded through their own. Kientz et al.
consolidated these 130 heuristics to a list of 10. These 10 heuristics
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were used in two case studies and compared with Nielsen’s heuristics
[20]. The control group could discover more issues while carrying
out the evaluation, yet they were less severe. Table 6 shows that three
heuristics go beyond classic usability.

Other (not related
to UX dimensions)

Efficiency

Dependability

Ensure usability

+

+

+

Provide utility matching with
the user’s values

+

+

Use of positive motivation strategies

+
+
+

Customisability

Surpass the user’s expectations
Respect the user

+

Educate users

+

In 2016, with “SMASH”, Inostroza et al. [16] developed a set
of heuristics that have to do with usability within the context of
smartphones. The 12 heuristics are based on prioritised and formallyrepresented characteristics of smartphones from literature and case
studies and, in its approaches, have a connection to UX.
The heuristics were validated in a case study and every heuristic
finally refined using the criteria of utility, clarity, ease of use and the
need of additional elements (checklists). In Table 7, the 12 heuristics
and their connection to the UX dimensions is depicted. It shows that
two of the twelve heuristics go above and beyond the dimensions of
classic usability.

User control and freedom

+

Consistency and standards

+

Error prevention

+

Minimize the user’s memory load

+

+

+

Efficiency of use and performance

+

Novelty

Stimulation

+
+

Help and documentation

+

+

Physical interaction and ergonomics

+

+

+

Go for a perfect visual design

+

Give a surprise gift

+

TABLE IX.
Overview of Heuristics and Their Consideration of the UX Dimensions
of the UEQ

+

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover
from errors

+

+

+

In the overview (Table 9), it appears that the established heuristics,
with one exception, exclusively cover the usability dimensions of the
UEQ. The UX dimensions mostly remain ignored.

+

Customization and shortcuts
Aesthetic and minimalist design

Dependability

+

+

7. Discussion

+
+

+

Support the user’s activities do not force

+
+

+

Respect the user’s privacy and
security

Shneiderman

0

5

4

5

0

0

0

Nielsen and Molich

1

7

3

8

0

0

0

Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila
and Wäljas

0

1

4

3

2

0

2

Kientz et al.

1

4

0

7

1

0

1

Inostroza et al.

1

9

5

9

1

0

0

Arhippainen

2

4

2

4

0

0

1

Heuristic /
UX dimension

+

Efficiency

Perspicuity

Attractiveness

Heuristic /
UX
dimension

TABLE VII. Inostroza et al. Heuristics and Their Consideration of the
UX Dimensions of the UEQ

+

+
+

Provide several ways to interact,
leave choice for the user

5. Inostroza et al.

Match between system and the real world

+

Design the product or service
to fit the intended contexts

+

Visibility of system status

+

Other (not related to
UX dimensions)

+

Novelty

+

Stimulation

Visibility of user’s status

+

Dependability

+

Efficiency

+

Perspicuity

Appropriate time and place

Attractiveness

Accuracy of information

Novelty

Perspicuity

Protect users’ privacy

Attractiveness

+

Stimulation

+

Not irritating or embarrassing

Usable and aesthetically appealing
design

TABLE VIII.
Arhippainen heuristics and their consideration of the UX dimensions of
the UEQ
Other (not related
to UX dimensions)

Novelty

Stimulation

Dependability

+

In a tutorial, Arhippainen [12] presented 10 user experience
heuristics. The aim of the heuristics is to support designers shaping
aspects of the UX. They are based on empirical studies from mobile
services. In addition to those from Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila and
Wäljas [10], they are the only ones that focus on the analysis of UX.
The results from Table 8 also show that only five of the ten heuristics
for classic usability are included.

Heuristic /
UX dimension

Appropriate functionality

Efficiency

Perspicuity

Attractiveness

Heuristic /
UX dimension

TABLE VI. Kientz et al. Heuristics and Their Consideration of the UX
Dimensions of the UEQ

6. Arhippainen

Beyond all of the heuristics, it is shown that the dimension of
dependability, with 35 considerations, is the heuristic that is observed
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the most. The UX dimension of the UEQ, which shows the fewest
connections to the heuristics, is novelty (see Table 10).
TABLE X.
Number of the Heuristics that Show a Connection to the UX
Dimensions of the UEQ
UX dimension

5

Perspicuity

30

Efficiency

18

Dependability

36

Stimulation

6

Novelty

0

Other (not related to UX dimensions)

4

Based on the selected studies, as far as we know, the first quality
model for heuristic evaluation (Fig. 1) was created. This depicts the
central elements of heuristics, the test object, evaluators, users and the
relationships between them.
Because in the selected papers, only individual characteristics but
no list of quality criteria could be found for heuristics, quality criteria
were deviated from the literature selected and the quality model for
heuristic evaluation (Fig. 1). They should ensure the efficient use of
heuristics:

Number of heuristics

Attractiveness

B. RQ2: Quality Criteria for Heuristics

• Complying with the heuristics must help the user
• Validated through comparison with established methods / heuristics
[15]
• Suitable for the context / object being examined [12], [14], [16],
without negatively influencing the comprehensibility
• Comprehensible and easy / simple to implement (also for nonspecialists) [16]

The heuristics from Inostroza et al. and Arhippainen consider 5 of
6 UX dimensions, Shneiderman considers a total of 3 UX dimensions
and Nielsen and Molich, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila and Wäljas as well
as Kientz et al. 4 UX dimensions.
The number of individual heuristics varies between 8 [19] and 12
[16]. For better comparability, in Table 11, the considerations of the
UX dimensions of the UEQ are weighted against the total number
of connections. In the overall view of the heuristics, the number of
dimensions is given that a heuristic takes into account, on average.

Heuristics
Quality criterias
helps if considered

Attractiveness
(weighted)

Perspicuity
(weighted)

Efficiency
(weighted

Dependability
(weighted)

Stimulation
(weighted)

Novelty
(weighted)

total
(weighted)

Heuristic /
UX dimension

TABLE XI
Overview of the Heuristics and Their Weighted Consideration of the
UX Dimensions of the UEQ

0

0.63

0.5

0.63

0

0

1.75

Nielsen und Molich

0.1

0.7

0.3

0.8

0

0

1.90

Väänänen-VainioMattila and Wäljas

0

0.11

0.44

0.33

0.22

0

1.11

Shneiderman

fit to the
system

User

understand the
heuristics

understand

Test object

can use
the system

Evaluators

Kientz et al.

0.1

0.4

0

0.7

0.1

0

1.30

Inostroza et al.

0.08

0.75

0.42

0.75

0.08

0

2.08

Fig. 1 Quality model of heuristic evaluation.

Arhippainen

0.2

0.4

0.2

0.4

0.2

0

1.40

Furthermore, the additional following quality control criteria are
recommended, which expand these quality criteria:

Accordingly, the heuristics from Inostroza et al. [16] show the
highest coverage of the UX dimensions of the UEQ. The heuristics
from Nielsen and Molich [20] as well as Shneiderman [19], which
were a basis for Inostroza et al. [16], follow.
The heuristics examined predominantly move in the directions of
the UX dimensions of dependability and perspicuity, which can also be
organised with the dimension of efficiency of usability. The dimensions
of stimulation and novelty are to be attributed to the UX and are hardly
taken into consideration.
Consequently, the heuristics from Inostroza et al., Nielsen and
Molich as well as Shneiderman view usability to be the strongest, and
Arhippainen and Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila and Wäljas, the UX. The
connection to the pragmatic dimensions is more strongly pronounced
than in the hedonistic. Nielsen and Molich as well as Shneiderman,
do not view any UX dimensions of the UEQ that are attributed to the
hedonistic quality.

• Selective
• Not more than 10-15 heuristics
Additionally, quality criteria are recommended in order to ensure
identical construction. In addition to this, heuristics should have the
following elements:
• Designation (a semantic summary, not coded)
• Description
• Example
This recommendation for quality criteria should be ensured when
considering the quality and the good applicability of heuristics in a
heuristic evaluation.

V. Conclusion and Future Work
Within the scope of this paper, we have examined the status of
research regarding heuristic evaluation. In doing so, we have focused
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on heuristics to measure UX. The heuristics identified were mapped
with the dimensions of the UEQ for further analysis.
With heuristics, we examined as to whether not just the usability, but
rather also the UX can be evaluated. To do so, every heuristic related to
the UX dimensions was examined in accordance with the UEQ.
In this article we also introduced a quality model for heuristic
evaluation and proposed a list of quality criteria for heuristics, which
are based on research in literature.
With the heuristics identified, the pragmatic quality, which is
attributed to usability, was examined most frequently. While research
in the literature showed that many heuristics are particularly often
based on the heuristics of Nielsen and Molich as well as those from
Shneiderman which were created with a focus on usability.
The heuristics from Nielsen and Molich are still widely used for
heuristic evaluation and as a foundation for other heuristics. They can be
applied to most test objects. Other heuristics seem to be more focused on
a particular domain. We recommend using the heuristics from Nielsen
and Molich [3], as well as those from Inostroza et al. [16] when it is
intended to use heuristic evaluation for UX as they have the highest
weighted consideration of UX dimensions of the UEQ (Table 11).
The results of this study show that initial approaches exist to apply
heuristics in a targeted way for the evaluation of the UX. However, this
research field still requires further empirical research.
In the future, it would be important to examine how the results of
a heuristic evaluation using a heuristic with a strong relationship to
the dimensions of the UX appear in comparison to the established
heuristics.
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Abstract

Keywords

This paper presents a network anomaly detection method based on fuzzy clustering. Computer security has become
an increasingly vital field in computer science in response to the proliferation of private sensitive information. As
a result, Intrusion Detection System has become an indispensable component of computer security. The proposed
method consists of three steps: Pre-Processing, Feature Selection and Clustering. In pre-processing step, the
duplicate samples are eliminated from the sample set. Next, principal component analysis is adopted to select the
most discriminative features. In clustering step, the network samples are clustered using Robust Spatial Kernel
Fuzzy C-Means (RSKFCM) algorithm. RSKFCM is a variant of traditional Fuzzy C-Means which considers
the neighbourhood membership information and uses kernel distance metric. To evaluate the proposed method,
we conducted experiments on standard dataset and compared the results with state-of-the-art methods. We used
cluster validity indices, accuracy and false positive rate as performance metrics. Experimental results inferred
that, the proposed method achieves better results compared to other methods.

Anomaly Detection,
Intrusion Detection,
Fuzzy Clustering,
Principal Component
Analysis, Robust Spatial
Kernel Fuzzy C-Means.

I. Introduction

C

omputer security has become an increasingly vital field in
computer science in response to the proliferation of private sensitive
information. The term “Intrusion” refers to any unauthorized access
which attempts to compromise confidentiality, integrity and availability
of information resources [1] [14] [32]. Traditional intrusion prevention
techniques such as firewalls, access control and encryption have
failed to fully protect systems from sophisticated attacks. As a result,
Intrusion Detection System has become an indispensable component of
computer security which is used to detect the aforementioned threats.
In 1987, Denning [7] first proposed an intrusion detection model. Since
then many researchers have been focusing on developing efficient and
accurate Intrusion Detection System (IDS) models. The intrusion
detection techniques fall under two types, Misuse or Signature Based
and Anomaly Based methods. Signature based methods detect only
known intrusion attacks whose signatures are stored in the database.
These methods fail to detect unknown intrusions. On the other hand,
anomaly based methods detect the attacks based on the signature
deviation.
In early days, intrusion detection is done using rule based
approaches, where experts define a set of rules for normal and
abnormal conditions. These systems work better for known attacks but
fail to detect unknown attacks. In later 1990’s researchers concentrated
to develop automatic intrusion detection methods. Many researchers
used data mining and machine learning algorithms to detect unknown
attacks. Among various intrusion detection techniques, Fuzzy Logic
based methods play a very important role. From literature review it is
* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: bsharish@sjce.ac.in (B. S.
arunkumarsv55@gmail.com (S. V. Aruna Kumar).
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found that clustering methods are widely used approaches in intrusion
detection system. Jianliang et al, [13] developed an intrusion detection
system using K-means clustering algorithm. The experimentation was
carried out on standard KDD-99 dataset. Cluster to class mapping, No
class and Class Dominance are the key problems in K-means clustering.
To overcome these drawbacks, Bharti et al., [4] developed two variants
of traditional K-means algorithm. Ren et al., [23] developed a Fuzzy
C-Means (FCM) algorithm to detect intrusions. The intrusion detection
model was built through carrying out fuzzy partition and clustering
of data. The experimental result shows that the algorithm can
effectively separates normal and abnormal data. To overcome cluster
centre initialization and convergence problem of FCM, Wang et al.,
[29] proposed a hybrid algorithm for intrusion detection system. This
hybrid method combines FCM with Quantam behaved Particle Swarm
Optimization. The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is used to
overcome the drawback of FCM and to achieve global optimization
and fast convergence. Guorui et al., [10] developed a semi supervised
Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm for intrusion detection. This
method overcomes the drawbacks of FCM i.e Sensitivity to the initial
values and converging to the local minima by using few labelled
data to improve the learning ability of the Fuzzy C-Means. Sampat
and Sonawani [25] developed an intrusion detection system using
Improved Dynamic Fuzzy C-Means (IDFCM) clustering. The IDFCM
is a variant of the traditional FCM which adaptively updates the cluster
centres. Experimental result shows the IDFCM gives better detection
accuracy rate than traditional FCM. Hameed et al., [11] developed
an hybrid clustering algorithm for intrusion detection. This hybrid
algorithm combines Modified Fuzzy Possiblistic C-Means (MFPCM)
and symbolic fuzzy clustering. This method uses 30 features with
optimal sensitivity and highest discriminatory power.
Ganapathy et al., [9] proposed a intrusion detection system based on
Weighted FCM and Immune Genetic Algorithm (GA). The Weighted
FCM is a modification of FCM which builds a system for more accurate
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attack detection. Immune GA improves the performance, probability of
gaining the global optimal values and solves the high dimensionality
problem. Khazaee and Rad [17] developed a novel method based on
Fuzzy C-Means for improving the intrusion detection performance.
The experiments were conducted on KDD Cup-99 dataset. Kumar
et al., [19] developed a novel method of intrusion detection which
involves fuzzy feature clustering. In this method fuzzy features
clustering method is used to reduce the dimensionality of system calls.
Pandeeswari and Kumar [21] developed hybrid detection system for
cloud environment. This hybrid model works in three steps. In the first
step, to improve the learning capability of ANN, fuzzy clustering is
used. In the second step, various ANN modules are trained according
to their cluster values. In the last step, fuzzy aggregation module is
used to combine the results of various ANN.
Karthik and Nagappan [16] developed an intrusion detection system
using Kernel Fuzzy C-Means and Bayesian Neural Network. This
hybrid model consists of two step. In the first step, Fuzzy Bisector
Kernel Fuzzy C-means is used to obtain the cluster centers. In the
second step the centroids obtained from previous step are used for
the learning of Bayesian network. The experiments were conducted
on standard KDD Cup 99 Dataset. Rustam and Talita [24] proposed
an intrusion detection algorithm based on Fuzzy Kernel C-Means
(KFCM). Khazaee and Faez [18] developed an hybrid classification
method for network intrusion detection. This hybrid model combines
fuzzy clustering with multilayer perceptron neural network. Here
training samples are initially clustered using fuzzy clustering and
the inappropriate data will be detected and moved to another dataset.
Further, Multilayer Perceptron will be trained using new labels. To
classify outlier fuzzy ARTMAP neural network is employed. Surana.,
[27] developed an hybrid algorithm which combines Fuzzy C-Means
and Neural Network for intrusion detection. This approach divides the
training data into smaller groups using Fuzzy C-Means. Later, Neural
Networks are trained using these subsets. Finally individual neural
network results are aggregated. Kumar and Harish [2] proposed Robust
Spatial Fuzzy C-Means algorithm which considers spatial information
and uses kernel distance metric. Xie et al., [31] developed an intrusion
detection using hybrid clustering method. This hybrid method is the
combination of Fuzzy C-Means Clustering, Average Information
Entropy, Support Vector Machine and Fuzzy Genetic algorithm.
It is evident from the above discussion that, the researchers have
been attempting to come out with more efficient and robust intrusion
detection techniques. Further, most of the existing methods are based
on supervised and unsupervised learning approaches. Supervised
learning requires a large volume of training samples and they fail to
detect unknown attacks. On the other hand, unsupervised learning has
got the advantage of detecting unknown attacks. On the contrary, the
main limitations of the unsupervised learning are as follows: higher
False Alarm Rate (FAR), fails to identify the specific type of attacks
and worstly affected by curse of dimensionality. Further, most of the
existing unsupervised methods uses euclidean as a distance metric.
Unfortunately, euclidean metric is very sensitive to noise which results
in degrading the system accuracy.
With this backdrop, to eliminate the above said problems in this
paper, we present network anomaly detection method based on
fuzzy clustering. The proposed method consists of three steps: PreProcessing, Feature Selection and Clustering. To evaluate the proposed
method, we conducted experiments on standard intrusion detection
dataset and compared the results with other variants of FCM methods.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A Modified Fuzzy Clustering method (RSKFCM) for anomaly
detection is presented. The method can also identify a specific type
of attacks.

• To handle curse of dimensionality, we employed Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) as feature selection method.
• To overcome the existing drawbacks of FCM methods, we
considered neighborhood information which in turn reduces the
false alarm rate and increases the system accuracy.
• We used Gaussian kernel as distance measure to compute the
distance between cluster center and samples. The advantage of
using Gaussian kernel is that it reduces the effect of noise.
• We validated the proposed method on standard intrusion dataset
using four cluster validity functions, accuracy, and false alarm
rate. Further, we also compared our results with the contemporary
methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
details about the KDD Cup 99 Dataset. Traditional Fuzzy C-Means
is presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the proposed method.
Experimental setup, dataset used for experimentation and results are
presented in section 5. Conclusions are drawn in section 6.

II. KDD Cup 99 Dataset
Since 1999, Many researchers evaluated the intrusion detection
models on the KDD Cup 99 dataset [26]. This dataset was originally
created by 1998 DARPA intrusion detection evolution program. The
dataset contains five and two millions of training and testing samples
respectively. Each sample as a set of 41 features derived from each
connection and a label which specifies connection as normal or attack.
These 41 features can be categorized into 4 groups.
• Basic features: These features can be derived from packets header
without inspecting the payload.
• Content features: These features contains the information present
in the payload of the original TCP packets and extracted using
domain knowledge.
• Time based Traffic features: These features contains the service
information which inspect the connection in the past two seconds
that have the same service as the current connections.
• Host based Traffic features: These features examine the connections
which established in the past two seconds and which have the same
destination host as the current connections.
The dataset contains 21 different types of attacks which can be
categorized into 4 types.
• Denial of Service (DoS): Attacker tries to forbid the legitimate
users from utilizing the requested services/resources
• Probe (PRB): Attackers attempt to gain information about the
target host.
• Remote to Local (R2L): Attackers do not have the account in
victim computer, so they try to get access to the computer.
• User to Root (U2R): Unauthorized user tries to gain access to local
super user(root) through the network.

III. Traditional Fuzzy C-Means
Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm is based on the traditional
fuzzy set which was proposed by Bezdek [3]. FCM is the improvement
of K-means algorithm which groups the data points based on the
membership value. In FCM, the membership of a data point depends
on the similarity of the data point to a particular class relative to all
other class. Let X = {x1 ,....x j ,...xn } be the N data points and

V = {v1 ,....vi ,...v j } be the set of c centroids. FCM partitions X
into c clusters by minimizing the objective function in (1).
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J=

N

c

∑∑
j =1 i =1

uijm x j − vi

A. Pre-processing

2

(1)

where uij is the degree of membership of x j in the cluster i,

vi

is

the i cluster center, . is a distance metric and m is a constant which
controls the fuzziness of the resulting partition. Using the Lagrangian
method Bezdek derived two necessary condition for minimizing the
objective function J as follows:
th

1

uij =

 x j − vi

 x j − vk
k =1 
c

∑
N

vi =

1

 m −1




(2)

∑u
j =1
N

m
ij x j

∑u
j =1

m
ij

(3)

The Clustering process begins by randomly choosing the c
cluster centers. Further, the membership are calculated based on the
relative distance of data point x j to the centroid vi using equation
(2). The data points which are close to centroids are assigned highest
membership value, where as data points far from the centroids are
assigned low membership value. After computing the membership
of all the data points, the cluster centers are updated using equation
(3). The clustering process stops when the successive difference of
objective function is less than the pre defined threshold value ( ε ).

The pre-processing step is performed to make the dataset convenient
to be use in the clustering step. The pre-processing will have great
impact on the intrusion detection efficiency. In this step we performed
two pre-processing steps that are: removing duplicate samples and
filling missing values. Dataset contains a large number of duplicate
samples. If the dataset contains duplicate samples, then clustering takes
more time and also gives inefficient results. To achieve accurate results
we removed duplicate samples from the dataset. To fill the missing
values, first we divide the whole dataset according to their class and
compute the mean value for each feature. Further the missing value is
replaced with corresponding feature’s mean value.

B. Feature Selection
In this paper, we employed Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[12][15] to select the most discriminative features. PCA is a widely
used feature selection method and it is based on linear transformation,
which maps data from a high dimensional feature space to lower
dimension. The first PCA as the highest contribution to the variance in
the original dataset and each succeeding components have remaining
variance as possible. The primary advantages of PCA are it is simple,
non paramteric and it can preserve large percentage of the total variance
with only a few components. Thus, these characteristics motivated us
to adopt PCA for feature selection.
Let us consider a training network sample X = {x1 , x2 ,...xm } and it
has n user behaviour features F = { f1 ,.,,,, f n }. So, totally we have
m × n feature matrix. First we compute the mean of the observations
X as follows:

 x1 
 
 x2 
µ =  
 
  
x 
 m

IV. Proposed Method
The technique of fuzzy clustering has become very important in
the application of intrusion detection. This is due to the large role of
uncertainty nature of an attack. Motivated by this, in this paper we
proposed fuzzy clustering based anomaly intrusion detection method.
The proposed method consists of three steps: Pre-processing, Feature
Selection and Clustering. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the
proposed system.

(4)

Next we compute the covariance matrix i.e

S=

1
n

n

∑Φ Φ
i =1

i

i

T

(5)

where Φ i is the standard deviation which is computed as indicated
in (6):

Φi = X − µ

Input Samples

(6)

T

Φ i is the transpose of the standard deviation.

Further, eigen value and corresponding eigen vector of the covariance
matrix S is computed. Let {(λ1 , ξ1 ), (λk , ξ k ) (λm , ξ m )} are m
eigen values and corresponding eigen vectors pairs of the covariance
matrix. Next, we choose k eigen vectors corresponding to the largest
eigen values. Afterwards, we form m × k matrix D, whose column
consist the k eigen vectors. The representation of data by principal
component consist of projecting the original data on to the k
dimensional subspace hk such that:

Preprocessing
Feature Selection
using PCA

Yi = DT Φ i = DT ( X − µ )

Proposed
Clustering
Method

(7)

In the next step we employed the Robust Spatial Kernel FCM
(RSKFCM) to cluster these reduced feature matrix.

C. Robust Spatial Fuzzy C-Means
Normal

Smurf

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Proposed System.

Neptune

Traditional Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) leads to its non robust result
mainly due to: not utilizing the neighbourhood information and use of
Euclidean distance. To overcome these problems, Kumar and Harish
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[2] proposed a Robust Spatial Kernel FCM (RSKFCM) technique.
RSKFCM incorporates spatial information to the conventional FCM
membership function and uses kernel distance metric. Experimental
results reveal that, RSKFCM gives better clustering results than other
FCM variants. Thus, inspired by the good performance presented in
[2], we applied RSKFCM method to detect network anomalies.

The clustering process stops when the successive difference of the
objective function is less than the pre defined threshold value ( ε ). The
individual stages of Robust Spatial Kernel Fuzzy C-Means (RSKFCM)
are described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: RSKFCM Clustering Method

The main aim of the RSKFCM is to minimize the following
objective function J :

J=

c

N

∑∑
i =1 j =1

wijm

Φ ( x j ) − Φ (vi )

Input: Intrusion Samples
Output: Label

2

Initialize cluster centers,

(8)

Repeat
{

Where Φ is an implicit nonlinear map, and

Φ ( x j ) − Φ (vi )

2

= K ( x j , x j ) + K (vi , vi ) − 2 K ( x j , vi )

Step 1 Compute all membership values
against centers as:

(9)

T
Where K ( x, y ) = Φ ( x) Φ ( y ) is an inner product kernel function. If

(

2

we adopt the Gaussian RBF kernel i.e K ( x, y ) = exp − x − y /σ
then K ( x, x) = 1 . The simplified objective function becomes :

J =2

c

N

∑∑ (1 − K ( x , v ))
wijm

i =1 j =1

j

i

2

),

c

k =1

J =2

(

N

(

))

∑ (1 − K ( x , v ))
j

N

(12)

uik

(13)

k∈NK ( x j )

j

i

j =1
N

m
ij

j

i

j

vi

according to

j

∑ w K (x ,v )
m
ij

(16)

i

(17)

}

−1/( m −1)

k

m
ij

∑w K (x ,v ) x
j =1

To compute the neighbourhood membership function, we calculated
distance from each samples to other samples and considered k nearest
samples. The neighbourhood memebrship function is defined as
follows:

∑

vi =

−1/( m −1)

c

k =1

sij =

c

∑∑w (1 − K ( x , v ))

Step 4 Calculate new cluster center values
expression in (17).

Where
is the Kernel FCM (KFCM) membership function and
is the neighbourhood membership function. Kernel FCM is variant of
the FCM, unlike in FCM it uses kernel function as distance metric. The
membership function of KFCM is calculated as:

uij =

using equation

Step 3 Calculate the objective function J as follows:

(11)

1 − K x j , vi

(15)

Step 2 Compute the new membership value
(11)

i =1 j =1

p q
kj skj

 m −1




∑

uijp sijq

∑u

1

 x j − vi

 x j − vk
k =1 
c

(10)

of each sample

1

uij =

Where wij is the new membership function which combines
traditional FCM membership function and neighbourhood membership
function. The new membership value is computed as:

wij =

ε ,m

where NK ( x j ) represents a array of k nearest samples from x j .

Until { J (i ) − J (i − 1)} < ε

V. Experimental Results
To evaluate the proposed method, we conducted experiments on
EDA dataset [5]. This dataset is the variant of original KDD dataset.
Since, in original KDD dataset smurf, neptune and normal traffic
represents 99.3% of the total samples, EDA dataset contains only these
three classes.

This spatial function represents the probability of sample x j belongs
to ith cluster. In new membership function p and q parameters controls
the relative importance of both functions.

To handle categorical features, this dataset adds one dummy variable
per category into the original KDD dataset, which in turn increases the
feature size into 122.

The RSKFCM algorithm is carried out through an iterative
optimization of the objective function shown in equation (10) with the
update of membership value and cluster centers. The cluster centers are
updated using equation (14):

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using four
cluster validity indices, accuracy and false positive rate. For all
algorithms in comparison, we set the fuzzy co-efficient m to widely
used value 2. All the cluster centers are initialized randomly. We set
stopping criteria ε = 0.0001. We implemented and simulated all the
algorithms with matlab2013.

N

vi =

∑w K (x ,v ) x
j =1
N

∑
j =1

m
ij

wijm

j

(

i

K x j , vi

)

j

A. Evaluation using Cluster Validity Indices
(14)

In this section we evalated performance of the propsoed method
using four cluster validity indices. These cluster validity indices help
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to validate whether clustering method accurately presents the structure
of the data set or not. Wide varieties of cluster validity indices are
proposed in the literature. In this paper we have used four widely
used cluster validity functions, namely Partition Coefficient ( V pc ),
Partition Entropy ( V pe ), Fukuyama-Sugeno function ( V fs ), and XieBeni function ( Vxb ).

TABLE I
Performance Comparison
Method

Bezdek [20][22] proposed Partition Coefficient ( V pc ) and Partition
Entropy ( V pe ) which uses only the membership values to evaluate the
-cluster validity as indicated in (18) and (19):

V pc (U ) =

1
n

V pe (U ) =

1
n

n

c

∑∑

uijm

j =1 i =1
n

c

0.826

0.201

59.349

2.163

KFCM

0.847

0.196

53.821

2.263

SFCM

0.891

0.121

51.153

2.281

RSKFCM

0.915

0.108

32.142

2.346

(18)

∑∑u

m
ij

j =1 i =1

FCM

log uij

(19)
1

The value of V pc varies between [ ,1] where c indicates the
c
number of clusters. The value of V pe ranges between [0, log ac] where
c is the number of cluster and a is the base of the logarithm. When V pc
is maximal or

V pe

is minimal, the optimal clusters are achieved.

The Fukuyama-Sugeno function ( V fs ) [8] is given by:
c

∑∑ u

V fs (U , V ; X ) =
−
1
=
v
where
c

n

i =1 j =1

m
ij


 x j − vi


2

2
− vi − v 


Fig. 2. Comparison of Accuracy.

(20)

c

∑v . V
i =1

i

fs

uses both the membership information and

input data. When V fs value is minimum, the better clustering results
are achieved.
The Xie-Beni function (
) function, which was initially proposed
by Xie-Beni (XB) in [30] and modified by Pal and Bezdek in [18], is
defined as indicated in equation (21):
c

Vxb (U ) =

n

∑∑ u

x j − vi

{

2

i =1 j =1

m
ij


n  min vi − vk
 i≠k

}

2





Fig. 3. Comparison of False Positive Rate.

C. Discussion
(21)

In Vxb the numerator indicates the compactness of the fuzzy
partition and denominator indicates the strength of the separation
between clusters. When Vxb is minimal, the best clustering result is
achieved.
To evaluate the performance, we compared our proposed algorithm
with traditional Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), Kernel FCM (KFCM) and
Spatial FCM (SFCM) methods. Table I presents the performance
comparison of the proposed method.

In Table 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we can observe that our proposed
method outperforms all other methods. As mentioned earlier, our
proposed method uses neighborhood information and kernel distance
metric. The other methods in comparison, cluster a given sample based
on membership value or distance value. Whereas our proposed method
considers neighborhood membership value along with the membership
value of that sample. This neighborhood information increases the
accuracy of the proposed method. On the other hand, other methods
use Euclidean distance which is very sensitive to noise. Whereas our
proposed method uses Gaussian kernel distance metric. This reduces
the noise effect and in turn increases the accuracy.

B. Performance Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
We compared our proposed method with six unsupervised anomaly
detection methods. The methods used in comparison are as follows:
K-Means [28], Improved K-Means [28], K-Medoids [28], Expectation
Maximization [28], Fuzzy C-Means [6], Fuzzy Rough Clustering [6].
We used accuracy and False positive rate as evaluation metrics. Fig.
2 shows the comparison of the proposed method with other methods
using accuracy. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the proposed method
with other methods using False Positive Rate.

VI. Conclusion
The existing computer security technologies fail to prevent the
threats completely. As a result, Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
becomes important component in network security. IDS reduces
the manpower needed for monitoring and increases the detection
efficiency. In this paper, we presented Fuzzy C-Means based intrusion
detection system. Principal Component Analysis is employed to select
the most discriminate features. Afterwards a Robust Spatial Kernel
FCM is used to cluster the network samples. To evaluate the efficiency
of the proposed method, we conducted experiments on standard dataset
and compared the results with variants of traditional Fuzzy C-Means
methods and other clustering methods. The results inferred that the
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proposed method outperforms the other methods. The advantage of
the proposed clustering method is it considers the neighbourhood
membership value and uses kernel distance metric which increases
the clustering accuracy and reduces the noise effect. However, the
performance of RSKFCM algorithm depends on the cluster center
initialization. In future work, Evolutionary algorithm can be used to
initialize the cluster centers.
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Abstract

Keywords

This study combines Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP), Geographic Information System (GIS) and
Decision rules to provide decision makers with a ranking model for industrial sites in Algeria. A ranking of the
suitable industrial areas is a crucial multi-criteria decision problem based on socio-economical and technical
criteria as on environmental considerations. Fuzzy AHP is used for assessment of the candidate industrial sites
by combining fuzzy set theory and analytic hierarchy process (AHP). The decision rule base serves as a filter
that performs criteria pre-treatment involving a reduction of their numbers. GIS is used to overlay, generate
criteria maps and for visualizing ranked zones on the map. The rank of a zone so obtained is an index that guides
decision-makers to the best utilization of the zone in future.
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I. Introduction

S

twofold: on the one hand, it is to use the functions of GIS to prepare
geographic data necessary in inputs for the MCDA methods, and on
the other; it is to employ GIS visualization potentialities to map the
analysis results [5].

Issues related to the field are problems of zonal aptitudes in the
context of decision support. Complexity in decision making for
selecting industrial sites derives from the inherent trade-offs between
socioeconomic, technical and environmental criteria. Chaotic location
causes epidemics and attacks on the health of the citizens. The linear
model of Simon (intelligence, design and choice) and its extensions are
insufficient to deal with the problem complexity [3].

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a popular method used as a tool
for multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) or as a weight estimation
technique. AHP is used in many areas such as site selection, territory
planning, new energy, and so on [7]. AHP allows the solution of
problems with geographic nature or GIS-based [8]. This method has
mathematical properties and allows total ranking, it requires a hierarchy
of the decision problem and a pairwise comparisons of entities in every
node of the hierarchy [9].It is remarkable that integrated AHPs are
better than the stand-alone AHP [10].

ite selection is the process of finding the suitable sites for a project
establishment depending on socioeconomic and environmental
criteria [1]. Author in [2] identifies some determining factors in project
management literature: 1) The complexity of projects does not depend
only on the industry; 2) Project development is not just the realm of
the project managers and their team, but there is an important role of
stakeholders to play; 3) Uncertainty and continuous change in projects
creates a difficulty to plan, and accomplish schedules, resources and
budgets. This study takes these factors into account with others for
selecting industrial sites and shows that a well measured location
reduces the project complexity.

Each zone is a spatial action only if it is defined by its geographical
position, shape and spatial relations [4]. Majority of criteria and all
actions of the problem under study have a geographical character. We
adopt the approach of coupling between GIS and MCDA methods as
the latter is favored by this problem.

Geographic information systems (GIS) are needed to model, store,
manage, view, analyze, and represent objects or collection of spatial
objects. Action assessments according to geographic criteria are based
on the most important feature of GIS: Mapping. A map is a model of the
reality privileging the geometrical representation of objects with a graphic
and semiotic logic [6]. For example the seismic value of an industrial zone
derives from its geographical position on the seismic map.

This paper aims to provide decision makers with a ranking model
for industrial site selection based on GIS-FAHP integration. For this
model to be more efficient in supporting decision making we propose:

The conceptual idea beyond MCDA-GIS integration approach is
* Corresponding author.

1. A mixed integration mode between GIS and AHP to give more
flexibility to take into account the geographical character of the data.
2. A set of decision rules is modeled and used as a filter for criteria in
input for the AHP method.
3. To deal with fuzziness and uncertainty, we adopt the Chang fuzzy
extension [11] of AHP (FAHP) which is based on Fuzzy numbers
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with triangular membership functions.

decision making process in planning park in Canada.

The remainder of this article is presented as follows: Section 2 and
3 are devoted to related work and background, the proposed approach
and proposed Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS) architecture
are in sections4 and 5, a case study is illustrated in section 6, we end
with a conclusion and perspectives.

II. Related Work
Spatial decision problems give rise to the GIS-based multi-criteria
decision approach. Author in [12] underlines that in the context of the
synergistic capabilities of both GIS and MCDA that theoretical and
applied research on GIS-MCDA advances. In this section, we present
some works on the theoretical aspects of the approach as well as some
applications and we finish by our proposal.

A. Theoretical Research
The earlier works on this approach, according to [12] are that of
Diamond and Wright (1988), Janssen and Reitveld (1990), Carver
(1991), Langevin et al (1991).
Among the 363 articles inventoried since 1990 until 2004 in [12],
there are 34 (9.4%) that uses AHP and 47% uses vector mode for
geographical representation. Author in [13] develop a Decision Making
Support System (DMSS) for land reform in South Africa, he gives new
article statistics since 1990 up to 2015 showing the increase in using the
GIS-MCDA integration approach. Author in [14] investigates on the
motivation behind the approach and interrogates: What this integration
is exactly needed for, and if it is really interesting to invest labor in the
development of such solutions. In [15] F.Joerin links between land use
planning and GIS-MCDA integration and affirms that GIS and MCDA
constitute a very interesting package for land management. Author in
[5] develops a strategy of GIS-MCDA integration and formulates three
integration modes.

B. Applied Research
Among works using GIS-MCDA approach for industrial site
selection we cite:[16], in this work , after declaration that site selection
influences the life style of surrounding communities, for this, analysts
must strive to determine the optimum location. The proposed approach
entails two phases: screening and evaluation, the author integrates
three decision tools: Expert system (ES), GIS and MCDA and uses
COM (Component Object Model) concept for connecting them, Visual
Rule Studio to develop the expert system, ArcGIS 8.2 to provide a GIS
platform and Microsoft Excel to provide tools to implement AHP. In
[17], following the work cited above, authors value the good selection
of an Industrial Site and estimate that 80% of data used in this field by
managers are geographical in nature, they feel that the synergistic effect
generated by coupling GIS and MCDA contributes to the efficiency
and quality of spatial analysis for industrial site selection, in this work
AHP and WLC (Weighted Linear Combination) methods are used.
In the optic of environmental protection, we cite: [18] where the
objective is to evaluate the ecological impacts of projects in the context
of sustainability assessments. GIS and Analytic Network Process (ANP)
are used to identify potential ecological corridors in the Piedmont Region
(Northern Italy). In [19] author highlights that environmental research
benefits from the integration between GIS and MCDA, he indicates that
both MCDA tools and GIS potentialities are needed for spatial multicriteria evaluation, he presents a new GIS-MCDA integration tool for
wastewater land application in agriculture. In [20], the author integrates
AHP with GIS to locate and rank suitable sites for soil aquifer treatment
by considering technical, socio-environmental and cost criteria. In [21]
authors attempt to demonstrate how GIS-MCDA integration approach
helps to set apart the preferences of regional stakeholders to simplify the

Another work relating to the energy diversification is to design a
model based on GIS-MCDA integration for conducting wind energy
project [22]. In [23] risk index and cost are the main criteria used
to determine the preferable route of power transmission line (PTL)
using conjointly AHP and PROMETHEE, GIS and MCDA are used
synergistically to generate the best solution. In [24] authors couple
AHP and OWA(Ordered Weighting Averaging) with GIS for mapping
accessibility patterns of housing development sites in Cammore
Alberta, the proposed system supports housing developers to trade off
between benefits and costs to access facilities by residents.
Most works cited above use AHP, which is based on the use of crisp
numbers while the modeling of data in decision field requires fuzzy
numbers. Since fuzziness is a common characteristic of decision making
problems, the FAHP method was developed to address this problem. In
[25] author makes a state-of-the-art survey of FAHP, he underlines that
190 research application papers are published between 2004 and 2016 to
argue that FAHP has been applied to a wide range of applications. In [26]
the author assesses vulnerability to earthquake hazards through spatial
multi-criteria analysis of urban areas; he uses FAHP and GIS to treat
criteria for social risks, induced risks and systemic vulnerability. In [27]
the problem is to select the best location for wastewater lift station by
designing a model based on FAHP and GIS. Author in [28] highlights the
impact of landfill selection on the environment, economy and ecology,
he proposes a two-step solution: (i) use of GIS to determine candidate
areas; (ii) use of fuzzy multi criteria decision-making (FAHP) to rank
them. In [29] the authors propose a system which integrates fuzzy set
theory (FST), factor rating system (FRS) and simple additive weighting
(SAW) to evaluate facility locations alternatives. The purpose in [30] and
[32] is to protect Turkish lakes by integrating GIS and AHP for landfill
site selection. In [31] author focuses on the final disposal as a stage of
municipal solid waste (MSW) and uses a fuzzy multi-criteria method to
determine the best location. In [33] the authors propose an application of
a new hybrid fuzzy AHP Model to locate international distribution trade
centers. In the field of site selection for tourist hotels, authors in [34] treat
21 criteria using FAHP and give a clear direction for investors. In [35]
there is application of FAHP approach for selecting the best underground
mining method in IRAN, taking into consideration decision maker
subjectivity. The purpose of the authors in [36] is to select an appropriate
location to implant industrial corporation by combining FAHP and On
Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) analysis.
In this paper a mixed integration is proposed: indirect integration in
screening phase and full integration in the evaluation phase.
After developing the hierarchy for ranking industrial zones in
Algeria using AHP, we propose a decrease of this hierarchy by reducing
technical criteria with decision rules. In this way we can:
• Reduce the complexity and have more coherence during the
construction of pairwise comparison matrixes.
• Use qualitative data with subjective importance required by AHP,
technical criteria with objective importance are not necessary.
Linguistic variables and triangular fuzzy numbers [11] are adopted to
model the decision maker’s (DM) hesitance and subjectivity attitudes.
We will describe in detail, our approach and its implementation in
section IV and V.

III. Background
We begin this section by arguing the necessity to use the GISMCDA integration approach to get the best solution for spatial decision
problems and then basic concepts of FAHP and decision rules are
presented.
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A. GIS-MCDA Integration

( )

Solution of spatial decision problems means combining and
transforming geographical as well as decision data (input) to have a
resulting decision (output).

1

GIS is an excellent tool for acquisition, storage, manipulation
and spatial analysis of geographic data, but has a lack to deal with
spatial decision problems especially with conflicting objectives in
the decision-making process. Below some critics addressed to GIS
technology [5].
• Decision data like decision maker’s preferences are not taken into
account by current GIS.
• Assessment and comparison of different scenarios are not
permitted by GIS. The solutions given by GIS satisfy all criteria
simultaneously.

Fig. 1. Fuzzy triangular function.

There are various operations on TFNs; four operations used in this
paper are illustrated.
Let two TFNs A and B be defined by the triplets:

• Analytic functionalities found in most GIS are oriented towards the
management of data, but not towards an effective analysis of them.

A = (a, b, c) and B = (d, e, f).

MCDA is a technique to assess and structure actions according to a
set of conflicted criteria and a proposed decision maker’s preference.
MCDA comes to overcome the lack of GIS in tackling spatial decision
problems. Salem in [5] underlines the necessity of GIS-MCDA
integration and proposes three modes: (1) An indirect GIS-MCDA
integration mode; (2) A built-in GIS-MCDA integration mode; (3) A
full GIS-MCDA integration mode.

Then:

(
(

(

B. AHP and its Fuzzy Extension
AHP has been studied extensively and used in almost all the
applications related with MCDA in the last 20 years [37]. AHP has
the flexibility to combine quantitative and qualitative data, to handle
different groups of actors, to combine the opinions expressed by many
experts, and can help in stakeholder analysis [38]. AHP is based on the
additive weighting model and can be used in GIS environment in
the same way that the WAC (Weighted Additive Combination) method.
Defect in original AHP is the use of crisp numbers, while uncertainty
and vagueness of the experts’ opinion are the prominent characteristic
of decision making problems. FAHP is developed to address this
problem and overcomes this defect. In applications it is often
convenient to work with Triangular Fuzzy Numbers (TFNs) because
of their computational simplicity, and they are useful in promoting
representation and information processing in a fuzzy environment. In
addition, TFNs are the most utilized in FAHP studies [39]. Linguistic
variables and triangular fuzzy numbers are used to model the decision
maker’s (DM) hesitance and subjectivity attitudes when constructing
pairwise comparison matrixes [11]. This paper adopts TFNs in the
FAHP and describes their algebraic.

)/(

)
)
)

)

, ,

X = {x1, x2, x3, . . . ,xn} as an object set, and

G = {u1,u2,u3 . . . ,um} as a goal set. According to the principles of
Chang’s extent analysis [44], each object is considered correspondingly
and extensive analysis for each of the goals, gi, is executed. It means
that m extent analysis values for each object can be obtained using the
following signs:

(2)
Where

are triangular fuzzy numbers and:

The value of fuzzy synthetic extent with respect to the ith object is
represented as:

∑

=∑

(3)

∑

The fuzzy addition operation of m extent analysis values must be
performed for particular matrix to obtain ∑

∑

∑

,∑

,∑

such that:

ℎ

(4)

Then, we perform the fuzzy edition operation of m extent analysis
values for a particular matrix to obtain

∑

A TFN can be defined by a triplet (l, m, u) and the membership
function
[39]:

)=(
)=(
)=(

The two sets:

GIS and MCDA are two different areas of research, but they
complement each other for solving spatial decision problems.
The conceptual idea on which GIS-MCDA integration is based is
to use the capabilities of GIS to prepare inputs necessary for multicriteria method and exploit the potential of GIS for results visualization.

)⊕(
)⊝(
(
)⨂(

∑

= (∑

,∑

,∑

ℎ)

(5)

And the inverse of the vector in Eq. (3) is computed such that

( ) is illustrated in Fig. 1 and defined in equation (1)

∑

∑

∑

,∑

,∑

(6)

C. Decision Rules

( )=

(1)

The kind of preferential information modeled by decision rules seems
to be close to the natural reasoning. This type of rules can be used alone
to tackle decision problem. In [40] author presents an approach called
Dominance based Rough Set Approach (DRSA) based on decision
rules and dominance principle for decision support. Author in [5]
proposes a model based on rules for choosing the appropriate method
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according to the proposed problem. The rules cover three categories of
facts: i) the characteristics of spatial decision-making problem, ii) the
characteristics of decision makers and iii) characteristics of the method
itself. The simplicity in modeling by rules, facilitate for experts to
formulate knowledge. Author in [41] develops and implements a rule
base for selection of landfill sites in Switzerland; he raised practically
the problem of explosion in the number of rules needed for this specific
case (for 10 criteria there are 310 combinations). To find weights of
deducted criteria (criteria in conclusion) he adds the weights of basic
criteria (criteria in premises) without returning to the decision maker.

S
c
r
e
e
n
i
n
g
P
h
a
s
e

It seems advantageous to combine the MCDA techniques with rule
base. The rule base serves as a filter that performs a pre-treatment
of information and consequently reduces the amount of data to be
processed by MCDA.

Preparing data on
criteria and actions
Mapping criteria
Geographic DB

Yes
Decider base
rules

Hierarchy of criteria
Reduced hierarchy
Fuzzy pairwise
comparison and
weight calculating

GIS-IZ
Decisional model

Zones ranked
and visualized on
the map
MCDA
Model

Fig. 3. Framework of Proposed Approach.

6. Obtain the overall rating

Spatial and descriptive data management
+ Spatial problem modeling and analysis

Results& visualization

Fig. 2. GIS-MCDA proposed integration mode.

The proposed approach consists of two phases: Screening and
evaluation as explained below and depicted in (Fig. 3)

After developing hierarchy for a specific problem, we propose a
reduction of technical criteria by using decision rules. The objective is
to give more flexibility for studying geographical criteria and mapping
alternatives. These rules are modeled and used as a filter for criteria in
input, which allows a considerable reduction of the problem hierarchy.
The purpose is to reduce the technical criteria into reduced ones
with subjective importance, it is to be noted that AHP is a subjective
methodology (Fig. 4). Thus a step named “Reducing the problem
hierarchy” is added after step2.

• Screening phase: After the choice of zones at the beginning of the
decision-making process, zones studies begins by collecting data
about criteria and actions from geographic, socioeconomic and
climate databases as archives of regions, the maps for the criteria
are built using GIS. A field of expertise is available. A rule base
is constructed in order to reduce the number of criteria before
decision analysis.
• Site evaluation phase: consists of the total ranking by combining
FAHP and a specific rule base. The AHP procedure involves six
essential steps [9, 42]:
1. Definition of the problem
2. Represent the problem by an hierarchy structure
3. Construct pairwise comparison matrixes
4. Estimate the relative weights

Geogra
phic

Fuzzy AHP

MCDA Interface
Fully integrated
GIS Visualization
Functionality

Criteria

GIS

p
h
a
s
e

Spatial & descri ptive dataMCDA
Parameters

Geographic Data Base

5. Check the consistency

Zones

E
v
a
l
u
a
t
i
o
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In this section, we present the main aspect of our contribution.
As mentioned in the previous section, Salem in [5] proposes three
integration modes, indirect integration, built-in integration and full
integration. In this paper a mixed integration is proposed: Preparing
geographic criteria to support decision making in weighting is made
by GIS independently (indirect integration) in screening phase while
visualization function is integrated directly (full integration) in the
MCDA module in the evaluation phase and is considered as a finality
of the decision analysis (Fig. 2).

GIS interface

Field
experts

No

IV. Proposed Approach

Spatial &descriptive data

Decision
maker

Region of
interest
Main
Objectives
Type of
industries

Criteria with
subjective
importance
Technical criteria
allowing the use of
an objective
expertise

MCDA

Treatment
with rules
base

Reduced number of
criteria with
subjective importance
whose values are
derived by rules base

Fig. 4. Combining multi-criteria analysis and rule base inspired from [43].

To deal with uncertainty and decision maker hesitation in pairwise
comparison (Step 3) there are many fuzzy-AHP methods proposed by
various authors (Buckley, 1985; Chang, 1996; Cheng, 1997; Deng,
1999; Leung and Cao, 2000; Mikhailov, 2004; VanLaarhoven and
Pedrycz, 1983). Chang Fuzzy AHP extension [11] as explained in
subsection (III, A) is conforming to this study.
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Decision maker gives his pairwise comparison matrixes according
to Saaty9-unit scale as shown in Table I [9].

TABLE II. Triangular Fuzzy Numbers for Pairwise Comparisons

TABLE I. Scale of Relative Preference Based on Saaty [9]
Intensity of preferences
Numerical value
1
3
5
7
9
2,4,6,8

Definition
(Verbal Scale)
Equally preferred
Weak preference of one over other
Strongly preferred
Very strongly preferred
Extremely preferred
Intermediate values between the two
adjacent judgments

The result matrixes of the pairwise comparisons made by Decision
Maker are transformed into Fuzzy ones by means of linguistic variables,
represented by triangular fuzzy numbers listed in Table II.
Extent analysis method (in subsection III, A) is used to evaluate the
importance weight and consequently the rank of each action (Industrial
zone).

Inputs

Linguistic variables

TFNs

Reciprocal TFNs

Extreme strongly preferred

(7,9,9)

(1/7,1/9,1/9)

Intermediate

(6,8,9)

(1/6,1/8,1/9)

Very strongly preferred

(5,7,9)

(1/5,1/7,1/9)

Intermediate

(4,6,8)

(1/4,1.6,1/8)

Strongly preferred

(3,5,7)

(1/3,1/5,1/7)

Intermediate

(2,4,6)

(1/2,1/4,1/6)

Moderately preferred

(1,3,5)

(1,1/3,1/5)

Intermediate

(1,2,4)

(1,1/2,1/4)

Equally preferred

(1,1,1)

(1,1,1)

V. Proposed Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS)
Inspired from the general Decision Making Support System
Architecture in [43], taking into account the geographical aspect of
data, the proposed DMSS has the architecture shown in Fig. 5.

Processing

Outputs

Input feedback

Pertinent Decision data

Geographic DB

Organize problem elements
(criteria, actions)

Status Report
Zone Maps

Structure decision problem,
mapping criteria

Recommended actions
Decision model,
Solution method

-

Choice of the zones
Ranking of zones
(RFAHP)
Choice of the best
architectural variant

Architectural data

Rules Base

Zones visualization (GIS-IZ)

Outcome explanations
And advices

Parameters and output
forecasts

Computer technology
User interface

Decision
maker
Fig. 5. General Spatial Decision Support System Architecture.
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DMSS Inputs: include a database of pertinent decision data,
a geographic database for actions and criteria, a rule base and an
appropriate method (AHP in this case).The decision maker utilizes
computer technology via a user interface to access at various bases or
executes the processing.
DMSS Processing: Process in three phases:
First phase: It is the phase of determining the aptitude of candidate
zones in different regions. Zonal aptitude is defined by the properties
of an area to satisfy pre-established conditions or to be favorable to the
development of a given phenomenon [6].
The Boolean zoning is a multi-criteria decision-making approach
using a single logic operator (∩) to combine the criteria for selecting
zones, for example the aptitude binary index
for a zone j
according to the slope criterion is given such that:
If

≤ 20° Then 1, else 0.

The aptitude of a zone is calculated using the intersection of all
aptitude criteria binary values such that:

Fig. 6. Main visualizing interface.

B. Criteria
is the aptitude binary value of the zone j according to the
criterion k.
Second phase (Aim of this paper): It is the total ranking of zones
using conjointly decision rules and RFAHP (Ranking FAHP) unit to
develop a ranking for zones.

Criteria used in this study are classified into four categories:
Natural risk (Cr1), Socio-economic (Cr2), Environmental impact
(Cr3) and Climate characteristics Cr4). According to these categories,
11 different evaluation criteria are defined. Fig. 7 shows the hierarchical
structure of this problem according to the first step of AHP.

Decision rules set specified for this case is used to reduce the number
of criteria, this reduction improves results, reduces the complexity and
decreases inconsistencies. Technical criteria allowing the use of an
objective expertise are reduced using a set of adequate rules; we have
in result, criteria with subjective importance whose values are derived
by decision rules . After this step FAHP deals with reduced subjective
criteria only.

(Cr11): Risk groundwater pollution.

Third phase: Consists to choose one of three available architectural
variants, the selection criteria are: architecture, management cost,
number of fragmented islands and the types of planned investments.

(Cr32): Rainfall.

(Cr12): fauna and flora problem.
(Cr13): Citizens noises.
(Cr21): Seismicity.
(Cr22): Flood.
(Cr31): Temperature.
(Cr33): bioclimatic Floor.
(C41): Cost management.

GIS-IZ module ensures the display of zones before and after each
decision-making phase. To accomplish this task the vector mode is
adopted, each industrial zone is considered as a geographical entity of the
abstract spatial type “POINT”, it is implemented with their geographical
position (latitude and longitude) using Geo-Tools in three steps:

(Cr42): Equipment and development potentiality.
(Cr43): Transport Infrastructure.

1. Introduce the file with shape file (SHP) extension, which
represents the Algerian administrative division map.
2. Insert another file with the same extension representing industrial
zones.
3. Make a projection between the two thematic maps.
DMSS Outputs: GIS-IZ unit displays the zones with their
corresponding ranks on the map of Algeria as in Fig.6.

VI. Case Study
Industrial zones under study are programmed by the Algerian state
in 2013 to satisfy the expectations of investors. The objective is to
reach the economic regional balance and population stabilization with
respect to environment [44].

A. Actions
Industrial zones (Actions) under study are: Action1 (A1): SBA,
Action2 (A2): Horchaia, Action3 (A3): Ras Elma, Action4 (A4):
Maghnia, Action5 (A5): Kolea.

Fig. 7. Representation of the hierarchical structure, source (our SDMSS).
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R3: If (Cr1=absent) and (Cr2= inexistent) and(Cr3= low)
Then Cr1 = low.
In other cases, Cr1 = moderate.
2. Rules set according to natural risks.
Rules structure:
In conclusion rules, natural risks (Cr2) can be strong, low or
moderate.
Premises rule contains a combination of the following criteria values:
(Cr21): Seismicity (low to moderate, low, strong)
(Cr22): Flood (low, moderate, strong)
Proposed rules:
R1: If (Cr21 = low to moderate) and (Cr22 = moderate)
Then Cr2 = moderate.
R2: If (Cr21 = strong) and (Cr22 = strong)
Then Cr2 = strong.

Fig. 8. Representation of bioclimatic floors of Algeria [44].

R3: If (Cr21 = strong) and (Cr22 = moderate)
Then Cr2 = strong.
R4: IF (Cr21 = strong) and (Cr22 = low to moderate)
Then Cr2= strong.
R5: If (Cr21 = low and Cr22= low to moderate)
Then Cr2 = moderate.
In other case, Cr2=moderate.
3. Rules set according to climate characteristics
Rules structure:
In conclusion rules, climate characteristics (Cr3) can be favorable,
unfavorable or little favorable.
Premises rules contain a combination of the following criteria
values:
(Cr31): Temperature (numeric values)

Fig. 9. Representation of seismic classification of Algeria.

(Cr32): Rainfall (numeric values interval)

C. Rule base
Rule base must be developed by experts since
the deductions must be based on the field expertise.
Problems encountered during development of this rule base are:
• High number of rules is necessary when tackling this problem,
especially when the criteria number is elevated.
• There is a lot of possible criteria value in premises rules.
• Difficulty of ensuring, maintenance, coherence and completeness
of the rule base.
To overtake these problems, more general rules are considered and
when modeling rules premises, interval values are used instead of
simple values if it is possible. Below the list of rules used in this study:
1. Rules set according to environmental impacts

(Cr33): Bioclimatic floor (Arid, Semi Arid).
Proposed rules:
R1: If (15 < Cr31< 20) and (50<Cr32<200) and (Cr33 =semi arid)
Then Cr3= favorable.
R2: If (15<Cr31<40) and (Cr32<400) and (Cr33=semi arid)
Then Cr3 = favorable.
R3: If (Cr31<10) Then Cr3= unfavorable.
R4: If (Cr31>50) Then Cr3 unfavorable.
In other cases, Cr3 = little favorable
4. Rules set according to socio-economic criterion
Rules structure:

Rules structure:

In conclusion rules, socio economic criterion (Cr4) can be very
favorable, favorable, little favorable or unfavorable.

In conclusion rules, environmental impact (Cr1) can be strong, low
or moderate.

Premises rules contain a combination of the following criteria
values:

Premises rules contain a combination of the following criteria values:

(Cr41): Managing fee (numeric values)

(Cr11): Risk groundwater pollution (present, absent)
(Cr12): Fauna and flora problem (existent, inexistent)
(Cr13): Noise Citizen (strong, low)

(Cr42): Development potentiality (encouraging, not encouraging,
little encouraging).

Proposed rules:
R1: If (Cr11= present) and (Cr12= exist) and (Cr13=
strong) Then Cr1= strong.

(Cr43):Transport Infrastructure
unavailable)

(available, few available,

Proposed rules:
R1: If (Cr41>3E+9) and (Cr42 =not encouraging) (Cr43=
Few available) Then Cr4 = unfavorable.

R2: If (Cr11 = present) and (Cr12 = inexistent) and (Cr13=
strong) Then Cr1 = strong.
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R2: If (Cr41>3E+9) and (Cr42 =encouraging) and (Cr43=
few available) Then Cr4 = few favorable.

The values of fuzzy synthetic extent are evaluated using Eq. 1-6 as
follows:
(4.2; 9.33; 13.5)
(1.45; 1.67; 2.03)
=
(6.2; 9.33; 13.5)
(8.14; 11.2; 15.33)

R3: If (Cr41>3E+9) and (Cr42 = encouraging) and (Cr43=
available) Then Cr4 = favorable.
R4: If (15E+8<Cr41<3E+9) and (Cr42 = encouraging) and
(Cr43 = few available) Then Cr4 = favorable

4.2
44.26
1.45
44.26
=
6.2
44.26
8.14
44.26

R5: If (Cr41<15E+8) and (Cr42 = encouraging) and (Cr43 =
available) Then Cr4 = very favorable.
R6: If (Cr41<15E+8) and (Cr42 =not encouraging) and
(Cr43 = unavailable) Then Cr4= not favorable.
R7: If (Cr41<1E+9) and (Cr42 =not encouraging) and
(Cr43= available) Then Cr4= very favorable.
y

Cr2

Cr3

13.5
20
2.03
20
13.5
20
15.33
20

0.095
0.3
0.67
0.03 0.053 0,10
0.14
0.3
0.67
0.18
0.35 0.76

The last step is devoted to converting fuzzy values into crisp ones.
It is done by applying the average function which is adequate with the
attitude of the decision maker. Fuzzy weights and their corresponding
crisp weights are illustrated in Table V.

Ranking industrial sites
Cr1

9.33
31.53
1.67
31.53
9.33
31.53
11.2
31.53

Cr4

TABLE V. Weight Calculating for Main Criteria
Criterion
Env-impact(Cr1)
Nat-risk(Cr2)
Climate(Cr3)
Soc-eco(Cr4)
Action1

Action2

Action3

Action4

Action5

All associated elements in the low hierarchy of each element in
the tree structure are pairwise compared according to decision maker
(DM’s) opinion and Saaty 9-unit scale in Table I. Obtained matrices are
transformed into fuzzy ones using the scale in Table II. Computing the
normalized value of row sums (i.e. fuzzy synthetic extent) is done by
fuzzy arithmetic operations. The pairwise comparison matrix for main
criteria is given in Table III.

Cr1
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Cr2
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Cr3
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Cr4
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

TABLE III. Pairwise Comparisons Between Main Criteria Based on the
DM’s Opinion.

Env-impact(Cr1)
Nat-risk(Cr2)
Climate(Cr3)
Soc-eco(Cr4)
Total

Nat-risk
(Cr2)
5
1
3
7
16

Climate
(Cr3)
3
1/3
1
1/5
4,53

Soc-eco
(Cr4)
1/3
1/7
5
1
6.47

The fuzzy pairwise comparisons for main criteria are illustrated in
Table IV.
TABLE IV. Fuzzy Pairwise Comparisons for Main Criteria.
Criterion
Env-impact(Cr1)
Nat-risk(Cr2)
Climate(Cr3)
Soc-eco(Cr4)
Total

Crisp weight
0.355
0.061
0.37
0.43

TABLE VI.
Fuzzy Pairwise Comparison Matrix for Alternatives Over Criteria

D. Pair Wise Comparisons Matrices

Env-impact
(Cr1)
1
1/5
1/3
3
4,53

0.67
0.10
0.67
0.76

The fuzzy pairwise comparisons for alternatives over all criteria are
illustrated in Table VI.

Fig. 10. The hierarchy structure after reduction.

Criterion

Fuzzy weight
0.095
0.3
0.03
0.053
0.14
0.3
0.18
0.35

Env-impact Nat-risk
Climate
(Cr1)
(Cr2)
(Cr3)
(1,1,1)
(2,5,7)
(1,3,5)
(1/7,1/5,1/3) (1,1,1) (1/5,1/3,1/2)
(1/5,1/3,1/2) (2,3,5)
(1,1,1)
(2,3,5)
(5,7,9) (1/7,1/5,1/3)
(1,1,1)
(2,5,7)
(1,3,5)

Soc-eco
(Cr4)
(1/5,1/3,1/2)
(1/9 ,1/7,1/5)
(3,5,7)
(1,1,1)
(1/5,1/3,1/2)

A1
A2
A3
(1,1,1)
(1,3,5)
(1/6,1/4,1/2)
(1/5,1/3,1)
(1,1,1)
(1,3,5)
(2,4,6)
(1/5,1/3,1)
(1,1,1)
(1,3,5)
(3,5,7)
(5,7,9)
(5,7,9)
(1/7,1/5,1/3) (1/7,1/5,1/3)
A1
A1
A1
(1,1,1)
(1/4,1/2,1)
(1/5,1/3,1)
(1,2,4)
(1,1,1)
(1/5,1/3,1)
(1,3,5)
(1,3,5)
(1,1,1)
(1,3,5)
(1,3,5)
(2,4,6)
(1/6,1/4,1/2)
(1,2,4)
(1/5,1/3,1)
A1
A1
A1
(1,1,1)
(1,3,5)
(3,5,7)
(1/5,1/3,1)
(1,1,1)
(1/4,1/2,1)
(1/7,1/5,1/3)
(1,2,4)
(1,1,1)
(1/5,1/3,1) (1/6,1/4,1/2)
(5,7,9)
(1,2,4)
(1,3,5)
(1,3,5)
A1
A1
A1
(1,1,1)
(3,5,7)
(4,6,8)
(1/7,1/5,1/3)
(1,1,1)
(1/7,1/5,1/3)
(1/8,1/6,1/4)
(3,5,7)
(1,1,1)
(3,5,7)
(1/4,1/2,1) (1/5,1/3,1/2)
(1,3,5)
(1/9,1/7,1/5)
(2,4,6)

A4
A5
(1/5,1/3,1) (1/9,1/7,1/5)
(1/7,1/5,1/3)
(3,5,7)
(1/9,1/7,1/5)
(3,5,7)
(1,1,1)
(1,2,4)
(1/4,1/2,1)
(1,1,1)
A1
A1
(1/5,1/3,1)
(2,4,6)
(1/5,1/3,1)
(1/4,1/2,1)
(1/6,1/4,1/2)
(1,3,5)
(1,1,1)
(1,3,5)
1/5,1/3,1)
(1,1,1)
A1
A1
(1,3,5)
(1/4,1/2,1)
(2,4,6)
(1/5,1/3,1)
(1/9,1/7,1/5) (1/5,1/3,1)
(1,1,1)
(1/5,1/3,1)
(1,3,5)
(1,1,1)
A1
A1
(1/7,1/5,1/3) (1/5,1/3,1)
(1,2,4)
(5,7,9)
(1,3,5)
(1/6,1/4,1/2)
(1,1,1)
(1/7,1/5,1/3)
(3,5,7)
(1,1,1)

The priority calculating of alternatives over the different criteria are
illustrated in Table VII.
To calculate the final rank of each action Ai (i = 1...5) we consider all
paths that link each action with the goal in the graph of the hierarchy
(Fig. 10.) according to the following formula:
(

)
))
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in screening phase and to visualize ranked zones on a map in the
evaluation phase. Because it is advantageous to combine the MCDA
techniques with rule base, a set of rules is utilized and serves as a filter
that performs a pre-treatment of criteria and consequently reduces
the problem complexity. In terms of complexity we save to build
11 × (5 × 5) matrixes with their fuzzy extent and priority calculating
in this case. This research allowed us to determine the usefulness of
the approach study for a site selection sector where the decision is
important and dangerous, and intersects with the geography and even
history. The rank of an industrial zone so obtained is an index with
which we can:

TABLE VII. Weights and Ranks for the Alternatives over Criteria
Cr1
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Cr2
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Cr3
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
Cr4
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Fuzzy weight
0.032
0.091
0.0713
0.184
0.084
0.2
0.147
0.34
0.0872
0.34
Fuzzy weight
0.11
0.16
0.041
0.10
0.065
0.26
0.093
0.36
0.04
0.10
Fuzzy weight
0.092
0.29
0.053
0.14
0.036
0.08
0.096
0.20
0.0735
0.27
Fuzzy weight
0.11
0.20
0.097
0.17
0.07
0.153
0.06
0.11
0.095
0.21

Crisp weight
0.122
0.235
0.25
0.43
0.26
Crisp weight
0.23
0.1636
0.3516
0.47
0.156
Crisp weight
0.3923
0.20
0.13
0.272
0.3911
Crisp weight
0.28
0.24
0.214
0.1566
0.297

0.243
0.45
0.48
0.82
0.36
0.44
0.35
0.73
0.97
0.33
0.795
0.42
0.27
0.52
0.83
0.53
0.45
0.42
0.30
0.588

Rank
5
4
3
1
2
Rank
3
4
2
1
5
Rank
1
4
5
3
2
Rank
2
3
4
5
1

• Criticize the choice of zones.
• Alert the planners and builders of zones.
• Assign the zone to adequate investment projects.
As a future direction we will engage Data Mining for the construction
of the rule base. The conjunctive rules obtained after learning will
be used for reduction criteria by exploiting the transition functions
of the cellular machine CASI (Cellular Automation for Symbolic
Induction). In response to the limitations of various approaches to rules
simplifications, we use CASI, which makes it possible to eliminate
redundant and incoherent information in order to produce an optimal
set of rules [46, 47].

For example, the result fuzzy weight, crisp weight and rank of A1
(SBA) is calculated such that:
(
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In the same way we calculate the weights and consequently the
ranks of the actions A2, A3, A4 and A5.
Obtained ranks of zones according to our approach are illustrated
in Table VIII.
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Abstract

Keywords

In this paper, we propose a novel approach utilizing a professional Social network (Pro Social Network) and
a new coordination protocol (CordiNet). Our motivation behind this article is to convince Small and Medium
Enterprises managers that current organizations have chosen to use Enterprise 2.0 tools because these latter
have demonstrated remarkable innovation as well as successful collaboration and collective intelligence. The
particularity of our work is that is allows employer to share diagnosis and fault repair procedures on the basis
of some modeling agents. In fact, each enterprise is represented by a container of agents to ensure a secured
and confidential information exchange between intra employers, and a central main container to connect all
enterprises’ containers for a social information exchange. Enterprise’s container consists of a Checker Enterprise
Agent (ChEA), a Coordinator Enterprise Agent (CoEA) and a Search Enterprise Agent (SeEA). Whereas the
central main container comprises its proper agents such as Selection Agent (SA), and a Supervisor Agent (SuA).
JADE platform is used to allow agents to communicate and collaborate. The FIPA-ACL performatives have
been extended for this purpose. We conduct some experiments to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach.

Collaboration,
Collective Intelligence,
Coordination Protocol
(CordiNet), Enterprise
2.0, Pro Social Network,
Multi-Agent System
(MAS).

I. Introduction

R

ecently, an ecosystem of employees, partners, suppliers, and
customers has begun to proliferate by using web 2.0 technologies,
to develop capabilities by collectively generate, share and refine
business knowledge. This ecosystem is named as an enterprise 2.0
collaboration platform [1].
These kinds of platforms provide enterprises with new models and
tools for an emergent collaboration and co-creation to assure and to
harness collective intelligence [2], [3], [4].
In addition, the mobilization of collective intelligence in enterprises
2.0 platforms encourages teamwork and knowledge sharing. The
adoption of web 2.0 technologies as new collaborative management
practices allows turning the emphasis on the development of human
capital such as the knowledge, experience and skills of members and
on the development of social capital – like relationships, communities
and norms that facilitate collective action and collaborative behavior.
To be effective, our work covers a wide range of goals and tasks in
a more sophisticated way to lead the world and the current industry
to a new win-win spirit as an agreement whereby each enterprise is
also concerned with the interests of the other in an equally favorable to
its own interests. In other words, it is an agreement that increases the
earnings of each.
Enterprise 2.0 supports the informal organization as a set of
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: rseddiko@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.07.001

technologies i.e. social networks [5]. These social networks are
combined with other resources as areas of collaboration, connection
and communication to improve the organization of knowledge,
skills of users and encouraging collaboration and innovation [6], [7].
Furthermore, the ability of a social group to develop its human capital
has become a brand of collective intelligence within the meaning
of [8], [9]: distributed intelligence everywhere, constantly valued,
coordinated in a real time, resulted in a “full” mobilization of skills.
Thus, according to the study that is provided in [10], a social network
is defined as a set of relations of a specific type (e.g., collaboration,
support, consulting, control, or influence) between a set of actors.
Each actor in the network is required to create links with other actors;
analysis of these links can predict the characteristics of the actors or the
appearance of links between them.
Furthermore, social network can play an important role in supporting
different types of decision making, as they provide their users various
forms of support, ranging from instrumental to the emotional and
informational. The synergy of these themes provides an innovative and
unique perspective on the actual process of decision-making within
social network.
An effective decision-making is often based on the control of
information over time. This action aims to capture the current state of
the most important pieces of information that are updated in different
ways. In Enterprise 2.0 platform, employers are looking for the right
information at the right time under confidentiality and security. However,
employers don’t have all necessary information such as diagnosis
or failure solution procedures. This information can be found intra
enterprise (coordination), or inter enterprise (collaboration). To ensure
exchange knowledge intra enterprise we must first ensure coordination.
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The coordination can be expressed by different techniques, which
are summarized in: coordination languages, coordination algorithms,
and coordination protocols. Several works have appeared in the field of
coordination [11], [12], [13], which propose solutions that can provide
consistency in production systems. Among those works, we can cite
[14]; this approach is a centralized one. It is composed of a single agent
which is responsible of the coordination system. This is on the one
hand but on the other, several architectures that are [15] based on the
distributed aspect were developed in order to provide a large number
of interactions.
This work contributes within several principles and technicalities to
build an enterprise 2.0 platform and to achieve collective intelligence
via information sharing among trusted contacts in several enterprises.
Our platform consists on two levels: a collaborative environment,
that allows users to exchange knowledge and information inter
employers in different enterprises using their relations in social
network, and coordination environment for exchanging knowledge and
information intra enterprise which is based on a multi-agent system and
coordination protocol. The motivation of our platform’s components is
to make an efficient decision by offering effective diagnosis and failure
solution procedures with a secured and confidential support.
In this article, we focus on the study of two basic components of the
framework: the professional social network (Pro Social Network) and
the coordination protocol (CordiNet). Pro Social Network is dedicated
to companies that want to share their knowledge and expertise on the
industrial diagnosis. CordiNet represents a coordination protocol that
manages interactions between agents.
After a brief introduction that describes the context. Section 2 of
this paper discusses some approaches of enterprise 2.0, collective
intelligence, and multi-agents systems, emphasizing their strengths and
limitations. The proposed approach is being presented in section 3 of the
article. Herein, Pro Social Network as well as CordiNet are described.
In Section 4, the most important performatives of the protocol are
provided with some experiments that have been conducted with the
proposed protocol. Finally, a conclusion regarding the research works
as well as future works are mentioned in Section 5.

II. Background
This section presents an overview of related work (social networks,
multi-agents systems and enterprise 2.0) and presents our major
contribution as a continuation of this background.

A. Social Networks and Multi-agents Systems
Many studies have integrated agents in social networks in different
ways. In this section, we concentrate on the most relevant works that
influence our research.
Authors in their literature review on [16] internet based collaboration
tools have mentioned that online collaboration tools are divided into 2
classes; the first one regrouped some tools that are based on internetbased technologies while the second class comprised the tools that
are based on Web 2.0 technologies. These latter provides a support
for a beneficial collaboration. Some well-known examples of these
communication tools are wikis, blogs, forums, RSS feeds, community
chats and social networking. Collaboration 2.0 has been initiated by the
use of Web 2.0 tools. This new form of collaboration allows a robust
real time collaboration between dispersed participants as it was well
explained in the work [17].
More precisely, in the work that was presented in [17], the domain
experts were given a collaborative WEB interface in order to save and
capitalize their business knowledge as business rules through an agentbased platform. Furthermore, domain ontology has been developed in

order to generate the business model corresponding to the enterprise
and check the consistency of business rules. The modeling was based
on some agents such as Expert agent, Evaluator agent, Translator and
Security agents. The main objective was to increase the execution
speed of processes and effective response [17].
Among the early works on software agents supporting social
networking system, the papers [18], [19] and [20] are particularly
relevant.
In paper [18], author presented a multi-agent system that implemented
a distributed social network system. By using such system, users are
considered as the sole owners of the information they provide when
they address privacy. The main particularity of this system is that users
are represented by agents that both mediate access to private data and
proactively negotiate with other agents in order to extend their user’s
social network. A distributed connection discovery algorithm is also
presented. This algorithm is developed to suggest connections to the
users for constructing a social network through the information that
is stored in their profile. This constitutes the main advantage of this
approach. The major limitation is that the privacy is not guaranteed
by only the fact that the users can specify which data shall be used in
order to rich their social network especially when we deal with friends
of friends.
The study that was provided in [20] is quite different from other
works which supported the social networking. This is due to the key
points that were addressed in the corresponding paper. Our deeper
review of the content gives us a precise point of view of the advantages
of the use of enterprise 2.0 in project management such as the sharing
of information and expertise between operators and senior managers
and time flexibility.
Furthermore, this research offers a good list of examples of well-known
companies that opened their road to success by promoting the web 2.0
model in their projects and activities related to their organization.
In the work presented in [19], a simple framework has been
proposed to help understand the collaboration that was offered by Web
2.0 technologies.
The study was based on the development of a Web-based Decision
Support System (DSS) which included five agents: Analyzer agent,
Proposal agent, Resource agent, production agent and Coordinator agent.
These latter were used to examine how human participants can create,
share and exchange experiences or diagnosis on resources failures which
each other to have new ideas or useful information for the decisionmaking process. The limitation of this work consists in improving the
communication and collaboration between the human operators and
integrating a case base reasoning to take benefit from past experiences.

B. Research on Enterprise 2.0
As defined in [20] [21], Enterprise 2.0 or E2.0 is represented as a
set of organizational and technological approaches to implement new
organizational models that are based on mass participation, technologyoptimized collaboration, knowledge sharing, and exploitation of
professional social networks.
From our review on enterprise 2.0 notion and its application in
industrial domain, we find that this technology has encountered various
difficulties like any other technological innovation (technological,
organizational, cultural, social...) [22].
It seems that the more imminent challenge is the compatibility of Web
2.0 with the enterprise culture and existing technological infrastructure
more precisely with the manager’s attitude. As well explained in [20],
the acquisition of Web 2.0 tools is not enough to say that a company is
an Enterprise 2.0. Corresponding managers and employers need to be
motivated. The adoption of Enterprise 2.0 concept is conditioned by
culture and certain attitudes.
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The review of the current proposals in the literature shows that the
work presented in Schauer et al. [23] offers very interesting features;
Authors introduced open-source enterprise 2.0 tools to support
knowledge workers in the execution of cognitive tasks and information
sharing. They also presented a study of the growing market for
enterprise 2.0 systems using an open source license. In their study,
they used a set of 97 individual features and criteria that are grouped
around the central functionalities of communication, coordination and
collaboration, in order to analyze the suitability of a representative
sample for the average knowledge worker.
Even more, among the basic functionalities of enterprise 2.0
platforms, we cite electronic collaboration. In this context, a new study
was described in [24], which can be considered as a real contribution
for a better understanding by providing an overview of the market
for E-Collaboration software packages. Based on the classification
that was done in [24], five system classes have been identified to
characterize the market for Collaboration systems.
The first identified class regrouped Everyday systems which are
used continuously by the group as primary systems to support everyday
activities. Such systems provide basic features to support all three
processes of communication, coordination and collaboration.
Integrated systems were considered as the second class of systems
that share many features (e.g. E-Mail, calendars, address books and
task lists) with everyday systems, but their constituent characteristic is
the support of synchronous communication.
Another class of coordination systems has been identified. As
mentioned in [24], this class comprises a total of 24 systems which
focus on group coordination. Particularly, task coordination systems
and process coordination systems are constituents of this class.
A set of 13 systems are grouped in a class named meeting systems
that support online and video conferences. The systems are based on
extensive synchronous communication featuring such as text chat,
audio and video communication.
Regarding these 4 classes, we can say that our approach belongs to
the subclass that regroups cases converging from one class to another,
such as the systems being at the convergence of the coordination
systems to the integrated systems.
As clearly explained in [24], the systems integrating project
features are quite similar to coordination ones. The collaboration and
coordination processes are supported by the coordination systems,
whereas the integrated systems add the communication aspect that we
find in the WEB 2.0 technologies integrated in our project. In addition
to their project management capabilities, integrated systems as we see
them are systems that provide a set of features ranging from a simple to
knowledge management functionality regarding to the organization of
an enterprise. This category of systems easily adheres to the use of WEB
2.0 tools augmented by a set of additive project coordination functions.
Whereas Xu et al. [25] presented a survey on asynchronous
collaboration tools that allow users to collaborate at different times.
They structured their features in four major functional categories such
as: communication, information sharing, electronic calendar and project
management.
Furthermore, authors in [26] advocated the idea that enterprise
collaboration must evolve towards a new paradigm in which
knowledge workers are considered as co-producers of information,
software services and applications without involving IT departments.
Their prototype named EzWeb consisted on an implementation of an
open Enterprise 2.0 collaboration platform that empowered its users to
co-produce and share instant application.
In the study that was provided in [27], authors proposed a model of
Enterprise 2.0 as a mash up developer which is supported in searching

for assistance from developers owning specific knowledge, according
to typical collaboration patterns. Their study focused on collaborative
development in the Enterprise 2.0 contexts which include Web APIs for
sharing Web sites, information about developers based on a specialization
of ontology and relationships among developers and Web APIs.
In other works such as [35], authors were interested by sharing
and managing knowledge in enterprise 2.0 platform. In this paper,
author presented a model integrating the interpersonal network in
enterprise 2.0. They took the knowledge governance as a regulator
variable between enterprise knowledge system and its environment, a
relationship between the performance of knowledge collaboration and
structure entropy has been also built. In their paper, they constructed the
self-organization concept model and logistic process analysis model of
knowledge system in enterprise 2.0 environment, which are to explore
the evolution pattern of knowledge collaboration system in favor of the
organization mechanism design for enterprise knowledge governance.
However, in enterprise 2.0 platform, sharing knowledge must be done
under confidentiality and security which is not describe in their work.
Authors mentioned also that their work lacks presumption appropriate
control parameters and formulation of governance structure and
strategies.

C. Our Contribution and Comparison with other Works
In current small and medium enterprises that exist in our country,
collaboration became a very important way to proliferate or succeed.
These Organizations used to ensure a lot of activities around blogs
and wikis with a focus on collaboration and sharing of knowledge.
Managers are usually encouraging employees to be connected with
Facebook or LinkedIn social network but they don’t feel ready to
consider a project based on Enterprise 2.0.
Our motivation behind this work is to convince senior managers that
Enterprise 2.0 is a real solution which allows exploiting the WEB 2.0
technologies.
In collaborative platforms or social networks, Web servers are
constantly overloaded with client requests. An Enterprise 2.0 platform
is essentially based on a web server that provides several services
namely: internal tools and applications such as online ERP, monitoring,
collaboration and coordination applications. As a result, services are
multiplying in response to the number of companies and users who are
members benefiting from all the functionalities offered by this platform.
To simplify the work of the web server, we propose a multi-agent
system in order to perform complex tasks while ensuring the security and
integrity of each company’s data. By sharing tasks with the web server,
which will only be dedicated to displaying and processing replies to users’
requests, the multi-agent system takes over and searches for information
in each database of each company, in an invisible way to the customer.
The originality of our approach lies in the suggested coordination
protocol (CordiNet) which regroups a set of primitives that are deployed
by realizing extensions of the performatives of the FIPA-ACL.
Moreover, the Supervisor agent (SuA) of the central container plays
a very important role; it makes it possible to efficiently manage the work
of every coordinator agent of the enterprise. The search for information
in our platform is supported by the selection agent (SA) which executes
a search orientation algorithm according to the semantics of the request
and its priority in the system.
In Table 1, we present a comparison between some related works
and ours. We just sort the items by using ‘+’ to indicate that the option
exists and ‘-’ to indicate that the option doesn’t exist. We put our
approach in the bottom of Table 1. Some indications are given with the
Table1 in order to clarify some criteria that are used in the comparison.
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A: Enterprise 2.0
B: Social network

Regular Issue
C: Coordination
D: Multi-Agents System
E: Interaction Protocol
F: Ontology
G: Learning Aspect
H: Information retrieval mechanism
I: Recommendation System
J: Knowledge sharing
As we can see in Table 1, no work has introduced the concept of
multi-agents and protocols in enterprise 2.0 platform.
TABLE I. Comparison between Some Related Works and our Approach
Works1

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+

+

+
+
-

-

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

Fig. 1. Architecture of our Enterprise 2.0 platform.

Works: 1: Schauer et al. [23], 2: K. Riemer [24], 3: Xu et al. [25], 4: J. Soriano
et al. [26], 5: D. Bianchini et al. [27], 6: X. Yun et al. [35]; 7: Our work.
1

Our contribution is to integrate multi-agents system into enterprise
2.0 platforms and more precisely into its social network.
An Enterprise 2.0 platform consists of several subsystems and
components that are all connected to a Web server. The increase in the
number of companies adhering to our platform implies an increase in
the number of users; this could either cause a system crash or generate
no response because the Web server cannot handle all requests (multiple
users, multiple components). To avoid this, we have introduced a
multi-agent system and an interaction protocol to perform a distributed
processing which does not necessarily includes the web server, such
as the search for information (in our case, the search for Industrial
diagnostics).
In the next section, we describe and motivate the problem on which
we will focus in the development of a collaborative platform that also
supports the coordination of its agents.

III. Proposed Approach
The business model of enterprises has changed from an old one
which is based on commands and information management to a new
one which integrates a new paradigm of collaboration that is based
on the WEB 2.0 technologies. In Our approach, we find two different
types of enterprises information flows namely: external flow which will
describe collaboration environment and internal flow for coordination
environment. Figure 1 presents our platform that consists on several
spaces which allow enterprises to collaborate, coordinate and control
their internal or external flows. In this paper, we will focus and develop
the collaboration and coordination space.

The profile is given throughout an interface that represents a user,
group or company on our network. This latter corresponds to an
identity that is established on the network. It may be a reflection of
a real or virtual identity. The virtual identity means that any user can
create an account, in this case user does not belong to a company which
is adhered to our platform, and we cannot identify his real identity, it is
said Freelancer while the real identity means that the account is given
to users who belong to a company that adheres to our platform, an
identity verification must be done in the administrative space of this
company, the HRD account validates the creation of this account.
Our collaborative environment ensures the allocation of a digital
professional identity to different profiles. It allows the establishment of
the collaboration while enriching the relationship between the different
profiles; the main objective behind this is to maintain the continuity of
the professional links.
To fully enhance the collaborative environment, we have introduced
a feature that allows the user to adopt good practices during knowledge
sharing and participation in collaborative work.
Figure 2 presents an example of exchanging information between
actors. For example, let’s us consider a simple user named as User
X, this latter is in relationship with some other users of the same or
different enterprise. Thus, he can share information on his wall,
enterprise wall or his groups’ wall.

A. Pro Social Network Design
In the first environment, we implement a social network as a support
to provide companies of new models and tools for collaboration,
participation and co-creation.
This collaboration is established between the various participants
such as company employees, customers, suppliers, experts with the
ability to create groups that can contain these profiles.

Fig. 2. Information’s exchange in our social network.

Our social network disposes some features for enterprise
management and users like: profiles, expert base, relationship
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management, flow of activities and foremost, asynchronous and
synchronous communication.

execution. In this section we present our coordination environment as
a multi-agent system and the corresponding coordination protocol.

In what follows, we present the general structure and features that
characterize a user’s account (Figure 3).

Our approach uses reactive and cognitive agents which need an
elaborated language to be able to exchange messages. However, a
structural format of a message is not sufficient in itself to be able to
formalize all the conversations between agents. The protocol concept
was introduced to support such conversations, allowing speech acts. We
can define coordination protocols as shared conventions on messages
that are exchanged by agents working together in a coordinated manner.
More protocol is effective; less information needs to be transmitted and
less time is spent in the communication as mentioned in [28].

1. Agent-based Modeling
The use of a multi-agents system that is opened in an application
for Internet offers three main advantages: scalability, stability and load
balancing.
The advantages of Multi-agents system (MAS) such as autonomy,
adaptability, knowledge level, learning aspects and availability of
interaction protocols have encouraged us to adopt them in our platform
to balance overload the web server [29].
Fig. 3. User’s account features.

More precisely, to access our platform, we provide two ways ; (i) by
creating an account and enriching it, (ii) by using APIs that are offered
by social networks (Google+, Facebook, etc) in order to retrieve the
existing profiles from these networks.

Our multi-agent architecture is developed as a blackboard behind
the Web server. The proposed model mainly consists of two types
of containers; enterprise container which controls internal enterprise
flow and central main container which controls external flow of our
collaborative environment (see Figure 4).

Our collaborative environment allows participants to share and
exchange diagnosis under confidentiality and security. Each enterprise
can manage its employers in our platform, and each user can share
diagnosis with its collaborators (different enterprise) or colleagues
(same enterprise). By using a catalog, this latter can set, update and
delete diagnosis and failure solution procedures in an easy way.
To give more confidentiality for user intervention on the use of
catalog, many options are given as below:
1. Me only: It means that user is the only one who can see this
publication
2. Colleague: It means that a colleague who is in relationship with
this user can get this diagnosis.
3. Collaborator: it means that collaborators who are in relationship
with this user can get this diagnosis.
4. Freelancers: it means that the freelancers who are in relationship
with this user can get this diagnosis
5. Open: all users that are connected to the platform can get this
diagnosis.
User can use a customized type to combine between confidentialities
in case of need (except for Me only and Open) eg. Confidentiality
= colleague and collaborators, Confidentiality = colleagues and
freelancers, Confidentiality = collaborators and freelancers.
When user searches an industrial diagnosis of any machine, the
result must respect diagnosis’ confidentiality that is established by their
editors.
As it can be seen a lot information are exchanged during the
treatments, it’s why we opt to use agents as modeling entities in order
to control the whole system and we develop a coordination protocol
for this task.

B. CordiNet Design

Fig. 4. Architecture of our Multi-agent system to support our social network.

Each enterprise that is connected to our platform is represented
by a container. In fact, every enterprise Container consists of three
components: Checker Enterprise Agent (ChEA), Search Enterprise
Agent (SeEA), and Coordinator Agent Enterprise (CoEA). The central
main container consists of two components: Selection Agent (SA), and
Supervisor Agent (SuA).
We have also developed a coordination protocol ensuring the
exchange of messages between internal flow and external flow. The
SuA has a learning aspect. This mechanism facilitates decision-making
in the system and requires less execution time. Coordination in multiagent systems can be performed in a centralized manner in which
circulation of information between enterprises is assured by the central
main container’s agents.
As we have previously described, we had used two types of
container: enterprise’s container and central main container.

In the second environment, we want to set up a coordination
environment (CordiNet) to exchange knowledge and information
between employers of the same enterprise. The goal is to make the
system more secure and confidence, reactive and produce a quick
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1. Enterprise Container: : It is a container that regroups agents that
control internal flows in a given enterprise, when an enterprise
adheres to our platform then enterprise’s container’s agents are
created by Supervisor Agent (SuA) of central container. These
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agents are described as follows:
• Checker Enterprise Agent (ChEA): It is a reactive agent which
detects if a new diagnosis is required by enterprise user.
• Search Enterprise Agent (SeEA): It is a cognitive agent which
searches if diagnosis exists in enterprise’s database and returns
it.
• Coordinator Enterprise Agent (CoEA): It is a cognitive
agent which works with the Central Coordinator Agent in
order to receive diagnosis’ request and processing. It verifies
confidentialities and undesired messages. The internal
architecture of CoEA is illustrated in Figure 5.
2. Central Main Container: includes 2 agents that control external
flows coming from different enterprises such as exchanging of
diagnosis namely:
• Selection Agent (SA): It is a reactive agent which selects
and directs the diagnosis’ request to the corresponding agent
enterprise according to any user of our social network.
• Supervisor Agent (SuA): It is a cognitive agent which controls
enterprises’ containers, by creating and supervising certificated
agents. In addition of its specific role of supervision, this agent
executes some tasks such as verification of confidentiality,
detection and filtering of undesired messages and control of
all messages. The internal architecture of SuA is illustrated in
figure 6.

1. The sending of messages: An agent sends a message in both cases:
Following receipt of a message that requires a response or when
performing an action.
2. Structure of a message that is sent: Each message which is sent in
our protocol is designed using the communication language FIPAACL [30]. In our MAS, each message has the following syntax:
• Content Object: Content of message.
• Protocol: Protocol used to exchange ACL messages.
• Conversation-id: Conversation identifier (expression) that is
used for the following acts of communication.
• Reply-with: The term used by the agent as to identify this
message.
• Receiver: the name of the agent who receives the message.
• Sender: the name of the agent who sends the message.
3. Secure communication: In a replay attack gained knowledge
of data content is used to modify data that has been transported
before to acquire unauthorized information. In case of a spoofing
and masquerading attack, we use certificated messages where
each agent has a communication and firewall module. Firewall
module helps to eliminate undesirable messages by identifying a
digital signature.
4. The rules: The rules define the possible message exchange
between agents under certain conditions. This representation is
taken from [31] and appears to be most suitable for the description
of our protocol due to its ease of writing and reading, and for its
rigorous notation that facilitates coding. The upper part of the rule
1 defines the sending of a message from X to Y. The lower part
defines actions (a1 ... an) that can be executed by Y, after that, Y
sends a response to Z if the condition (C) which is expressed at the
right of the rule is verified (Z is optionally X).

(1)
5. Classes of our protocol: We distinguish 3 classes that composed
our protocol in order to manage different situations for each agent.
Some of the classes of our protocol represent finite state machines,
in fact with state and transitions.

Fig. 5. Internal architecture of COordinator Enterprise Agent (CoEA).

• panneUserInitiator Class : It is used by CoEA when there is a
search of a diagnosis launched by user. Figure 7 shows the finite
state machine of this class and Table 2 gives its description.

Fig. 6. Internal architecture of Supervisor Agent (SuA).

2. The Proposed Protocol
An agent sends a message in two cases: (i) When receiving a
message that needs an answer; and (ii) When executing an action and
needs information. Each message sent of our protocol is designed using
the language communication FIPA-ACL [30].
In our coordination protocol, each type of agent has some behavior
classes that are ready to use. Classes contain a set of methods in order
to monitor each step of the protocol. They are called when specific
messages are received or are to be sent and must be treated in order
to adapt the protocol to its context of use. In what follows, we give a
general description of our coordination protocol.
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TABLE II. panneUserInittiator’s States and Transitions Descriptions

3. Communication between Agents

State

Description

Transition

1

Initialization of
protocol

1: Preparing information search
2: Error of initialization

2

Sending information
search

1: Information search request send
2:Error of sending

Finding diagnosis and failures solutions bring us to information
seeking context. This notion is an important part of our framework. To
describe how diagnoses are founded, AUML sequence diagram (Figure
9) and UML sequence diagram (Figure 10) are given.

3

Waiting result of the
searched information

1: Result received with success
2: Error of waiting

4

Saving result and
forwarding feedback

1 : Operation succeed
2 : Error of saving or forwarding

5

End of protocol

None

1

States: 1: init, 2: send_req_search, 3: wait_result, 4: save_result, 5:end.

1

• panneUserResponder Class: It is used by CoEA to send the
diagnosis after receiving request from panneUserInitiator.
This class replaces the user behavior while respecting its
confidentialities put in place.
• panneCoordinatorCentral Class: It is used by Supervisor Agent
(SuA) for receiving a diagnosis’s request, collecting available
CoEA, sorting CoEA list by learning mechanism, sending
diagnosis requests to list of CoEA, receiving diagnosis and
solutions. Figure 8 shows the finite state machine of this class
while Table 3 gives its description.

Fig. 9. AUML sequence diagram of CordiNet Protocol.

Fig. 8. Finite state machine of panneCoordinatorCentral.
TABLE III.
Panne Coordinator Central’s States and Transitions Descriptions
State1

Description

Transition

Initialization of
protocol
Waiting information
search request
Collecting list of
active CoEA
Sorting CoEA list
with search strategy
max uniform cost

5

Sending information
search to CoEA list

6

Waiting results

7

Sending results to
CoEA

1: Initialization request waiting
2: Error of initialization
1: Waiting of request information search
2:Error of waiting
1: Success of collect
2: Error of collect
1 : Establishing search strategy to sort
CoEA list to get optimal solution
2 : Error strategy or sorting list
1: Send information search request to
CoEA succeed
2: Error sending
1: Waiting until results received
2: Error of waiting
1: Sending results succeed
2: Error of sending results

8

End

None

1
2
3
4

State: 1: init, 2: req_search_received, 3: collect_CoEA_list, 4: sort_CoEA_
list, 5: send_req_rearch_CoEA_list, 6: wait_result, 7: send_result, 8: end.
1

Fig. 10. Form for publishing and adding a diagnosis to a catalog.

In the sequence diagram that is presented in Figure 9, we
distinguish three actors: a panneUserInitiator which corresponds
to the initiator agent (CoEA of the applicant user enterprise), a
panneCoordinatorCentral which corresponds to the Supervisor agent
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of main container (SuA), and panneUserResponder which corresponds
to all participants agents (all CoEA of all enterprises).
After the reception of a request from the panneUserInitiator
to panneCoordinatorCentral, a cfp message is sent to all
panneUserResponder with a deadline and confidentialities.

We illustrated three enterprises and 30 connected employers. JADE
platform shows containers created for each enterprise (sbo, ametal,
inotis) and main container for central agents as it appears in figure 12.

We distinguish three types of response:
• reject_proposal if time of response is out.
• propose if a solution is found then this set of solution is propagated
to panneUserInitiator.
• Failure in others cases (agent error, database error, etc...).
Figure 10 shows interaction between user, webserver, multi-agents
system and database server. The internal process of MAS actor is given
by the previous AUML (Figure

4. General Process of Information Seeking
To describe how information is sought we adopted the description
from [32] and defined information seeking task as: the act of seeking
information as a consequence of a need to satisfy some goal.
Furthermore, search process has been studied extensively [33], [34].
Figure 11 summarizes our process of information retrieval.

Fig. 12. JADE Platform showing main and enterprise containers.

Figure 13 shows a form which helps a simple user for adding
diagnosis or failure solution to his personal catalog.

Fig. 13. Form for publishing and adding a diagnosis to a catalog.

Figure 14 gives an overview on the diagnosis’ catalog for a user of
an enterprise with his confidentialities.
Fig. 11. General process of information retrieval.

Each company named “i” has its proper database (EiDB). When
the user initiates the search (Input Research) from his own account, a
notification is then sent to the agent CChA. The CoEA agent directs
the request both to the external stream (to SuA) and the internal stream
(to SeEA). SuA is then responsible for sending a message to the other
CoEAs to initiate the search for all the necessary confidentiality
information in their respective databases. The result of this search
makes it possible to return solutions to the agent SuA which will
propagate them to the CoEA that is identified as the requestor.

IV. Experiments
This paper describes the major experiments that are done to
demonstrate the feasibility of our suggested approach. For that a
simulation study was launched on the basis of Java and JADE platform
for multi-agents; Html5, Css3, AJAX and Php for social network.

Fig. 14. User’s diagnosis’ catalog.

Figure 15 shows JADE’s sniffer agent which describes the exchange
of messages between agents from user’s request until finding solutions.

During the simulation, we generate some databases that are
implemented using MySQL. The agents communicate using the
JADE platform, which includes several predefined performatives
communication. In this work, Sniffer Agent provided by JADE was
employed to monitor the communication among agents on the agent
platform.
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server which is expressed by the number of queries that are performed
using the agents keeps its stability, whatever the number of companies
that adhere to our platform. Whereas if we ignore this contribution,
the webserver is overloaded by all executed queries. We can explain
that all other treatments of research information and respect for
confidentialities are made by agents.
TABLE V. Comparison between Number of Executed Queries with/
without using MAS
Approach 1 : simple
webserver application
Number of
Enterprises

Fig. 15. Sniffer Agent for monitoring messages’ exchange between agents.

Figure 16 visualizes some solutions that are received after seeking
information from several users coming from different enterprises.

Approach 2: Merging webserver
application and SMA

Number of
Number of
Number of MAS
webserver’s queries
webserver’s queries
queries
without MAS
using MAS

2

118

13

105

10

158

53

105

50

358

253

105

100

608

503

105

200

1108

1003

105

300

1608

1503

105

600

3108

3003

105

Fig. 16. Solutions received from several users.

V. Results
We plot several aspects of the results in series of figures. First,
we consider an evaluation of our multi-agents system (MAS). Then,
we present a simple comparison between using a webserver and its
combination with MAS. Secondly we present an evaluation of our
interaction protocol, and finally an evaluation of our social network is
given by using a questionnaire.

A. Multi Agents and Webserver Evaluation
As we had described in previous sections, the adoption of multi
agents system decreases the webserver overhead.
Table 4 illustrates the ratio between number of enterprises which
adhere in our platform and number of agents created. As we see
number of agents increase proportionally with number of enterprises.
The messages are generated considering one user’s request.
TABLE IV. Ratio between Number of Enterprises, Number of Generated
Agents and Generated Messages
Number of
Enterprises
2
10
50
100
200
300
600

Number of
generated agents
8
32
152
302
602
902
1802

Number of
generated messages
9
41
201
401
801
1201
2401

Fig. 17. Number of executed queries with/without using MAS.

B. Social Network Evaluation
An evaluation of the quality of the developed social network
was carried out using a questionnaire. We developed our questions
according to several criteria for the ergonomic evaluation of the multiuser interface. The questionnaire was distributed to 30 users of three
enterprises.
Figure 18 shows the usability results obtained from the questionnaire,
in which a question is generally followed by an inverse question to
reveal opposite facts. For each question we assigned a weight. At the
end, we count the sum of weights to find the level of satisfaction of
the user. Some of the questions in the questionnaire are given in the
following tables (Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8).
TABLE VI. Some Relevant Questions related to Accessibility

Table 5 and Figure 17 provide an indication to measure the
performance of the web server by considering the contribution of
MAS. For that, we had developed our approach with and without using
MAS. As we notice, for a single user request, the overhead of the web
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Number

Question

Q1

Is content structurally separated from navigational elements?

Q2

Is the website cross-browser compatible?

Q3

Is the website adapted for every computer resolution?

Q4

Is the URL short and simple?

Q5

Is the time of loading the home page correct?

Regular Issue
We proposed a questionnaire consisting of six (6) categories for
thirty (30) adhered users. We collected the answers to the questions
and we obtained the results that are presented in Figure 19.

Accessibility
Frequency of
selection

100%
80%
60%

Satisfaction rate of 30 users

40%
20%

100%
90%

0%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

80%

Q5

70%

Questions

60%

Frequency of
selection

60%

30%
20%
10%

80%

0%

Accesibility

60%
40%

Navigation

Design

Content

Security

Enterprise 2.0
Plateforme

Fig. 19. Evaluation of the usability of our platform.

20%
0%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Questions

According to the results, we concluded that the system could be
improved to increase design and content. This can be achieved by
adding new collaborative environmental assessment questions.

Design

VI. Conclusion and Future Works

100%

Frequency of
selection

90%

50%

40%

100%

80%
60%
40%
20%
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Questions
Fig. 18. Statistics of the responses of our platform’s users.
TABLE VII. Some Relevant Questions related to Design
Number

65%

50%

Navigation

0%

85%

75%

Question

Q1

Is the site’s design aesthetically appealing?

Q2

Are the colors used harmonious and logically related?

Q3

Are the color choices visually accessible? (For example high
enough in contrast to assist the colorblind and visually impaired
in reading the site appropriately)

Q4

Is the design audience appropriate?- The standard text size should
be readable for visitors who don’t know how to adjust their
browsers.

Q5

Are the fonts easy to read on various screen resolutions?

Q6

The site is homogeneous from one page to another (no visual break)

Q7

The number of colors is limited (correct = 4)?

TABLE VIII. Some Relevant Questions related to Navigation
Number

Question

Q1

Are links labeled with anchor text that provides a clear indication
of where they lead without over using exact match anchor text?

Q2

What is the maximum number of clicks it takes to reach a page
within the depths of the site?

Q3

Is a response given immediately (0.1 seconds) after a click is
made on a hyperlink?

Q4

Do clickable items stylistically indicate that they are clickable?

Q5

How intuitive is it to navigate? Are signs obvious or obscured?
Buttons/Links Like Text that are not clickable and vice versa,
links/buttons that cannot be identified as such?

The emergence of Web 2.0 and its recent success in publicsector organizations (Enterprise 2.0) has served to fulfill objectives
that are planned for an organization. It is shown in this research
that the application of an enterprise 2.0 project (that is based on
Web 2.0 technologies) could assist organizations improve business
processes and increase employee’s productivity, communications, and
information sharing.
More precisely, the emergence of Enterprise 2.0 platforms has given
SMEs a big step forward in providing solutions to overcome hard-tosolve problems. In this paper, some of them have been tackled especially
collective intelligence, social interaction, and knowledge management.
Our suggested solution implies three domains of research: enterprise
2.0, multi-agents systems (MAS), and social network.
Our motivation behind the choice of the MAS is to lighten the Web
server tasks in enterprise2.0 platform, and to provide more security
to information exchange with some respect to confidentialities intra
and inter enterprises. The objective of our work is to propose a
helpful approach utilizing new coordination protocol (CordiNet) and
computational collective intelligence for enterprise 2.0 design. Firstly,
we implement a collaborative environment (Pro Social Network)
that allows employers to share diagnosis and fault repair procedures.
Secondly, we propose a coordination environment that is based on
multi-agents system and interaction protocol.
This study is based on capitalization of user’s intelligence that
is expressed in catalogs in order to be used by other users with a
specialized authorization. The MAS is responsible of managing
information traffic inter or intra enterprises. To optimize and reorder
the information research, a max cost uniform algorithm has been used
with a slight modification.
Some companies are candidates and interested by our prototype
such as: Unilever (Oran-Algeria), Inotis (Oran-Algeria) for a real
implementation.
For further research, this framework should be improved by using
learning coordinator agent which capitalizes knowledge from past
experiences. Furthermore, even if our framework consists on a learning
feature to find solution, a semantic feature is very essential. We intend
to integrate some tools that treat the Semantic Web.
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Abstract

Keywords

Online Banking Systems evolved and improved in recent years with the use of mobile and online technologies,
performing money transfer transactions on these channels can be done without delay and human interaction,
however commercial customers still tend to transfer money on bank branches due to several concerns. Bank
Operation Centers serve to reduce the operational workload of branches. Centralized management also offers
personalized service by appointed expert employees in these centers. Inherently, workload volume of money
transfer transactions changes dramatically in hours. Therefore, workforce should be planned instantly or early
to save labor force and increase operational efficiency. This paper introduces a hybrid multi stage approach
for workforce planning in bank operation centers by the application of supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms. Expected workload would be predicted as supervised learning whereas employees are clustered into
different skill groups as unsupervised learning to match transactions and proper employees. Finally, workforce
optimization is analyzed for proposed approach on production data.

Artificial Neural
Networks, Forecasting,
Machine Learning,
Predictive Models, Time
Series Analysis.

I. Introduction

common fields of this kind of businesses [1].

T

echnology revolution within the last decades makes the use of
smart phones, phablets, tablets, computers in every instance of
our daily and business lives. Finance sector and banks are also highly
affected from this revolution and they adapt their systems to these
new trends. More retail customers use digital banking channels with
different layers of digital security and approvals result in nearly human
free operation. On the other hand, commercial customers’ behavior still
tends to use bank branches for money transfer transactions due to the
nature of their organizational structures.
A customer could fax an instruction including money transfer
transactions and authorized signature to the bank branch. This service
is accepted as the customer to be situated in branch physically and
promised to be commited in 90 minutes (SLA – Service Level
Agreement). These instructions mostly consist of large count of
transaction orders and also with money amounts much greater than
the electronic transfer limits. Branch employees validate the signature
on instruction, scan and then deliver it to the operation center. That’s
the way how branch employees spend much more time for customer
relationships.
Daily operation deals with this NP Type problem of planning the
turnover and shifts according to banks standard operation procedures
by forecasting the expected workload. Thus, proper workforce planning
decreases the labor force costs whereas service quality and customer
satisfaction increases. Call Centers and Operation Centers are the most
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: serengil@gmail.com

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.07.002

Banks aim to reduce the operational workload of branches through
operation centers. Expert employees are appointed in operation centers
to serve faster, more accurate and high quality service. Operation center
employees digitalize the hard copy money transfer instruction and
commit the transaction. Delivering operational transactions centrally
provides service quality enhancement, improves customer satisfaction
and saves serious amount of labor force.
Currently, operation center managers usually predict the workload
and assign the workforce manually depending on their previous
experience of the team and operation leaders. Mostly, they reschedule
and change their plans at the moment the workload density is observed.
This type of delayed planning results in non-optimized working
environment which should be avoided. Considering the hundreds
of average employee numbers in operational and call centers this
optimization cannot be ignored.
Workforce optimization problem in bank operation centers is pretty
similar to Call Center studies. Transaction volumes of the both business
fields have dramatically changed [2]. Related work by authors already
mentions predictability of transaction counts [3]. Moreover, formulas
for inbound transaction volume are generalized by extracting time
based attributes of historical data in recent works [4] [5]. Similarly,
some other studies including smoothing methods would be adapted to
the problem [6]. Also, these business fields have high turnover and
shift rates of labour force [7]. Herein, skill based approaches exist to
allocate optimized labour force [8] [9].
This paper introduces an approach to plan workforce in bank
operation centers based on forecasting workload with a machine
learning algorithm and analyzes the workforce optimization on
production data. Also, a generic workload forecasting system is
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developed to involve different transaction types or business fields. The
worked on data obtained from Isbank’s operation center date between
2012, Jan 01 – Present. The historical data includes transaction date
time and transaction volume information.

II. Background
Human based experience and intelligence can be replaced by
artificial intelligence and expert systems in many areas with the
improvements and findings in these areas within the last decades [10]
[11]. A special area of artificial intelligence which is mostly based
on statistics is the machine learning. This discipline is strong about
modelling NP type problems.

Thirdly, yearly deviation is thought to be useful as input to catch the
trend. Deviation is calculated by the difference between current and
previous year’s average transaction count for 10 days period. Finally,
transaction count of the previous hours should be included in the input
to retrieve future values in time series problems. Thus, transaction
counts of previous three hours (h-1, h-2, and h-3) are included into the
network. Finally, the model is based on aiming to retrieve transaction
count of hour h. Thus, the output of the network should be transaction
count (h).
TABLE I.
Correlative Variables for Money Transfer Transactions
Var
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12
X13
X14
X15
X16
X17
X18
X19
X20
X21
X22
X23
X24
X25
X26
X27

In machine learning problems, a mathematical function is modeled
by given historical data examples and the obtained learned function
forecasts the outputs of future examples without known outputs. The
function is derived from the affecting factors of the problem that would
be predicted. Determining affecting factors specifies the complexity
of function and this is the key factor of model success. If the function
is not complex enough to cover the state space of the problem, there
would be underfitting problem. This means that the function would not
even successfully forecast for the given historical examples. Function
should be re-modeled again as to become more complex for this
case. In contrast, there would be overfitting problem if the function
is too complex. This means that function would forecast successfully
for given historical examples but could not predict successfully for
unknown examples with large computational and time complexity.
For the case of machine learning adaptation and usage for the
expert system of the bank operational centers, there are several factors
affecting on transaction count that have already been discovered.
Firstly, by the nature of business operations, day of week is one of
the most important factors affecting transaction count as demonstrated
(see Fig. 1). Transaction count peaks up on Friday and Monday due to
the weekends. Moreover, if the public holidays shift the first or last
work day of week, transaction counts of the following days are affected
dramatically. That’s why; Boolean first or last work day parameter
should be additionally included in input layer. Furthermore, half work
days shift every year because of the hijri calendar. That’s why; Boolean
half day parameter is added in input.
Secondly, Morning hours have low transaction volume whereas
dinner hours bottom out. There is an obviously seen trend on evening
hours where transaction count peaking up as illustrated (see Fig. 1).
Furthermore, transaction counts show a change depending on month
of year as shown in Fig. 2. Also, day of month causes to change in
transaction count. Generally, customers tend to transfer money on
beginning, ending and the middle of the month as shown in Fig. 2.

Description
Hour
Day
Month
Is Monday
Is Tuesday
Is Wednesday
Is Thursday
Is Friday
Year
Yearly Deviation
Week of year
Week of month
Is Spring
Is Summer
Is Fall
Is Winter
Is Last Workday of Month
Is First Workday of Month
Middle Workday of Month
Trx count (h-1)
Trx count (h-2)
Trx count (h-3)
Is After Religious Day
Is Before Religious Day
Is Between Long Holiday
Is First of Last Workday
Is Halfday

Min
8
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2012
-1213
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max
17
31
12
1
1
1
1
1
2016
694
52
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3718
3518
2656
1
1
1
1
1

Corr.
0.0945
-0.0590
0.0029
0.0564
-0.0581
-0.1127
-0.0928
0.2118
-0.2681
-0.0799
-0.0193
-0.0696
0.0215
0.0109
-0.0521
0.0218
0.0201
0.0989
0.0343
0.2832
0.0278
0.3234
-0.0417
0.0883
-0.0083
0.2217
-0.0082

The variables in TABLE I are thought to affect money transfer
transaction counts. Minimum, maximum and correlation coefficient
values are computed for Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) transactions.
Correlation indicates the strength of relationship between two
variables. It ranges from -1 to +1. Coefficient closes -1 or +1 for
strongly related datasets. Sign of the coefficient states the direction of
relation. Neutral means no relationship between datasets. None of the
correlation coefficient of variable closes to ±1. This means there is no
directly relation between these variables and transaction count.

III. Motıvatıon
Fig. 1 Weekday and Work Hour Effect.

Fig. 2 Month of Year and Day of Month Effect.

A basic neural network cell has ability to learn, remember and
predict. A neuron consists of multiple inputs and an output as illustrated
in Fig. 3. Each input (x) would be involved in network through own
weight (w) which specifies the strength of input on output. Learning
is provided by adjusting the weight values positively or negatively.
Assembly function calculates the net input (o) which is derived from
the sum of the multiplying the inputs and their own weights. Activation
function (commonly sigmoid function) computes the net output (y).
Finally, the output of the neuron is calculated by the formulas (1) and
(2) for vectors w = [w0, w1, w2,…,wn] and x = [x0 ,x1, x2, …, xn]
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model works on production on a bank. Performance of the network is
demonstrated in Table III. Moreover, prediction and actual values are
demonstrated in Fig. 4 for a day and Fig. 5 for overall. Also, the same
historical data set is modeled with triple, double and single exponential
smoothing methods and the model success is compared. It seems the
neural network model forecasts much more successful than the others.
Mean Absolute Error and Correlation metrics are calculated to evaluate
the performance of the system.
Suppose that p is the prediction set and a is the actual set. Performance
of the system would be calculated by formulas (3) and (4).

Fig. 3 Basic Neural Network Cell.

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

A complex neural network system consists of multiple neuron cells.
It provides a satisfactory way to forecast and predict. Designing input
- output parameters and modeling neural network are dramatically
important to have successful results.
The challenge in this study is predicting transaction volumes. In
other words, it is a regression problem. Neural networks can be applied
on both regression and classification studies. On the other hand, linear
regression can be applied for regression studies but this algorithm is
not convenient for non-linear time series. What’s more, some statistical
methods can be applied on non-linear time series such as exponential
smoothing methods but these models are based on discovering trends
and seasonal effects on data set. What if some activities might repeat
irregularly (e.g. random day in a week) but these activities may have
high effect on result such as sport activities or religious days. In this
case, statistical approach might fail whereas neural networks can be
successful if event days are defined in input parameters. That’s why,
neural networks and exponential smoothing methods are applied on the
problem in this study.

Fig. 4 NN Prediction Result on a day (2015-12-04).
TABLE III
Performance of the Predıctıon Models
Trx

EFT

Network design plays a pivotal role to have successful results.
Three layered network is modeled with node numbers 27, 18, 1. Firstly,
nodes in input layer correspond to the variables illustrated in Table I.
Secondly, the number of hidden neurons should be 2/3 the size of the
input layer, plus the size of the output layer as Heaton declared [12].
That’s why, there are 18 nodes in hidden layer. Thirdly hidden nodes
are connected with an output layer. Finally, output node calculates
expected transaction count.
Additionally, sigmoid function is selected as activation function and
back propagation algorithm and stockastic gradient descent is applied
to implement learning. Furthermore, some configuration parameters of
the network model is mentioned in the Table II. So, neural network
models is built in 260 seconds for following parameters and historical
data consisting of 7K instances. Network is built on a machine with
following capabilities: Core i7 CPU, 16 GB RAM and 64 bit OS.

Money
Order

Metric
MAE
MAE/Mean (%)
Correlation (%)
Mean
Instances(hour)
MAE
MAE/Mean (%)
Correlation (%)
Mean
Instances(hour)

NN
71.05
14.27
97.02

48.80
13.71
95.70

TES
283.69
56.97
30.08

DES
290.09
58.26
-1.16
497.91
801
161.34
161.42
48.01
48.04
18.46
4.48
336.00
801

SES
294.14
59.07
12.43

156.05
46.44
26.80

To sum up, forecast and actual sets have 97.02% correlation for
EFT and 95.70% correlation for Money Order transactions. Moreover,
the neural network model would forecast with distance ±71.05 and
±48.80, and also MAE / Mean ratios are 14.27% for EFT and 13.71%
for Money Order respectively on a dataset consisting of 801 instances.
In contrast, triple, double and single exponential smoothing methods
cannot get close to the neural networks results as seen in Table III.

TABLE II.
Confıguratıon Parameters of The Neural Network Model
Configuration Parameter
Learning rate
Momentum
Epoch

Value
0.01
0.1
5000

IV. Forecastıng Results

Fig. 5 NN Results between [2016-08-23, 2016-12-31].

Neural network model is trained with 7151 instances date between
[2013-01-14, 2016-08-22] whereas model is evaluated for 801
production instances on runtime date between [2016-08-23, 201612-31]. In other words, the following results show how the built

V. Unsupervısed Learnıng
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learning algorithms create a generalized function from historical data
and this function predicts the class labels for unknown examples. In this
case, predicted classes could be compared with actual classes and the
success performance of the function could be calculated. In contrast,
there are not class labels for dataset in unsupervised learning. In this
case, dataset could be grouped into different clusters. Newly examples
are assumed to be members of these created clusters. However,
function performance could not be calculated for unsupervised learning
problems. There are commonly known algorithms such as k-means or
c-means to implement unsupervised learning.

int workforce = 0, i = 0, break = 0
while(workforce < (PN + PQ) AND break = 0)
if(i < total_number_of_employees)
		if(isAvailable(Employee[i]))
			workforce += Employee[i].UnitCompletedWork
			Reserve(Employee[i])
		end if
		
else
		

In aggressive mode, distributing work should begin with employees
in cluster 1; continue with square shaped employees (Cluster 2),
triangle shaped employees (Cluster 3) respectively. Suppose that
employee array is ordered by cluster priority, sorted with respect to the
unit count column from greatest to smallest and also sorted with respect
to the unit perform time column in seconds from smallest to greatest
respectively. Proposed employee assignment process is illustrated in
Fig. 7 as pseudo code. PN is expected transaction count in next hour;
PQ is waiting transaction count on queue from previous hours. The
algorithm basically proposes to start with reserving the most powerful
employee and repeat it until expected work handled. If the expected
work could not be handled with all employees, then exit iteration.

break = 1

end else

Employees should be evaluated by their skills and the individual
performance should be considered while distributing work to have more
sensitive results. In this section, employee skills are examined by unit
performing time of a work and the average count of completed works
by itself on an hour period. Two different approaches are proposed for
workforce planning. Firstly, aggressive mode is proposed to handle
high transaction volumes to reduce the queue immediately. Secondly,
moderate mode is proposed to encourage personal development.
Applying aggressive or moderate modes should be decided by expected
transaction volumes.
Fig. 6 is retrieved when the employee skills are analyzed between
06/27/14 - 08/27/14 for 265 employees. Every node represents an
employee and every shape (star, square and triangle) stands for
different skill groups. Unsupervised k-means algorithm is applied to
cluster employees. Simply, employees are clustered into three different
sets depending on their skills. Star shaped employees (Cluster 1) seem
to be in the highest performance work group. They complete large
number of work in a short time period.

i = i+1

end if

Satisfactory results are retrieved with neural networks as shown is
previous section. The requirement is matching expected work with the
correct employees to optimize the problem.

end while

Fig. 7 Pseudo code of Employee Assignment for Aggressive Mode.
TABLE IV. Workforce Clusters
Cluster
Cluster 1 (star)
Cluster 2 (square)
Cluster 3 (triangle)

Employees
53
106
106

Avg Commited Trx
15.00
9.00
5.00

Needed workforce should be computed by average completed work
count of each employee instead of unit perform time. In this way,
delays between works would not be ignored. This approach guarantees
to reduce the queue immediately. However, talented employees
would handle more transactions in this approach. Alternatively, fairer
moderate mode is proposed for workforce planning.
In moderate mode, employees are group into different teams as
demonstrated in Table IV. Cluster 1 consists of 53 employees, and
Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 both consist of 106 employees. Each team
would consist of a Cluster 1 member, two Cluster 2 members and
Cluster 3 members. In this way, there would be 53 different and equal
talented teams and each team consists of 5 members. Moreover, Cluster
1 employees complete almost 15 transactions per hour whereas Cluster
2 and Cluster 3 members complete 9 and 5 transactions respectively. In
other words, each team could handle averagely 43 transactions per hour.
Furthermore, SLA time is 90 minutes for money transfer transactions.
In other words, 2/3 the size of expected work should be completed for
each hour. Besides, assigned teams should be membered 2 / (3x43)
the size of expected transaction count and each transaction should be
assigned to a team randomly. A generalized algorithm for moderate type
distribution is illustrated in Fig. 8. This approach is seemed to be fairer
to aggressive mode and it also encourages the personal development.
However, it does not guarantee to reduce the queue immediately. This
approach should be applied on low transaction volume.

VI. Workforce Optımızatıon

Fig. 6 Employee Skill Map.

If the aggressive mode workforce planning method is applied on
production data for dates between Sep 01, 2015 and Oct 20, 2015 on
operation center, workforce cost would reduce almost 6.5%. Moreover,
SLA (promised time to commit the transaction) would decrease from
90 minutes to 60 minutes in aggressive mode; this means work time is
optimized 33.3%. This describes the moments proposed operator count
larger than reserved operators.
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sub create_teams() //clustering employees into 3 classes
cluster1[int(num_of_employees/5)]
cluster2[2*int(num_of_employees/5)]
cluster3[2*int(num_of_employees/5)]
//employee array is sorted by their skills from greatest to smallest

Fig. 9 Workforce Optimization (x-axis: instance, y-axis: optimization
percentage).

for i=1 to num_of_employees
		

if i <= cluster1.length

			
		

cluster1[i] = employee[i]

To sum up, planning workforce with less number of employees is
possible to handle the more workload as shown in Table V.

else if i <= (cluster1.length + cluster2.length)

			

cluster2[i-cluster1.length] = employee[i]

		else
			

TABLE V.
Workforce Optimization Results

cluster3[i - cluster1.length - cluster2.length] = employee[i]

end for
team[cluster1.length] //creating teams
for i=1 to cluster1.length
		

index1stMember = random (1, cluster1.lenght +1 - i)

		team[i].add(cluster1[index1stMember]);
		cluster1.remove(index1stMember);
		

for j=1 to 2

			

index2ndMember = random (1, cluster2.lenght +j - i)

			team[i].add(cluster2[index2ndMember]);
end for

		

for j=1 to 2

			

Moderate Mode
4318
197
265

Optimization
(Employee/hour)

17.37

21.91

Optimization (%)
SLA (minutes)

6.55%
60

8.27%
90

The proposed hybrid multilevel expert system is designed as
illustrated in Fig. 10. Firstly, historical data should be regularly
retrieved and stored. This operation is handled by ETL module.
Secondly, machine learning algorithm is run by machine learning
module. Training network and predicting is applied on this module.
ETL module also provides to be run machine learning module with
current data. Thirdly, AI module is responsible for reserving and
assigning required workforce based on employee skills and expected
workload calculated by ML module. Also, applying moderate or
aggressive mode is decided on AI module, too. Then, feedback
module validates how correct machine learning module predicts. Thus,
network can be retrained if validation fails. After then, these operations
are implemented on service oriented architecture and service layer
communicates with data layer to collect and store data.

index3rdMember = random (1, cluster3.lenght +j - i)

			team[i].add(cluster3[index3rdMember]);
			cluster3.remove(index3rdMember);
		

Aggressive Mode
3422
197
265

VII. System Archıtecture

			cluster2.remove(index2ndMember);
		

Metric
Reduced Employees
Instance (hour)
Total employees

end for

end for
end sub
sub reserve_teams
threshold = 43 //a team could handle in a hour
reserved = (60/SLA) * expected_work / threshold
reserved_team[reserved] //new reserved team array
for i = 1 to reserved
		

temp_team = random(1, team.length

		

reserved_team[i] = team[random (1, temp_team)]

		team.remove(temp_team)
end for
end sub
sub assign_work
for i=1 to queuedWork.length
		

team[random (1, team.length)].assign(queuedWork[i])

end for
end sub

Fig. 8 Pseudo Code of Employee Reservation for Moderate Mode.

Fig. 9 describes the overall optimization on system for aggressive
mode and for moderate mode. The blue lines state the moments
proposed operator count less than the reserved operator count, and
the red lines express the moments proposed operator count larger
than reserved operator count. X-axis corresponds to the work hour
instances, and Y-axis corresponds to the workforce optimization for
work hour. Also, workforce optimization is calculated by formula (5).

(5)

Fig. 10 System Architecture.

Deeply, Generic Machine Learning module provides to create
dynamic neural network model for different transaction types. Thus,
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new business processes or transaction types would be modeled easily
in the expert system. Common time based attributes (e.g. weekday,
transaction hour) are defined strictly whereas custom exceptional
days (e.g. holiday for USD region, religious day) could be defined and
involved in neural network model as seen in Fig. 11. At this point,
some parameters help to handle time series problems such as has
previous hours as input whereas correlative depth parameter indicates
how many previous hour would be included in network as input.

For i=0 to trxs.length //e.g. trxs[0] = EFT, trxs[1] = Money Order
For k=0 to trxs[i].retrieveHistoricalData.length
For j=0 to trxs[i].retrieveParams.length
//Retrieve selected parameters on dynamic network definition
//Suppose that Hour, Day and Month Params are picked up.
trxs[i].attributes[k][j]
=Extract(trxs[i].retrieveHistoricalData[k].getTrxDate()
, trxs[i].retrieveParams[j])
End for
trxs[i].attributes[k][j+1]
= retrieveHistoricalData[k].getTrxCount()
//append transaction count
End for
/*Then EFT’s attributes (trxs[0].attributes) are illustrated below
11, 30, 12, 1315
10, 30, 12, 968
9, 30,12, 593 */
applyNeuralNetworkLearning(trxs[i].attributes)
End for
Sub Extract()
...
/* This method extracts custom parameter from transaction date. E.g.
Extract(2016-12-30 11:00, Hour) returns 11, Extract(2016-12-30 11:00, Day)
returns 30 and Extract(2016-12-30 11:00, Month) returns 12 */
End sub
Sub retrieveHistoricalData()
...
/* This method returns all historical data including transaction date and
transaction count for a transaction type. Suppose that the following instances are
historical data of EFT
2016-12-30 11:00, 1315
2016-12-30 10:00, 968

Fig. 11 Dynamic Network Definition.

2016-12-30 09:00, 593 */
End sub

Fig. 13 Pseudo Code of Neural Network Training.

VIII. Conclusıon
In this paper, a hybrid multi-level machine learning based expert
system approach is introduced to plan workforce management for
bank operation centers based on applying supervised and unsupervised
machine learning algorithms for forecasting workload and clustering
workforce. Chosen supervised machine learning algorithm, neural
network, is compared with alternative exponential smoothing
algorithms to evaluate how successful results are. Furthermore,
workforce optimization is analyzed on production data. Satisfactory
results are obtained for both workload forecasting and workforce
optimization.

Fig. 12 Created Neural Network Model.

Dynamically defined network parameters create a custom neural
network model. Thus a generic solution would be provided as seen in
Fig. 12. Finally, neural network learning is applied by the pseudo code
as illustrated in Fig. 13.

Although, this paper mainly focuses on forecasting transaction
volumes of money transfer transactions, a generic architecture is
developed to workload forecasting. Thus, newly transaction types
or business fields should be easily involved in workload forecasting
lifecycle. A similar approach is thought to be adopted in turnover and
shift requiring work areas such as Call Centers.
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Abstract

Keywords

In this paper, a robust adaptive fuzzy neural network sliding mode (AFNNSM) control design is proposed to
maximize the captured energy for a variable speed wind turbine and to minimize the efforts of the drive shaft.
Fuzzy neural network (FNN) is used to improve the mathematical system model, by the prediction of model
unknown function, which is used by the Sliding mode control approach (SMC) and enables a lower switching
gain to be used despite the presence of large uncertainties. As a result, the used robust control action did not
exhibit any chattering behavior. This FNN is trained on-line using the backpropagation algorithm (BP). The
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is used in this study to optimize the learning rate of BP algorithm
in order to improve the network performance in term of the speed of convergence. The stability is shown
by the Lyapunov theory and the trajectory tracking errors converge to zero without any oscillatory behavior.
Simulations illustrate the effectiveness of the designed method.

Adaptive Fuzzy Neural
Network Sliding
Mode (AFNNSM),
Sliding Mode Control
(SMC), Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO),
Variable Speed Wind
Turbine.

I. Introduction

W

ind energy is an abundant renewable source of new electrical
generation capacity in the world, and it is exploited by
converting the kinetic energy of moving air mass into electricity;
therefore, it is necessary to introduce tools to make these installations
more profitable [1]. Practically, there are two main types of horizontal
axis wind turbines: fixed speed and variable speed [2]. In this study,
we consider the case of variable speed, due to its great ability in the
extraction of energy. In addition to that, variable speed system is more
complex and requires an efficient control strategy [3]. Several studies
have been devoted to the control of the aeroturbine mechanical as well
as the electrical components. This work is devoted to the mechanical
part (aeroturbine), with the main objective of designing a controller in
order to maximize the energy captured from the wind and minimize the
stress on the drive train shafts that takes into consideration the nonlinear
nature of the system behavior and the flexibility of the drive-train shaft.
The proposed control structure also overcomes the drawbacks of some
existing control methods.
The sliding mode control [4-7], is widely used in the control of a
variable speed wind turbine. This is due to its property of robustness
with respect to uncertainties and disturbances [8],[9]. The chattering
behavior is especially the main problem in the design of SMC.
* Corresponding author.
addresses: nabilfarhane84@gmail.com
(Nabil
Farhane), iboumhidi@hotmail.com (Ismail Boumhidi),
jaouad.boumhidi@usmba.ac.ma (Jaouad Boumhidi).
E-mail

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.08.001

One possible method to solve this problem is the boundary layer
approach [6]. This technique has given good results when the system
uncertainties are small. However, when these uncertainties are large, a
high gain is needed and higher amplitude of chattering is produced. In
order to solve this problem, we proceed to use FNN for the estimation
of the unknown model function so that the system uncertainties can be
kept small and hence enable a lower switching gain to be used. The
designed method is a combination of traditional SMC and FNN with
online adaptation of the parameters.
Intelligent systems such as fuzzy systems and neural networks are
being used successfully in an increasing number of application areas
[10]-[14]-[23]. Fuzzy neural networks (FNNs) have the low-level
learning and computation power of neural networks, and the highlevel human-like thinking and reasoning of fuzzy theory. The proposed
control consists of the so called equivalent control added with robust
control term, the FNN predicted unknown terms are incorporated in the
equivalent control component, thus enable the robust component to be
used with a small gain which is responsible to compensate the network
errors prediction. The FNN is trained on-line using the backpropagation
algorithm (BP). The learning rate is one of the parameters of BP
algorithm which have a significant influence on results; learning rate
which is too small or too large may not be favourable for convergence.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is used in this work to
optimize this parameter in order to improve the training speed.
This study is organized as follows. The next section presents the
wind turbine modelling. Section 3 shows the design of the proposed
adaptive fuzzy neural network sliding mode control. In Section 4,
simulation results are provided to demonstrate the robust control
performance of the proposed (AFNNSM) control. Finally, in section 5
a concluding remark is given.
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II. Wind Turbine Modelization
Wind energy across a surface Av depends on the cube of the wind
speed v , and the density of the air ρ . This energy is given by:

1

Pv =

2

Av ρv

3

(1)

where:

Av = πR

2

(2)

R is the radius of the rotor. A variable speed wind turbine is
composed of aeroturbine, a gearbox, and a generator. The aerodynamic
power captured by the rotor is given as follows:
Pa =

1
2

ρπ R C p ( λ , β ) v
2

θ r and
are respectively the rotor side angular deviation and the
gearbox side angular deviation.
The relationship between the high-speed shaft torque
generator electromagnetic torque

and the

is given by:

(10)
J g , ω g and K g are respectively the generator inertia, the
generator speed and the generator friction coefficient. Let’s assume an
ideal gearbox with transmission ratio n g , we get:

(11)

3

(3)

θ g is the generator side angular deviation.

Where C p is the power coefficient, β is the pitch angle and the
tip-speed ratio, λ , is given as follows:

λ=

ωr R
(4)

v

With ω r is the rotor speed. By using the relationship:

Pa = ω r Ta

(5)

The aerodynamic torque expression is:

(6)

Fig. 1. Two-mass model of wind turbine.

Where:

Cq (λ , β ) =

C p (λ , β )

λ

(7)

Replacing the time derivative of
from (9) and using (10) and
(11) we get the following dynamic system model (12) :

C q (λ , β ) is the torque coefficient.

In the literature, the wind turbine is presented by the modelling of
the mechanical part [15]-[17], or by that of the electrical part [18], [19].
In this paper, we are interested in the modelling of the mechanical part
of the variable speed wind turbine, which is presented by a two-mass
model that is shown in Fig. 1.

Where:

The dynamics of the rotor is characterized by a differential equation
of the first order:

(8)
J r and K r are respectively the rotor inertia and the rotor friction
coefficient.
The low-speed shaft torque
resulting effects of friction and
torque generated by the differences between the rotor angular velocity
ω r and that of the output shaft
(see Fig. 1):

(9)
and
are respectively the shaft stiffness coefficient and the
shaft damping coefficient.
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The nonlinear character of this system is due to the aerodynamic
torque as follows:

(12)
This depends on a strongly nonlinear way, the rotor speed ω r , the
blade pitch angle β and the wind speed v which is a not controllable
input, random and strongly fluctuating.

III. Design of The Fuzzy Neural Network Sliding Mode
Control
The main control objective is to maximize the captured wind energy
and minimize the efforts of drive train shafts. The power coefficient

(

(16)
u ∈ R and y ∈ R are respectively the input and the output of the
system,
is the state vector of the system which
is assumed to be available for measurement, and f ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) is the
nominal representation of the system given as:

)

curve C p λ , β has a unique maximum which corresponds to the
optimal wind energy [20]:

(

)

C p λopt , β opt = C popt

The rotor, thus, provides maximum aerodynamic power, only to the
tip-speed λopt :

λopt =

(17)

(13)

represents the unknown model part of the system (uncertainties
and external disturbances) and

ω ropt R
v

e = ω r − ω ropt
(14)

λopt
R

v

(18)

The relative degree of the system (16) is r = 2 .

To maximize the captured energy of the wind, the variables λ
and β must be maintained at their optimal values in order to ensure
maximum value of C p . So, the blade pitch angle is fixed at its optimal
value β opt . The tip-speed λ depends on both of the wind speed v
and the rotor speed ω r . As the wind speed is not a controllable input,
the rotor speed ω r must be adjusted by
(As seen in Fig. 2), to
track the optimal reference given by:

ω ropt =

is known constant.

In the following, the tracking error is defined as:

The sliding variable can be defined as:

(

) (

S = e + γe = x2 − ω topt + γ x1 − ωtopt

)

(19)

Where γ is a positive constant.
Differentiating S with respect to time, we have:

(15)

(20)
where the function:

(

)

F ( x, t ) = f ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) + γx2 − ωtopt + γω topt + d (t )

(21)

The following condition (22) must be satisfied [6] to guarantee the
existence of sliding mode in finite time:

SS < −η S

(22)

Where η is a small positive constant. The control law that satisfies
Eq. (20) is given by:

(23)
Fig. 2. Basic configuration of wind turbine system.

A. Controller Design

Where

Let define
, x1 = ω r and x3 = ω g , the dynamic system
model described by (12) can be rewritten in the state space as follows:

, with

Fˆ ( x, t ) is the Fuzzy neural

network prediction of smooth unknown nonlinear function F , given
in the next section. The additive control is:
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Us = −

α
b

*

sat (S )

(24)

Where sat (.) is the saturation function given by:

By choosing ε F + η < α we have: For any L > 0 , if S > L ,

sat ( S ) = sign( S ) the function

. However,

in a small L-vicinity of the origin [6], sat ( S ) =

S
L

is continuous, the

system trajectories are confined to a boundary layer of sliding mode
manifold S = 0.

(25)
L is the boundary layer thickness and α is chosen according to the
following theorem.
The fuzzy neural network prediction error is denoted:

F − Fˆ = ε F

(26)
*

With ε F < ε F and ε F* is the upper bound of the network error
prediction assumed known.

B. Fuzzy Neural Network Representation
In this paper, we consider a FNN with five-layered of adjustable
weights (Fig. 4). The x
are input variables, Fˆ = ξˆ ( x, t ) is

{ i }i=1, 2

the output variable. Fig. 4 shows the structure of the FNN, which
is comprised of the input, the membership, the rule, the normalized
and the output layers. To give a clear understanding of the signal
propagation and mathematical function in each layer, the following
section describes FNN functions layer by layer.

The block diagram of the AFNNSM system is depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. The architecture of the proposed fuzzy neural network for the prediction
of uncertain part.

Layer 1: This layer, which corresponds to one input variable

x k ( k = 1, 2) , only transmits input values to the next layer directly.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed AFNNSM control wind turbine.

Theorem: Consider the system described by (16) in the presence of
large uncertainties. If the system control is designed as:

Layer 2: In this layer, each node performs a membership function
and acts as a unit of memory. The Gaussian function is adopted as the
membership function. For the kth input, the corresponding net input
and output of the lth node can be expressed as:

(27)
, with Fˆ ( x, t ) is the output of the proposed

Where

*

fuzzy neural network, ε F + η < α ; the trajectory tracking errors
will converge to zero in finite time.
Proof: Consider the candidate Lyapunov function:

l

l

µ k ( x k ) = exp[ −
l

( xk − ck )

Layer 3: This layer represents one fuzzy logic rule and performs
precondition matching of a rule.The output of a rule node in this layer
is calculated by the product operation as follows.
l

k =1

(

)

(28)

l

2

V = S F ( x, t ) − Fˆ ( x, t ) − αsat ( S )

]

where c k and σ k ; l = 1, 2,  , M are the mean and standard
deviation of the Gaussian function of the lth partition for the kth
input variable x k , respectively, and M is the total number of fuzzy
rules.

φl ( x ) = ∏ µ k ( x k )
By replacing the expression of u given in the theorem we have:

l 2

(σ k )

2

(29)

Layer 4: In this layer, each of these firing strengths of the rules
is compared with the sum of all the firing strengths. Therefore, the
normalized firing strengths are computed in this layer as,

φ l ( x) =

= Sε F − αSsat ( S ) ≤ S ε F − αSsat ( S )
*

< S ε F − αSsat ( S )

φl ( x )

M

∑ φl ( x )

l =1

(30)

Layer 5: This layer (or output layer) calculates the summation of its
input values from the previous.
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M

ξˆ ( x ) = ∑ wl φ l ( x )
l =1

l

l

The aim of the learning algorithm is to adjust the weights of wςˆ ,

according to (30) and (31). Each particle i moves in search space and
stores its best position
, then, it compares all positions to finally
take out the chosen η k − optimum that gives the minimum value of the
objective function f .

l

cς and σ ς .The on-line learning algorithm is a gradient descent (GD)
search algorithm in the space of network parameters [21]. The essence
of (GD) consists of iteratively adjusting the weights the direction
opposite to the gradient of error, so as to reduce the discrepancy
according to:
w l = η wl ε F φl

IV. Simulation Results
Different simulation cases are considered for the case of a two-mass
model of the wind turbine with:
• Presence of constant additive control disturbance d of 10

(31)

approximatively 7

l
Where η wly is the leaning rate for w y
l

l

l 2

(σ k )

l

σ k = 2η l ε F φl wl
σk

The two-mass model parameters are presented below:

( xk − ck )

k

l

.

• A wind speed profile of 7 m/s means value.

l

The updated laws of cς and σ ς also can be obtained by the gradient
decent search algorithm:
l
ck = 2η cl ε F φl wl

,

• Presence of an additive measurement noise on ω g , with a SNR of

( xk − ck )

2

l 3

(σ k )

η

Where η ckl and σ kl are the learning-rate parameters of the mean
and the standard deviation of the Gaussian functions.

C. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
The objective is to optimize the learning rate
algorithm.

η wl

by the PSO

Three membership functions have been used for each of the two
inputs of the FNN. The associated fuzzy sets with Gaussian membership
function for each input signal, have initial input for the mean and the
standard deviation:

In PSO, m particles fly through an n-dimensional search space.
For each particle i, there are two vectors: the velocity vector

c1 = [-6.4470 1.2640

and the position vector X i = xi1 , xi 2 ,..., xin .
Similar to bird socking and fishes schooling, the particles are updated

σ 1 = 1.0e + 005 * [0.0043 0.0241 2.1675]

(

)

according to their previous best position

and

the whole swarm’s previous best position

. This

means that particle i adjusts its velocity Vi and position X i in each
generation according to the equations bellow [22]:

(32)

21.9693]

c 2 = [-130.1245 - 275.7842

- 30.8045]

σ 2 = 1.0e + 005 * [0.0140 0.0261 4.1794]
The initial output weights :

w = [ - 10.9070 119.7829 − 118.3859] , being the initial
weights, which are obtained hors-line identification system.
Fig. 5 presents the wind speed profile used in this study. Fig. 6
shows the estimation error for the predicting function F.

(33)
Where d = 1, 2,..., n ; c1 , c2 are the acceleration coefficients

with positive values, which we take as: c1 = 1 and c2 = 2 in this
paper; rand ( )1 , rand ( )2 are random numbers between 0 and 1. The

new velocity and position for each particle are calculated using the
equations (32) and (33) based on its velocity
and the swarm’s best position

, best position

.

In order to calculate the optimized parameter of learning rate η wl
given in equation (29), the PSO is used on-line to minimize the neural
network prediction error.
We define the quadratic errors

as:

The objective function f to be minimized is chosen as the norm of
the quadratic error:
with
the vector that contains
all errors

.

Fig. 5. Wind speed profile of 7 m/s mean value.

The PSO algorithm tests the search space using m particles
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Fig. 5 is proposed for an average speed, it was considered the case
where the wind speed is highly variable and the case where the wind
speed does not change rapidly.

Fig. 8 shows the actual and optimal trajectory of the rotor speed, we
find that the best tracking performance is obtained when applying the
RFNNSM.

Fig. 9. Rotor speed with α = 0.9.
Fig. 6. Error estimation of the predicting function F.

For comparison we have considered in the control law, for both
AFNNSM and traditional SMC controllers, the same gain α = 1.2(see
the obtained outputs in Fig. 7) and α = 0.9 (see the obtained outputs
in Fig. 9). From these figures, it can be seen that, the best tracking
performance is obtained when the proposed AFNNSM controller
is applied. The corresponding control signals are given in Fig. 8 for
α = 1.2, and in Fig. 10 for α = 0.8. Fig. 9 shows that the standard SMC
controller totally failed to control the system.

Fig. 7. Rotor speed with α = 1.2.

To gain a large enough alpha = 1.2 we see the output controlled
by the standard sliding mode converges slowly. However that
commissioned by the proposed method NNSMC converges rapidly to
the desired output

Fig. 10. Electromagnetic torque with α = 0.9.

By using the a gain aloha = 0.9, Fig. 10 shows the optimal
trajectory of the rotor speed, otherwise we find that the best tracking
performance is obtained when the RFNNSM is applying.
Table 1 contains both the gain used in this study as well as the
number of the iteration in order to find the global optimum particle of
learning rate, so we can remark that the global optimum is found from
the 21st iteration.

Fig. 8. Electromagnetic torque with α = 1.2.
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TABLE I. The Global Optimum Particle of Learning Rate

[2]

Iteration number

η w for α = 0.9
l

η w for α = 1.2
l

1

0.7395

0.4492

2

0.7100

0.4665

3

0.6821

0.4804

4

0.6745

0.4940

[5]

5

0.6745

0.5156

[6]

6

0.6794

0.5264

7

0.6897

0.5230

8

0.6997

0.5142

9

0.7035

0.5092

10

0.7011

0.5102

11

0.6967

0.5113

12

0.6953

0.5119

13

0.6949

0.5121

14

0.6954

0.5139

15

0.6956

0.5145

16

0.6968

0.5147

17

0.6975

0.5143

18

0.6976

0.5138

19

0.6975

0.5136

20

0.6972

0.5137

21

0.6971

0.5138

22

0.6971

0.5138

23

0.6972

0.5138

24

0.6972

0.5138

25

0.6972

0.5138

26

0.6972

0.5138

27

0.6972

0.5138

28

0.6972

0.5138

29

0.6972

0.5138

30

0.6972

0.5138

[3]
[4]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

V. Conclusion
This paper addressed the robust optimal reference tracking
problem for a variable speed wind turbine. The designed method is
a combination of traditional sliding mode control approach and fuzzy
neural network. The later is employed to approximate the unknown
nonlinear model function with online adaptation of parameters via BP
learning algorithm. This provides a better description of the plant, and
hence enables a lower switching gain to be used despite the presence of
large uncertainties. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
is used to optimize the learning rate of BP algorithm in order to get
faster convergence. The comparison with the traditional sliding mode
control has been realized and simulation results have shown a good
performance of the proposed method to track the optimal reference
without any chattering problem.

[20]

[21]

[22]
[23]
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Abstract

Keywords

A crucial task in character recognition systems is the segmentation of the document into text lines and especially
if it is handwritten. When dealing with non-Latin document such as Arabic, the challenge becomes greater since
in addition to the variability of writing, the presence of diacritical points and the high number of ascender and
descender characters complicates more the process of the segmentation. To remedy with this complexity and
even to make this difficulty an advantage since the focus is on the Arabic language which is semi-cursive in
nature, a method based on the Watershed Transform technique is proposed. Tested on «Handwritten Arabic
Proximity Datasets» [21] a segmentation rate of 93% for a 95% of matching score is achieved.
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I. Introduction

I

N order to recognize texts in a document, often character recognition
systems go through four stages: the pre-processing stage, which
concerns the preparation of the document in terms of normalization
and suppression of noise. The segmentation stage that allows the
detection of lines, words and also the segmentation of those words into
characters. The third stage concerns the feature extraction from the
character, this feature allows to minimize the intra-class variance while
maximizing the inter-class variance. The fourth stage involves learning
and testing to recognize new letters or new words based on machine
learning algorithms. To these stages is added a post-processing stage to
verify recognized words using a lexical, syntax and semantic analysis.
All these phases are crucial since if an error is made in one it will
strongly influence the subsequent ones [23]. In this paper we focus
on the text line segmentation which could be defined according to [1]
in the process of assigning the same label to units that are partially
aligned. We are interested in Arabic handwritten documents which are
more challenging than Latin documents and that is mainly due to the
semi-cursive nature of the Arabic script which is characterized by its
calligraphy and the presence of ascending and descending character,
the overlapping between piece of Arabic words and also the diacritical
points located either above or below characters [24].
In addition to these characteristics, the different writing styles
and the inclination within the same line make the process of text line
extraction from Arabic handwriting challenging (Fig. 1).

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: houssouhar@gmail.com

Fig. 1. Some problems of Arabic handwritten text lines extraction.

To cope with this complexity several techniques have been
proposed in the literature. Generally we can categorize them into three
approaches (Fig. 2).
The first approach is based on the analysis of the arrangement of
the connected components in order to construct successively the lines.
A multi-agent system to detect and group connected components that
belong to the same line is proposed in [2]. The first agent estimates
global parameters and extracts the lines, the second one searches and
detects adjacent components and the third one segments the touching
lines. A similar technique is called Smearing method where the goal is
to apply some transformation on the text bloc in order to group together
homogeneous blocks constituting the lines [3, 4, 5, 6].
The second approach tries to search between interlines in order to
separate the adjacent lines. The algorithm in [7] computes the distance
transform directly from the gray scale images and generates two types
of seams: the medial seams determine the text lines and the separating
seams define the upper and lower boundaries of the text lines. Similarly,
the work in [8] splits the document into vertical slices and applies a
matching method on the result of projection profile in order to estimate
the medial seam, then a modified version of seam carving procedure is
used to compute the separating seam. The final seams will go through
the regions between text lines.
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A method was proposed in [9] that uses ALCM algorithm which
gives a mask corresponding to text line locations. Then, the text lines
are extracted by superimposing the components with text line pattern
mask. Another method is based on convolution neural network with
watershed transform, which is proposed in [10] to estimate the text area
between the baseline and the corpus line.
The third approach uses the baseline of words and tries to connect
those that participate to the same lines. Other methods represent the
problem as a graph and search the orientations of text components
and uses Breadth First Search algorithm and affinity propagation
clustering method to assign the components to text lines [11, 12]. The
work in [13] adapts the problem of text line extraction from binary
Arabic handwritten documents as a Markov Decision Processes using
knowledge about the features and arrangement of the components
belonging to the same line.
The papers in [1, 14] give a complete study of several text lines
segmentation methods of handwritten document.

that constitute this line. From this point of view, the adequate approach
will be the one that is based on the analysis of the arrangement of the
connected components (Fig. 2.a)
According to a global vision, a text line can only be defined by means
of the following line. Here we are not interested to the constituent of
the line, but to its neighbors. From this point of view the adequate
approach will be the one that approximates the baseline (Fig. 2.b and
2.c).
Therefore we investigate the use of watershed transform technique
from two visions, local and global.

A. Watershed Transform
In topography watershed means the ridge that divides areas drained
by different river systems. Here we refer to image segmentation
technique in the field of mathematical morphology. The idea is to
treat the image as a topographic surface in which the dark pixels
are considered low elevations and lighter ones are considered high
elevations and when the flooding starts from the low elevations and
the merging of the waters from different locations is prevented, the
resulted image will be portioned into catchment basins and watershed
lines as illustrated in Fig. 3.

(a)

(b)			

(c)

Fig. 2. The main approaches for handwritten text lines extraction.

To respond to the specificity of the Arabic script, we investigate
the use of the Watershed Transform which is a well known image
segmentation approach. The idea is that when considering the text
components as markers, the catchment basin (regions) of watershed
occupy a space that adapts with the shape and size of the component
with respect to its neighbors. This effect could be exploited to estimate
the locations of text lines.
To respond to the specificity of the Arabic script, we found
interesting to investigate the approach based on the analysis of text
component using watershed transform as preprocessing step to get
the regions of the text component in order to localize the neighboring
components within the same line. We found that the work in [15] first
estimates the baseline using adaptive head-tail connection in order to
link the component with each other and then uses watershed on the
result of the baseline detection in order to extract the lines.

Fig. 3. Illustration of watershed segmentation: (top-left) gray scale image,
(top-right) topographic surface, (bottom) watersheds in red.

Fernand Meyer [16] introduced an algorithm based on a set of
defined markers in order to overcome the problem of over segmentation
which can be summarized as follows:
1. Each of the markers is given a different label.
2. The pixels around each marked area are inserted into a priority
queue with priority level that corresponds to the gradient
magnitude of the pixel.
3. The pixel having the lowest priority is extracted from the queue
and if all its neighbors that have already label have the same label,
then it will be labeled with their label. The non-marked neighbors
that are not in the priority queue are put in it.

We would like also to investigate the use watershed transform as a
post processing step in order to localize the lines estimated by a matching
horizontal projection profile technique based on the work in [8].
The goal here is to compare if it is interesting to use watershed
transform as preprocessing or post processing steps. This paper is an
extension of our work in [22], and it is organized as follows: section
3 describes the proposed approaches. Section 4 presents and discusses
the results and finally section 5 concludes the paper.

II. Proposed Approach
According to a local vision, a text line can be perceived as a set of
aligned words. Thus we focus on the detection of Piece of Arabic words

4. Redo step 3 until the queue is empty.
The resulted image will contain non-labeled pixels which correspond
to watershed lines.

B. Local Vision
As stated in [22], the idea of using watershed transform comes from
the observation of its effect on binary images. If the text components
are set as marker, the resulted regions of watershed allow them to
occupy a region which adapts according to their size and shape. These
regions can help in localizing the neighboring components that may
belong to the same line.
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Since the approach is based on the analysis of the connected
component in order to extract the lines, diacritical points may influence
the results of the analysis and therefore should be removed before
applying watershed transform. Local linear regions are detected by
analyzing the spatial relationship of each resulted region with its
neighbors and if one of the neighboring text components is located in
its field of view then it will be linked to it by a line thus resulting in a
new image where all neighboring text components are linked together.
Finally watershed transform is applied again on this new image which
results in detecting regions of the text lines.

those intersecting the contour of the region in question after dilating
its contour with a disk of two pixels. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of
neighboring regions detection.

1. Diacritical Points Removal
The proposed approach is sensitive to the presence of diacritical
points since it is based on the analysis of the arrangement of the text
component. So as a preprocessing step to remove these points, we use
the technique in [2] which is based on the estimation of the stroke width
of text component. Fig. 4 illustrates the document without diacritics.
After locating the lines, these points will be assigned to their
corresponding words.

(Original

image)

Fig. 6. Example of localizing the neighboring regions of the text component in
the middle.

For any linear writing, words and characters in a local region are more
or less aligned, and this remains valid even for documents with curved
lines. Taking into consideration this fact, the idea is to search, for each
text component, among its neighbors those that intersect with its field
of view. As for the example in Fig. 7 the blue rectangle corresponds
to the current components and the green rectangles correspond to text
components that intersect the field of view and therefore are probably
located in the same line as the current component.

(Resulted image)
Fig. 4. Result of diacritical points removal.

2. Finding Local Linear Regions
After removing the diacritical points, we set the markers as text
components and apply Watershed Transform and in order to prevent
the flooding of the edge regions in the corners of the image (Fig. 5.a),
we set a new flooding area represented by the inverse of the convex
hull of all the text components. The result of this process is shown in
Fig. 5.b.

Fig. 7. Example of detection of the neighboring text components included in
the field of view of the text component in the middle.

Applying this criterion as it is on the whole components, gives
errors in the case of narrow gaps between adjacent lines where the
bounding box of the neighboring component in the adjacent lines may
intersect with the field of view of the component in question. This is
illustrated in Fig. 8.

(a)

Fig. 8. Example of removing text component in the adjacent lines (black
regions correspond to intersection of the components in cyan with others in the
neighborhoods).

(b)
Fig. 5. Result of watershed transform on binary document.

One of the characteristic of the watershed transform is that it keeps
the alignment of the text lines. For each region, the analysis of the
spatial arrangement of text components that may participate to the same
line is restricted only to the neighboring regions which correspond to

In order to resolve this issue, the idea is to remove text component
in the neighboring regions with bounding box that contains portion
of other text component region that intersect the field of view. In the
case where tow text components participating in the field of view and
intersecting each other we keep them both.
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As shown in Fig. 9, other problems occur where text parts may be
located in a place which makes it participate at the same time in more
than on field of view thus allowing to link component in adjacent lines
which result in merging the two lines together. Thus to resolve this, the
component will be linked to the component in which it participate the
most based on the percentage of participation described in [13].

Fig. 11. Example of detection of diacritical points and broken characters (red
rectangles).

C. Global Vision
We found interesting to investigate the use of horizontal projection
profile as a global technique for the approximation of the base lines
and then applying watershed transform on the extracted paths in order
to extract the lines.

1. Projection Profile
Fig. 9. Example of detection of text part (red rectangle) that participate in two
adjacent lines.

3. Extraction of the Lines
As a result of finding local linear regions, we get a vector that
contains for each text component the local ones that participate to the
same line. A recursive function is used on this vector in order to find all
components that are related to each other that will be linked together
from their centroids by a line. Fig. 10 illustrates this process. Finally
the watershed transform is again applied to the new image in order to
estimate the location of the lines.

One of the most used methods in text segmentation is called
Projection Profile. Horizontal projection profile produces an histogram
that represents for each line in the image: the number of black pixels
[17, 18], the number of transitions black to white [19]. Locations of the
maxima and minima values are detected, then the space between two
consecutive minimums correspond to the location of the text line. This
technique is well adapted for printed documents that contain straight
lines. But for handwritten documents that present curved and short
lines, the peaks do not reflect the location of the lines, also the presence
of diacritical points in the Arabic document makes this technique too
sensitive to this kind of documents (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Example of the histogram (in blue) of the horizontal projection profile.

In order to cope with the problem of curved lines, the idea is to
divide the document into vertical slices and then analyzing each slice
separately [20, 8].

2. Estimation of the Baseline

Fig. 10. Example of text lines detection on binary documents.

In some cases parts of characters or big diacritics may be located
in interline and therefore remain isolated (not linked to any other
component). Based on their width and height which is often smaller
than the average words width and the average line height, these isolated
components are detected and reassigned to the nearest line (Fig. 11).

The first stage in [8] detects the medial seams (approximation of
the orientation of each text line) using a projection profile matching
approach. After splitting the page into slices a smoothed horizontal
projection profiles is computed for each slice independently. Local
maxima in two consecutive slices are matched in both directions, if a
matching is found between two peaks a line is drawn between them,
thus creating for each line a curve that goes through its peaks.
Due to the presence of diacritical points and ascenders and
descenders, the histogram of the horizontal projection profile may
contain lot of peaks, so in order to have a histogram that reflects the
number and position of the lines, as in [8], we apply a cubic spline that
smooths the histogram. Example of this process in shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Example of the histogram of the horizontal projection profile (in blue)
and its smoothed version (in red).

(a)

We adapt the method in [8] by changing the direction of the
matching between peaks of the slices in order to take into consideration
the writing direction of the Arabic script which is from right to left,
also we ignore the step of removing lines that start from intermediate
column since in Arabic documents we may face this kind of situation.
The step of extending the small lines is modified by simply taking the
last coordinate of each line and creating a straight line between it and
the corresponding coordinate in the last column of the image.
After extracting the diacritical points, the horizontal projection
profile is applied as shown in Fig. 14.
(b)
Fig. 16. Example of text lines detection on gray level documents.

III. Comparative Analysis
Fig. 14. Example of lines detection using matching horizontal projection profile.

3. Extraction of the Lines
The curves of the projection profile are dilated vertically and
marked as locations for the watershed transform where the flood must
start. Finally, the text lines correspond to the regions of the watershed
transform. The result of this process is illustrated in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Result of watershed transform on the projection profile lines
superposed on the original image.

One of the advantages of this approach is its ability to work on
grayscale documents. As illustrated in Fig. 16, the method detects
efficiently the line event in the presence of noise.

In order to assess the accuracy of the proposed approach we use a
subset of the publicly available data set “Handwritten Arabic Proximity
Datasets” [21]. The F1-mesure score explained in [13] is used here too.
Table I compares the score of the proposed method with previously
proposed methods tested on the same samples.
TABLE I. Results of the Segmentation Rate using F1-score
Methods

F1-mesure

The method in [13]

90.5%

The method in [2]

94.3%

Watershed as pre-processing

89.4%

Watershed as post-processing

93.3%

As can be observed from the result it is clear that using watershed
transform as post-processing step to the horizontal projection profile
gives better result than using it as pre-processing step to the analysis
of the linearity of connected component. This could be justified by
the fact that the projection profile treats the document from a global
vision by analyzing the peaks of text lines as if it searches the useful
part of words which result in an approximation of the baseline. While
by analyzing the connected components, the document is treated from
a local vision and thus when constructing the lines we may deviate and
this is mainly caused by the presence of touching lines where a given
component may be linked to other, which is located in adjacent lines.
Another advantage of this approach is to treat an also gray level
document which is benefic in the case of the presence of complicated
noise that could not be removed in the binarized version of the
document. Meanwhile, the drawback is that the approximation of the
line is global; therefore, some parts of words may be broken in the
extracted lines.
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Table II recaps the main differences of the two approaches.

it is coarse achieved better results and showed its less sensitivity to the
presence of noise and touching lines.

TABLE II. Differences between using Watershed Transform
As preprocessing

As postprocessing

Gary scale or Binary

Binary

Both

Sensitive to noise

Yes

No

Sensitive to touching lines

Yes

No

Broken characters

No

Yes

Multi-languages

Yes

Yes

Simple and effective

No

Yes

As future work, we are willing to enhance the approach in order
to prevent the broking of the characters and also to be able to treat
historical and complex documents.
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Abstract

Keywords

The user experience questionnaire (UEQ) is a widely used questionnaire to measure the subjective impression
of users towards the user experience of products. The UEQ is a semantic differential with 26 items. Filling out
the UEQ takes approximately 3-5 minutes, i.e. the UEQ is already reasonably efficient concerning the time
required to answer all items. However, there exist several valid application scenarios, where filling out the
entire UEQ appears impractical. This paper deals with the creation of an 8 item short version of the UEQ, which
is optimized for these specific application scenarios. First validations of this short version are also described.

User Experience, UEQ,
Questionnaire, Short
Version.

I. Introduction

T

he appearance of modern devices that offer quite natural and easyto-learn interactions, as for example smart phones or tablets, have
taken the general expectation of users concerning user experience of
user interfaces to a new level. Today’s users simply expect a high level
of satisfaction during their interaction with a user interface, even if it is
a complex business application or a programming environment.
In order to be successful in a highly competitive market environment,
it is thus no longer sufficient to offer products of new and powerful
functionality. Users also expect that they can learn how to use the
application without much effort, solve their tasks fast and efficiently,
and are able to control the interaction at each point. In addition to these
goal-oriented interaction qualities, it is also important that the product
catches the user’s attention and interest and that using the product is
interesting and stimulating. Consequently, hedonic, not directly goaloriented interaction qualities have to be considered as well in order to
be successful [1].
For example, in a study concerning business software [2] it was
shown that pragmatic quality aspects and hedonic quality aspects
equally influence the attractiveness and preference for a product. Thus,
user experience with all its facets is an important aspect that must be
considered during product design and as a part of quality control.
This raises the question of how to measure user experience. All
aspects of user experience are highly subjective evaluations. A
product that is seen as easy to learn and understand by one person
can be judged as quite complicated and difficult to learn by another
person. This can, for example, be due to different levels of expertise
or knowledge. Another reason can be a different level of expertise
with similar products.
* Corresponding author.
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The same is true for the perceived performance of a product. A
product that a user perceives as slow and annoying can be seen as
performing adequately by another user. In this respect, users vary widely
in their expectations and personal preferences. Thus, any measurement
of user experience must consider the feedback of a representative and
large enough group of users.
Therefore, questionnaires are a simple method to collect such user
feedback [3]. They can be distributed rather efficiently to larger groups
of users, especially if they are designed as online questionnaires. In
addition, analyzing the numerical data from such questionnaires is
highly standardized and thus efficient as well.
In this paper we describe the design and evaluation of a short version
of the User Experience Questionnaire, which is a widely used tool to
measure user experience.

II. The User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ)
The objective of the UEQ is to allow a quick assessment done by
end users covering a preferably comprehensive impression of user
experience. It should allow the users to express feelings, impressions,
and attitudes that arise when experiencing the product under
investigation in a very simple and immediate way.
The UEQ can be used as a paper-pencil version, but is also short
enough to be used as an online questionnaire. It consists of 26 items
(Fig. 1) that are grouped into 6 scales.
Each item of the UEQ consists of a pair of terms with opposite
meanings, for example:
Not understandable o o o o o o o Understandable
Efficient o o o o o o o Inefficient
Participants rate each item on a 7-point Likert scale. The answers
are scaled from -3 (fully agree with negative term) to +3 (fully agree
with positive term). Half of the items start with the positive term, the
others with the negative term (in randomized order).
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The original version of the UEQ was designed in German [4], [5],
but has so far been translated to several languages like Spanish [7] and
Portuguese [11]. The English version of the UEQ is shown in Fig. 1.
annoying
not understandable
creative
easy to learn
valuable
boring
not interesting
unpredictable
fast
inventive
obstructive
good
complicated
unlikable
usual
unpleasant
secure
motivating
meets expectations
inefficient
clear
impractical
organized
attractive
friendly
conservative

ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo

enjoyable
understandable
dull
difficult to learn
inferior
exciting
interesting
predictable
slow
conventional
supportive
bad
easy
pleasing
leading edge
pleasant
not secure
demotivating
does not meet expectations
efficient
confusing
practical
cluttered
unattractive
unfriendly
innovative

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Scales are not assumed to be independent. In fact, a user’s general
impression is recorded by the Attractiveness scale, which should be
influenced by the values on the other 5 scales (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Assumed scale structure of the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ).

Attractiveness is a pure valence dimension (emotional reaction
on a pure acceptance/rejection dimension). Perspicuity, Efficiency,
and Dependability are pragmatic quality aspects, i.e. they describe
interaction qualities that relate to the tasks or goals the user aims to
reach when using the product. Stimulation and Novelty are hedonic
quality aspects, i.e. they do not relate to tasks and goals, but describe
aspects related to pleasure or fun while using the product [2], [6].
For details concerning the design and validation of the UEQ see [4],
[5]. Helpful hints on using the UEQ are also available in [7], [8]. There
is a benchmark available as well, which is described in [12].
For a semantic differential like the UEQ, it is very important that
participants can fill it out in their native language. Thus, several
contributors created a number of translations.

Fig. 1. English version of the UEQ.

The original German version of the UEQ was designed using a data
analytics approach to ensure the practical relevance of the constructed
scales. Each scale represents a distinct UX quality aspect.
An initial set of more than 200 potential items related to UX was
created with usability experts in two brainstorming sessions. A number
of these experts then reduced the selection to a raw version of 80 items.
The raw version was used in several studies (with a total of 153
participants) on the quality of interactive products, including a statistics
software package, cell phone address books, online collaboration
software, or business software. Finally, the scales and the items
representing each scale were extracted from this data set by principal
component analysis [4], [5].
This analysis yielded the final questionnaire with 26 items arranged
into six scales:
• Attractiveness: Overall impression of the product. Do users like or
dislike it? Is it attractive, enjoyable or pleasing?
• Perspicuity: Is it easy to get familiar with the product? Is it easy to
learn? Is the product easy to understand and unambiguous?
• Efficiency: Can users solve their tasks without unnecessary effort?
Is the interaction efficient and fast? Does the product react to user
input quickly?
• Dependability: Does the user feel in control of the interaction?
Can he or she predict the system’s behavior? Does the user feel
confident when working with the product?

The UEQ is currently available in 19 languages (German, English,
French, Italian, Russian, Spanish [7], Portuguese [11], Turkish, Chinese,
Japanese, Indonesian [10], Dutch, Estonian, Slovene, Swedish, Greek,
Polish, Hindi, and Bulgarian).
The UEQ in all available languages, an Excel sheet for data
analysis, and the UEQ Handbook are available free of charge at
www.ueq-online.org.

III. Scenarios Requiring a Short Version?
Usually, 3-5 minutes are sufficient to fill out the UEQ including
some demographic data [3]. Thus, the UEQ is already a quite efficient
method to capture the opinion of a user towards the user experience
of a product, leading to the obvious question why a shorter version is
needed at all?
In the last couple of years we received a number of requests for a
shorter version, and some users even created their own short version
by removing a few items (which is not a recommended practice for a
standardized questionnaire like the UEQ [9]). Accordingly, there seem
to be some cases in which a full UEQ is considered to be too time
consuming.
All these requests came from three different generic application
scenarios in which only a very small number of items could be used to
measure user experience.

• Stimulation: Is it exciting and motivating to use the product? Is it
enjoyable to use?
• Novelty: Is the product innovative and creative? Does it capture the
user’s attention?
- 104 -

1. The first scenario is collecting data when the user leaves a web
shop or web service. For example, the user has just ordered
something in a web shop and logs out. After pressing the log out
button, the user is asked to fill out a short questionnaire concerning
the user experience of the shop. In such scenarios it is crucial that
the user has the impression that filling out the questionnaire can be
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done extremely fast. Otherwise, users will refuse to give feedback
(they are finished with their initial task and are in the process of
leaving the shop, so motivating them to spend some more time
on feedback is difficult). Presenting an entire UEQ with all 26
questions in such a scenario will severely reduce the number of
users willing to give feedback.
2. In the second and quite frequent scenario, a questionnaire
concerning user experience should be included in an already
existing product experience questionnaire. Typically, such a
questionnaire is sent out after a customer has purchased a product
and has already used it for some time.
Such questionnaires try to collect data about the entire product
experience, asking, for example, why the customer chose the
product, if the functionality of the product fulfills the expectations,
if the purchasing process was pleasant, if the customer wants to
be informed about similar or other products of the company in
the future, etc. As a result, such questionnaires tend to be quite
lengthy. Thus, it is difficult to add a full 26 item user experience
questionnaire in such cases.
On the other hand, it is often not possible to collect data concerning
user experience in a separate questionnaire, since the number of
customer interactions cannot exceed a certain limit (customers
can get easily annoyed if they receive such marketing e-mails too
often).

the items 11, 13, 20, and 21 (see Fig. 1) of the UEQ. They therefore
represent the Pragmatic Quality scale of the short version UEQ-S.
The same procedure was repeated for the eight UEQ items from the
Stimulation and Originality scales. The items 6, 7, 10, and 15 (see Fig.
1) showed the highest loadings and thus represent the Hedonic Quality
scale of the UEQ-S.
The UEQ-S thus consists of items shown in Fig. 3:
obstructive
complicated
inefficient
clear
boring
not interesting
conventional
usual

All of these scenarios share the requirement that the number of
items must be small. In addition, any instruction must be simple and
quick to read.

IV. Construction of the Short Version
The short version should contain only a limited number of items,
but it should still cover the spectrum of product qualities measured by
the UEQ.
To shorten the UEQ it was decided to skip the measurement of the
single dimensions and to concentrate on the measurement of the two
meta-dimensions pragmatic and hedonic quality. For each of these
dimensions four items are chosen. Thus, the short version of the UEQ
(henceforth: UEQ-S) will only contain eight items, grouped into two
scales. In addition, the mean value of the eight items will be given as
an overall UX value.
A data set with 1867 data records was collected by the German
UEQ in previous studies. Each data record reflects the evaluation of a
product by a participant. In total, 21 different products were assessed
(business software, web shops, household appliances, etc.).
A main component analysis was performed on all twelve UEQ
items from the Efficiency, Perspicuity and Dependability scales. For
the analysis the number of factors was set to 1, and the four items that
showed the highest loading on this factor were chosen. These were

supportive
easy
efficient
confusing
exiting
interesting
inventive
leading edge

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Fig. 3. The short version UEQ-S.

The first four items represent the pragmatic quality scale and the last
four items the hedonic quality scale.
To check the cross-loadings the data set was reduced to these eight
items and a main component analysis (varimax rotation) was performed
with two factors. Table 1 shows the items’ loadings on these factors.
TABLE I. Loadings of the Items of the Short Version UEQ-S on the
Factors Pragmatic and Hedonic Quality

Thus, including a very short user experience section in such
a customer experience questionnaire is often the only way for
UX practitioners to collect feedback on their customers’ user
experience.
3. A third scenario mentioned sometimes are experimental settings
where a participant is asked to judge the user experience of several
products or variants of a product in one session. In such scenarios
the products or product variants are presented to the participant
in a random order one after the other, and they have to fill out
a questionnaire concerning user experience for each of them. In
such a setting, the number of items must be kept to a minimum.
Otherwise the participant will be stressed and the quality of
answers will decrease quickly.

ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo

Item
clear / confusing
inefficient / efficient
complicated / easy
obstructive / supportive
boring / exiting
not interesting / interesting
conventional / inventive
usual / leading edge

Pragmatic
0.71
0.63
0.79
0.69
0.29
0.36
0.19
0.19

Hedonic
0.21
0.39
0.10
0.41
0.74
0.75
0.82
0.86

Thus, the items show the intended scale structure. Only the item
obstructive/supportive yields a relevant, but still relatively small crossloading to the other factor. The other items load strongly on the factor
they belong to and only weakly to the other factor.
In the original UEQ half of the items start with the positive term
and the other half of items start with the negative term. In addition, the
order of the items is randomized in the questionnaire. This was done
to be able to detect participants that do not answer seriously [9] and to
force users to carefully read the alternatives. However, this also has
some disadvantages. The change of polarity must be explained in the
instruction and in addition, it is cognitively more demanding for the
participants.
In order to simplify the instruction and make it easier to fill in the
questionnaire, it was decided that all items have the same polarity. The
left side reflects the negative term and the right side the positive term
(see Fig. 3). In addition, the order is not randomized: the first 4 items
reflect the pragmatic quality and the items 5 to 8 the hedonic quality.

V. Prediction Quality
As a first evaluation we calculated how well the scales of the short
version (UEQ-S) approximate the corresponding scales of the full
version (UEQ). Therefore, in our data set that was used to design the
short version, we calculated the difference between the mean value of
all 8 items in the short version and the mean value of all 26 items (here
12 items belong to pragmatic quality, 8 belong to hedonic quality and
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6 belong to the scale Attractiveness, which is neither pragmatic nor
hedonic) in the full UEQ for each participant. The same was done for
the scales pragmatic and hedonic quality of the short version.
Regarding the pragmatic quality we calculated the difference
between the mean of the four items of the pragmatic quality scale
of the UEQ-S and all twelve items of the Efficiency, Perspicuity and
Dependability scales in the full UEQ for each participant.
Following that pattern, we compared the difference between the four
items of the hedonic quality scale of the UEQ-S with the mean of the
eight items of the Stimulation and Originality scales in the full UEQ.
The distribution of these differences (kernel density plots) is shown
in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
General result (all items)

The mean and standard deviation of the observed differences are
0.06 (0.39) for all items (Fig. 4), -0.09 (0.46) (Fig. 5) for the items
concerning pragmatic quality and -0.03 (0.45) (Fig. 6) for the items
concerning hedonic quality. Please note that the UEQ scale ranges
from -3 to +3, so these differences concerning the scale means are quite
small.
In all three cases the distribution of the observed differences is
nearly symmetrical around zero, thus there is no systematic over- or
underestimation based on the reduced number of items in the short
version UEQ-S. It is evident that the short version is able to predict the
values of the full version quite accurately.

VI. An Evaluation Study
In a first study with the short version 47 students judged the user
experience of different well-known products. Each student could
choose to judge either Amazon, Skype or Wikipedia with an online
version of the UEQ-S. We only report results for Amazon, since for
the other two products there were simply not enough data to draw
meaningful conclusions.
The consistency of the pragmatic quality and hedonic quality scales
was reasonably high. The corresponding Cronbach Alpha values were
0.85 (pragmatic quality) and 0.81 (hedonic quality).

Fig. 4. Distribution of the difference per participant between the full UEQ and
the short version UEQ-S for the overall value.

Pragmatic Quality

The scale means for Amazon (N=31 students decided to judge
Amazon) were 1.09 for pragmatic and 0.51 for hedonic quality. These
values are quite similar to the values obtained in an older study with a
similar target group (German students) and the full UEQ. In this study
the mean value for the Efficiency, Perspicuity and Dependability UEQ
scales was 1.17 and the mean value for Stimulation and Originality was
0.66. Thus, the short version UEQ-S seems to approximate the long
version expectedly well.
A main component analysis of this data set shows the expected factor
structure once more. The loading of the items of the two extracted
factors (factors were extracted according to the Kaiser-Guttman
criterium, loadings after varimax rotation) are shown in Table 2.
TABLE II. Factor Loadings on the Two Extracted Factors of the Short
Version UEQ-S for the Full Data Set of the Study (47 Participants)
Item
clear / confusing
inefficient / efficient
complicated / easy
obstructive / supportive
boring / exiting
not interesting / interesting
conventional / inventive
usual / leading edge

Fig. 5. Distribution of the difference per participant between the full UEQ and
the short version UEQ-S for pragmatic quality.

Hedonic Quality

Factor 1
pragmatic quality

Factor 2
hedonic quality

0.825
0.833
0.849
0.789
0.274
0.220
-0.047
-0.221

-0.209
0.255
-0.033
0.215
0.701
0.806
0.841
0.809

VII. Language Versions
The items of the UEQ-S are a subset of the UEQ items. Accordingly,
all the available translations of the UEQ can be used, i.e. the UEQ-S
is directly available in all languages for which a full version exists
(German, English, French, Italian, Russian, Spanish, Portuguese,
Turkish, Chinese, Japanese, Indonesian, Dutch, Estonian, Slovene,
Swedish, Greek, Polish, Hindi, and Bulgarian).

Fig. 6. Distribution of the difference per participant between the full UEQ and
the short version UEQ-S for hedonic quality.

The translated version of the UEQ-S can simply be created by
choosing the corresponding items from the full UEQ of the desired
language.
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However, the question remains if the selected items predict the
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behavior of the full UEQ as well as the German version. We cannot
verify this for all translations yet, since we do not have access to
sufficiently large data sets for all of them. So far, this is only possible
for some languages.
Table 3 shows the measured deviation per participant between the
short version and the corresponding values for the long version for five
languages (same computation method as described in the validation of
the German short version above).
TABLE III. Deviations between Short Version UEQ-S and Full Version
Language
Portuguese
Turkish
Spanish
Indonesian
English

All
0.19 (0.33)
0.13 (0.39)
0.16 (0.38)
0.14 (0.33)
0.15 (0.34)

Pragmatic
0.07 (0.41)
-0.06 (0.44)
0.02 (0.49)
-0.15 (0.38)
0.03 (0.43)

Hedonic
0.13 (0.41)
0.22 (0.47)
0.1 (0.38)
0.25 (0.38)
0.17 (0.36)

n
206
943
377
212
224

The data shows that for these languages the fit between the short
version and the full version of the UEQ is good enough to allow a
practical application of the UEQ-S. For example, for the English
version we can expect that the mean of the eight items of the UEQ-S
deviates 0.15 (on average) from the mean of all 26 UEQ items. For the
four UEQ-S items of the pragmatic quality scale the deviation from
the mean of all twelve UEQ items of the Efficiency, Dependability and
Perspicuity scales is 0.03 on average. For the four UEQ-S items of the
hedonic scale the deviation from the mean of all eight UEQ items of
the scales Stimulation and Originality averages at 0.17. Thus, as in the
case of the German version, the approximation is quite good.

VIII. Limitations of the Short Version UEQ-S
We described the design of the UEQ’s short version UEQ-S. For
a UX professional who wants to plan an evaluation the question
arises which of the two versions should be used. Obviously, the short
version has some advantages concerning the number of questions and
accordingly the time the participants need to fill out the questionnaire.
However, this comes at a price. The full UEQ gives a detailed
feedback concerning 6 different aspects of UX, i.e. measures on the
Attractiveness, Efficiency, Perspicuity, Dependability, Stimulation
and Originality scales. This is lost in the short version that only
distinguishes between pragmatic and hedonic quality.
Given the fact that even a full UEQ requires only 3-5 minutes, the
usage of the UEQ-S should be limited to the scenarios described in
the beginning of this paper. The short version should only be used
in situations where a full UEQ can not be applied at all. Otherwise,
the loss of detailed information is not compensated by saving time in
filling out the questionnaire.

IX. Conclusion
We described the design and validation of a short version of the
UEQ. It consists of only eight of the 26 items of the UEQ. The short
version, which is named UEQ-S, contains two subscales (pragmatic
and hedonic quality; 4 items each) and a total value reflecting the
overall user experience.
It was shown that the short version is able to predict the behavior of
the full version concerning pragmatic and hedonic quality. The mean
value obtained by the four items of the short version approximates
the values obtained by averaging all 12 pragmatic items (from the
Efficiency, Perspicuity and Dependability scales) and all 8 hedonic
items (from the Stimulation and Originality scales) of the full version.
In a first application study concerning Amazon done with German

students, the scales showed a high level of consistency. In addition, the
measured mean for the pragmatic and hedonic quality approximates
the values obtained by the full UEQ collected in a previous study.
The short version UEQ-S is only intended for specific scenarios
which do not allow employing a full UEQ. The UEQ-S does not
allow measuring the detailed UX qualities Attractiveness, Efficiency,
Perspicuity, Dependability, Stimulation and Novelty, which are part of
the UEQ report. It is, in general, quite useful to gather these detailed
values when it comes to interpreting the results and define areas of
improvement [3].
Thus, the short version UEQ-S only allows a rough measurement
on higher level meta-dimensions. Our recommendation therefore
is to only use the short version UEQ-S in the scenarios described in
this paper. The short version should not replace the usage of the full
version in standard scenarios, for example after usability tests. In such
scenarios, the small gain in efficiency does not compensate for the loss
of detailed information on the single scales and therefore more detailed
quality aspects.
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Abstract

Keywords

Video content has increased much on the Internet during last years. In spite of the efforts of different
organizations and governments to increase the accessibility of websites, most multimedia content on the
Internet is not accessible. This paper describes a system that contributes to make multimedia content more
accessible on the Web, by automatically translating subtitles in oral language to SignWriting, a way of writing
Sign Language. This system extends the functionality of a general web platform that can provide accessible web
content for different needs. This platform has a core component that automatically converts any web page to a
web page compliant with level AA of WAI guidelines. Around this core component, different adapters complete
the conversion according to the needs of specific users. One adapter is the Deaf People Accessibility Adapter,
which provides accessible web content for the Deaf, based on SignWritting. Functionality of this adapter has
been extended with the video subtitle translator system. A first prototype of this system has been tested through
different methods including usability and accessibility tests and results show that this tool can enhance the
accessibility of video content available on the Web for Deaf people.

Accessibility, Deaf,
Machine Translation,
Multimedia Content,
Sign Language,
SignWriting.

W

I. Introduction

EB content, specifically multimedia content, has increased
much on the Internet during recent years [1]. New tools
facilitating video editing and uploading to Internet have led naturally to
the massive generation of videos, many of them of didactic, informative
or illustrative nature [2]. Unfortunately, the poor accessibility level
of much multimedia content increases the gap existing in access to
information between not impaired and impaired people.
Therefore, there are organizations promoting recommendations in
order to reach the adequate accessibility level, being the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 [3], proposed by the W3C, one
of the most important recommendations.
Moreover, in different countries, legislations exist that state that
public administration websites, as well as those of other institutions
that benefit from public financing, must comply with a certain
level of accessibility. For example, in Spain, the websites of public
administrations or other institutions receiving public financing
or giving general services, must comply with the AA level of the
WCAG. In United States, some states have codified laws to ensure
web accessibility while others inform about standards and guidelines,
applying to state entities [4].
However, in spite of these efforts, most multimedia content on the
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: elena.verdu@unir.net

DOI: 10.9781/ijimai.2017.09.002

Internet is not accessible. Developing an accessible website is not
only expensive but also difficult because there are some aspects that
depend on interpretation. For example, while a textual description of
an image could be adequate for a visual impaired person, it could not
be appropriate for a person with cognitive problems [5].
In order to face these drawbacks, Crespo et al. [5] propose a new
approach allowing the collaborative creation of different accessible
adaptations of websites. A step-by-step assistant or wizard guides the
semiautomatic adaptation that can be done by any user and that is saved
on a repository, in which all adapted profiles of websites are shared.
A web platform that also aims at facilitating the delivery of
accessible content via web is presented in [6] and [7]. This platform is
a global solution targeting every disability, as different adapters can
be integrated to provide accessible content according to the different
limitations of users. Specifically the Deaf People Accessibility
Adapter has already been developed and described in [7]. This
component adapts the application content for people with severe
auditory disability by translating standard web applications to web
applications based on SingWriting, a way of writing Sign Language.
The present paper describes a solution that intends to complement
this adapter, eliminating existing barriers in video subtitling. If a
web page provides a standard subtitling file, the proposed solution
translates the available plain text to vector graphics, representing
SingWriting, which accompany the video sequence, allowing
the perception of audio information of the video by Deaf people.
Specifically, the adapter supports translation of subtitles written in
English language into SignWriting for American Sign Language
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(ASL), one of the visual-gestural languages most commonly used by
the Deaf communities in the United States of America.
Next section of the paper explains reasons why Deaf People
experience difficulties when consuming multimedia web content.
Besides, some state-of-art solutions are described. Section III gives an
overview of the accessibility global platform and the auditory disability
accessibility adapter, both mentioned in previous paragraph. Besides,
section III presents the solution that makes subtitled videos accessible
for the Deaf, whose evaluation is presented in Section IV. Section V
presents main conclusions and future works.

‘SignWriting’ expressed in SingWriting. In this specific case, the facial
expression does not take a role when expressing the sing so the graphic
does not include the face expression. The upper part of the graphic
shows the positions and configuration of hands and the arrows indicate
the movement of the hands. Fig. 2 represents the word ‘Hello’, which
includes the smiling facial expression.
As it can be seen, the elements composing SignWriting can be
generated as vector graphics, easily treated by current web applications.
Therefore, the proposed system described in this paper will use vector
graphics to show SignWriting as subtitles of video content, enhancing
video visualization experience for Deaf people.

II. Context: Problems of Deaf People Accessing Video
Content and State-of-Art Solutions
A. SignWriting: a Bridge to Mitigate the Difficulties Experienced
by Deaf People
Most multimedia content on the Internet is not accessible for
Deaf people, who remain behind the digital barrier. Complex texts
and multimedia content without alternative text are the most critical
barriers for hearing impaired users according to the study of Pascual
et al. [8]. Including captions or transcriptions to a video can make it
more accessible [1] but reading oral language is still difficult for some
deaf people, especially for those with prelocutive auditory disability,
who find many difficulties using web sites. Prelocutive indicates that
deafness appears before learning of language. Technical advances such
as cochlear implants allow profoundly deaf to hear, as it simulates
the function of the inner ear, providing sound signals to the brain. At
present, many young deaf people benefitting from cochlear implants
are achieving good results when learning oral languages. However not
all people can be implanted and not all implanted people obtain an
adequate proficiency level [9].
Oral languages are based on letters that represent sounds, which for
prelocutive deaf, are completely unknown. Therefore, for these people,
learning reading oral languages is merely memorizing sequences of
letters [7]. This has consequences such as the fact that deaf children are
also affected in their linguistic and, therefore, cognitive development
because language is the tool that organizes our thoughts. This is used to
describe the concepts we learn and mediates between the subjects and
the objects of knowledge [10].
Therefore, for those with auditory disability who cannot benefit
from the cochlear implant, a visual language will be their preferred
language as it is received through vision, which is the natural
communication channel for them. A sing language is a visual-gestural
language expressed with hands, body and facial gestures, which is
used, among others, by the Deaf. Sign languages allow the Deaf to
communicate unhindered, focusing on the message and not on the
medium. Moreover, sign languages are organized in the brain as
spoken languages. Although many signs mimic the meaning of the
concept expressed, the position and movement of the hands for many
of them do not reveal the meaning. Therefore, a Deaf person using
Spanish Sign Language will not understand someone using American
Sign Language, as it happens with spoken language [11].
As well as there is not a unified way of signing in every country,
Deaf people have not yet stablished a unified way of writing sign
languages. SignWriting is a proposal candidate for that [12]. As above
mentioned, reading spoken languages is a very difficult task for the
Deaf because written words are made of letters representing sounds,
thus learning to read is a task consisting in memorizing. SignWriting
represents signs on the signer’s perspective, that is, how the signers
see their own hands when they sign. Also, it represents head, shoulder
and trunk movements, as well as facial expressions, which can
change totally the meaning of a sign [13]. Fig. 1 contains the word

Fig 1. ‘SignWriting’ sign in SignWriting.

Fig 2. ‘Hello’ sign in SignWriting.

B. Related Works
There are several systems that translate texts and video subtitles to
Sign Language automatically. San Segundo et al. [14] have developed
a machine translation system from Spanish to Spanish Sign Language.
The system uses speech recognition, which is automatically translated
and interpreted by an avatar animation module. Araujo et al. [15]
propose a solution that translates video subtitles and generates a
sequence in Brazilian Sign Language in real time, respecting linguistic
constructions and grammatical rules. Signs are interpreted by an
avatar and the authors are working on strategies that allow human
collaboration to maintain, improve and extend automatic translations
rules of the system.
López-Ludeña et al. [16] propose a bidirectional system that
translates speech into sign language and generates speech from sing
language. The system recognizes speech and uses a memory-based
translation strategy, using a set of sentences in oral language and their
translation into sign language as a learning stage that will enable the
system to translate similar sentences.
Most of translators to Sign Language correspond to automatic
translators focused on specific domains of activity, in which vocabulary
and expected sentence constructions are quite limited, such as a hotel
reception [16], a bus company [17], renewing the identity card or the
driver’s license [14], for example.
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Another approach which can be applied to open domains and
intends to be cost effective, is the one described in [18]. To solve the
needs of Deaf people accessing to multimedia content, an architecture
is proposed that includes intelligence in the streaming server so that it
distinguishes clients’ characteristics and properties of communication
to provide the most suitable content. Specifically, for clients with
hearing disabilities, a middleware is proposed to translate the subtitles
tracks to SignWriting. The work described in this paper completes this
work, taking elements from this architecture to implement a translator
to SignWriting for subtitled videos, complementing the adapter
that translates standard web applications to applications based on
SignWritting [7], that is, the graphical representation of Sign Language.

III. Solution to Global Accessibility
There is not a universal accessibility, given that the needs of each
disability are very different and therefore accessibility requirements
are also very different. The work of Crespo et al. [6] [7] describes a
solution for those hearing impaired but it intends to be a global solution
to accessibility based on two main principles:
• Separating content and presentation: Content has to be firstly
presented in a language that can be processed by a machine and
not by the user. The purpose is that the user is able to select the
representation of the content according to his needs (this can be
SignWriting or HamNoSys for example).
• Automatic generation of content in a specific format: According to
the targeted user, a specific formatted representation of content is
generated. For a hearing impaired user, the representation can be
based on sign language symbols coded as SVG format, as in the
specific solution described in this paper.
Therefore, the problem of constructing an accessible website
is separated into different parts (see Fig. 3). First, there is a core
component, which facilitates the collaborative adaptation of websites.
This is called the WAI Accessibility Adapter, which automatically
converts any web application, regardless its accessibility level, to
the expected accessibility level. As Fig. 3 shows, this adapter is an
intermediate component between the application server and the client.
It is totally independent of the specific requirements of the users
according to their disability. This component transforms code served
by the application server so that it conforms with level AA of WAI
guidelines. One of the main problems of implementing accessible
websites is covered by this component, that is, facilitating the delivery
of accessible web content through a gateway, saving the costs that
would involve to make accessible each website separately by each
company. However, this component does not allow covering all the
problems specific to the different disabilities by itself.

The special features required by a specific disability are achieved
by different targeted-disability adapters that would act as kind of
user agents. Then, there can be a specific component for those with
visual disability and another for those auditory impaired. Any specific
accessibility requirement should be solved by the corresponding
specific adapter.
As the present paper describes a solution to accessibility problems
of those with auditory disability, from this point the paper will focus on
the Deaf People Accessibility Adapter.

A. WAI Accessibility Adapter
The WAI Accessibility Adapter is an intermediate component
between a web application and its clients. When a client makes a
request to a web application, instead of directly sending the request
to the web application, the request is sent to the WAI Adapter. Then,
the adapter sends the request to the Web application and apply some
transformations to the content returned so that this content is accessible.
The adapter sends the accessible content to the client as response. This
adapter has two main components [7]:
• Proxy adaptor: it receives the requests of the clients, forwards them
to a specific browser instantiated in the pool component, obtaining
the HTML generated from that request by the web application.
Then, it applies the transformations to deliver accessible contents
to the client.
• Pool of browsers: it receives the proxy requests and instantiates
browsers, managing their assignments to specific clients.
Instantiated browsers send requests to the web application and
receive the corresponding HTML code, which is delivered to the
proxy adaptor.

B. Deaf People Accessibility Adapter
The Deaf People Impairment Adapter is a middleware that allows
translating typical web applications into SignWriting web applications.
This adapter is based on SWMLSVG (SignWriting Markup Language for
Scalable Vector Graphics), a language defined to visualize signwriting
graphics in any web browser supporting the visualization of SVG.
SWML (SignWriting Markup Language) is based on XML
[19]. It is an effort to allow the interoperability of web applications
using SignWriting. SWMLSVG language extends SWML to render
SignWriting symbol sequences as vector graphics SVG. It allows easy
visualization of SignWriting elements in any web browser supporting
visualization of SVG graphics.
The Adapter uses SVG format because it is more adaptable than
other formats. This development is intended to be a solution for the
Deaf but these people can also suffer from partial lack of vision,
for example. Therefore, enlarging the size of images without losing
quality could be needed for some users. Other benefits of using vector
drawings instead of rasters are smaller storage space for simple images
or easy edition [7].
The overall architecture of this component in charge of the
adaptation of web content to SignWriting is shown in Fig. 4. The
HTML document received from the WAI Adapter is processed by the
SWMLSVG Adapter. This transforms the input HTML document into
a HTML document with SWMLSVG inside. Two databases are used
while undertaken the transformation:

Fig. 3. Overall architecture of the global accessibility solution (Own
elaboration based on [7].

• The standard database SSS-XXXX-SVG, which contains, in
written form, specifically in SVG format, the different possible
configurations a sign can have. SignWriting dictionaries are sorted
by Sign-Symbol-Sequence (SSS). Therefore, SSS has the same
function for sign languages as the alphabet has for oral languages.
A file SSS-XXXX-SVG serves as database of SVG images, which
compose the SignWriting alphabet.
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• A database (SBML), which is a kind of cache of symbols previously
configured and then stored for quick use [7].

Fig. 5. Overall view of SignWriting Subtitling System.
Fig. 4. Overall view of Deaf People Accessibility Adapter (Own elaboration
based on [7].

C. SignWriting Subtitling System for Video Streaming
As described previously, many webpages contain video content
currently and, therefore, the Deaf People Accessibility Adapter has
been extended to support subtitle translations. This section describes
this new component of this adapter, a SignWriting subtitling system
based on HTML5 <video> tag and Synchronized Multimedia
Integration Language (SMIL) Timesheets. When the adapter detects
that a webpage contains a video with subtitles, it takes the subtitles
expressed in an oral language and generates subtitles in SignWriting
format, timely synchronized with the video stream.

Currently the first prototype of the SignWriting Subtitling System
has been developed and tested. It provides an interface to upload a
video and a subtitle file, supporting subtitles expressed in SubRip
Text format and written in English language, translating them into
SignWriting for American Sign Language (ASL). Fig. 6 shows how
SVG graphics are visualized synchronized with video. This first
prototype has been tested providing a first and prompt feedback for
developers. The experiment undertaken for testing is described in next
section. The support of WebVTT is under development and complete
integration into Deaf People Accessibility Adapter is in progress.

This synchronization is achieved thanks to SMIL TimeSheets, which
can orchestrate documents compound of HTML and SVG drawings,
separating timing and synchronization of elements in the document
from content and presentation [20].
SMIL is a W3C standard XML-based language defined to describe
the temporal behaviour of a multimedia presentation allowing
synchronizing multimedia content [21]. SMIL Timesheets, also
proposed by W3C, reuse some SMIL timing primitives but separate
content, styling and timing, with the objective of facilitating authoring
and handling of multimedia contents. While CSS (Cascading Style
Sheets) defines the spatial layout and format of the elements of a web
page, SMIL Timesheets play a similar role in the temporal aspect.
SMIL Timesheets define which elements are shown at a certain time
and can be reused in different documents, as CSS [22].
HTML5 specification introduced the <video> tag, which facilitates
video integration into webpages. The video element includes the
<track> tag in which subtitles and caption files can be specified so
that they are shown while media is playing. The adapter will take
the subtitle file referenced in the track element and generate a web
document with SVG graphics showing a SignWriting sequence
synchronized with video. HTML5 does not support including SVG
code in the HTML track element, therefore SMIL Timesheets are
used to synchronize vector drawing on web page with video stream.
As SMIL is not natively supported by web browsers [20], the use of
JavaScript is required to govern the document timing from SMIL data.
Specifically the open-source JavaScript library timesheet.js is used to
integrate SMIL and render SVG drawings synchronized with video
stream, following the approach proposed by Cazenave et al. [20]. For
translation of oral language subtitles to SignWriting, the databases
used by SWMLSVG adapter shown in Fig. 4 are used (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 6. SignWriting-subtitled video streaming.

IV. Evaluation
A. Method
The application performance of first prototype of the SignWriting
Video Subtitling System has been validated by using different types
of tests:
• Unit tests: some unit tests on the most important components of the
system are done.
• Usability tests: to evaluate the system by testing on users.
• Accessibility tests: both using an automatic evaluation accessibility
tool and manually evaluating with a usability and accessibility
checklist.
• Integration tests: these are carried out each time a specific
functionality is implemented.
This section specifically describes the methods used for accessibility
and usability testing, as these are crucial taken into account the target
user and objective of the application, which is improving accessibility
to video content of Deaf People.
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Two questionnaires were used during usability testing with users.
The first one included general questions to know the computer literacy
and computer habits of participants in the experiment, that is, if they use
computer regularly and the type of activities they do with computers
(working, leisure, social networking…).

TABLE I. Average Score Obtained in Usability Questionnaire (1-to-5
Rating Scale, 1-Strongly Disagree and 5 - Strongly Agree)

Therefore, this first questionnaire served to classify the 13
participants according to their computer literacy profile and habits:

Factor

Average Score

Ease of use

4.42

Functionality

4.28

User Interface

4.27

• User 1: person in the age range of 20 to 35, regular user of
computers and social networks, but without experience in digital
certificates. 6 participants belong to this profile.
• User 2: person in the age range of 35 to 55, regular user of
computers and Internet for leisure activities, but without experience
in social networks and digital certificates. This group is made up
of 3 participants.
• User 3: person in the age range of 35 to 55 with little experience
using computers, Internet and social networks. This group is made
up of 4 participants.
During the next stage, the participants visualized three videos
of short duration by using the developed interface. After that, they
answered the second questionnaire, which contained 17 1-to-5 rating
scale questions to measure the following different usability aspects:
• Ease of use: is browsing simple? Is it easy to access to a specific
content? …
• Functionality: are there some missed options? Are tasks done
fluently? …
• User interface: is size of signs adequate? Are colors of interface
adequate? Is interface nice and clean? Is the application wellstructured? Is transition between pages well structured? Is the
needed information delivered at each moment? Does the interface
help to focus on the task that is being done?
For accessibility evaluation, WAVE accessibility evaluation tool is
used [23], which is an online web service that helps to determine the
accessibility of web content. This includes many checks for compliance
issues contained in the Section 508 [24] and WCAG 2.0 guidelines.
As automatic tools cannot check all issues of these guides, moreover
only persons can determine true accessibility, the guide of evaluation
of usability authored by Hassan and Martín [25], which includes a
section to evaluate accessibility, is also used for validation. This is
an extensive form that considers different aspects such as identity and
information, language and writing, informative labels or signs, or page
layout. Tests are done in several browsers such as Internet Explorer,
Firefox or Google Chrome.

B. Results
Table 1 shows the average score obtained for each evaluated
usability aspect through the questionnaire of 17 questions previously
mentioned. The questions were rated with a 1-to-5 rating scale, being
1 the more negative response and 5, the more positive. Therefore
satisfaction of participants with every aspect is in general high, being
every aspect rated above 4. Fig. 7 shows the average score obtained
for each aspect by the different groups of users. Even with a different
computer literacy background, responses of the participants belonging
to groups User 1 and User 2 were very similar, with a high score for
every aspect. As expected due to their lack of experience with Internet
and computers, participants of profile User 3 rated lower the different
aspects, as shown in Fig 7. Anyway, average scores for the three
aspects were higher than 3.5 and no question received a score lower
than 3 for this group.

Fig. 7. Average score by factor and type of user obtained in usability
questionnaire (1-to-5 rating scale, 1- strongly disagree and 5 - strongly agree).

WAVE tool is also used to check the accessibility of the application
and no errors are detected. However, as said before, the absence of
errors reported by an automatic tool does not mean that the page is
accessible. Moreover some warnings are informed by this tool.
Therefore, accessibility is also verified with the guide of evaluation
of usability previously mentioned [25]. All criteria of the checklist of
this guide are complied except the following ones:
• There is no a high contrast between the font color (SignWriting
graphic) and background.
• Users have not total control over the interface.
The results of usability testing show that participants are satisfied
with the SignWriting subtitling tool. Not every word had its translated
symbol, and this may be the reason why some users did not give a
high score to question “Is the needed information delivered at each
moment?”. A dictionary generator tool allows to modify and extend
dictionaries fluently once symbols are available, so this result can
be improved in the future. Besides, as accessibility tests show, the
application does not suffer from accessibility problems.

V. Conclusion
This paper describes an extension of a Deaf People Accesibility
Adaptor that translates oral language subtitles of videos embedded in
web pages to SignWriting. This extension is under development, and
a first prototype has already been tested to give a prompt feedback to
developers. This first test has probed that users are satisfied with the
tool and that this potentially will enhance multimedia content browsing
experience of Deaf Users.
More tests, with a higher number of participants, will be done when
the tool is completely integrated into the Deaf People Accessibility
Adapter. The translator failed to translate some words during tests
already done, as they were not available in the dictionary. In order
to measure these types of errors, next tests will include new metrics
such as Sign Error Rate (SER). SER is the percentage of wrong signs
in the translation output compared to a reference, which is provided
by a human expert [14]. Besides, new recent instruments [26] [27]
to evaluate usability and accessibility will be considered to assure an
efficient evaluation of user experience in next experiments.
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As future work, some complementary existing solutions will be
explored. For example, the proposed system may be complemented
with the system proposed by Bouzid and Jemni [28], who describe
an avatar-based system for automatically generating 3D signing
animations from SignWriting annotations expressed with SWML
(SignWriting Markup Language). Besides, some measures to optimize
the performance of the system will be considered and evaluated, such
as the fusion of the repositories SMBL and SSS-XXXX-SVG as
proposed in [29].
Specifically the solution described in this paper is applied to improve
the web accessibility for people with hearing impairment. However,
thanks to the mentioned separation of content and representation, by
using the WAI Accessibility Adaptor or core component, which can be
extended by any specific adaptor, the approach can be extended to target
other types of impairments, as intellectual disability. Therefore, the
proposed translator could be adapted to support other types of graphics
accompanying video, which would be adapted to each specific need.
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